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Pico's Virtual Instrumentation enable you to use your
computer as a variety of useful test and measurement
instruments or as an advanced data logger.
Hardware and software are supplied together as a package
- no more worries about incompatibility or complex set-up
procedures. Unlike traditional 'plug in' data acquisition cards,
they simply plug into the PC's parallel or serial port, making
them ideal for use with portable PC's.

PicoScope
'Virtual
instrument'
software.

111111111111111111

Pond tonpo

PicoLog
Advanced data
logging software.

Call for your Guide on 'Virtual Instrumentation'.

NEW SZ1-16 Logic Analyser

NEW >ire- MO Virtual Instrument
Dual Channel 12 bit resolution
Digital Storage Scope
Spectrum Analyser

Pocket sized 16 channel Logic Analyser

Connects to PC

Frequency Meter
Chart Recorder
Data Logger

serial port.

High Speed
-up to 50MHz
sampling.
Internal and
external
clock modes.

Voltmeter
The ADC -100 offers both a high
sa-npling rate (100kHz) and a high
resolution. It is ideal as a general

purpose test instrument either in the
lab or in the field. Flexible input ranges
(±200mV to ±20V) allows the unit to
connect directly to a wide variety of signals.

8K Trace Buffer.

SZ4-16

,4ne-/00 with PicoScope £199

with software, power
supply and cables 219

>42,e-10

with PicoScope & PicoLog £209

>42)e-

>412)e- /2

11 Channel 10 bit

1 Channel 8 bit

1 Channel 12 bit

Lowest cost

Digital output

High resolution

Up to 22kHz sampling
0 -5V input range

Up to 18kHz sampling
0 -2.5V input range

Up to 17kHz sampling
0 -5V input range

The ADC -10 gives your

computer a single
channel of analog input.
Simply plug into the
parallel port and your
ready to go.

The ADC -11 provides
11 channels of analog
input in a case slightly
larger than a matchbox.
It is ideal for portable
data logging using a

The ADC -12 is similar to
the ADC -10 but offers an
improved 12 bit (1 part
in 4096) resolution
compared to the ADC 10's 8 bit (1 part in 256).

PicoScope £49

"notebook" computer.
Aive-ll with
PicoScope £85

PicoScope &

PicoScope &

PicoScope &

PicoLog £59

PicoLog £95

PicoLog £95

7112,e-/0 with

Carriage UK free,
Overseas £9
Oscilloscope Probes 1 x1, x10 ) £10
Existing ADC 10/11/12/100 users can add PicoLog for £25

VI

>42)e- I 6
8 Channel 16 bit+sign

Highest resolution
2Hz sampling - 16bit
± 2.5V input range
The ADC -16 has the

highest resolution of the
range, it is capable of
detecting signal changes
as small as 40 pV. Pairs
of input channels can be

used differentially to
reject noise. Connects to
serial port.

4,Ir

>itne-I6

withPicoLog £115

ADC -10 Simply plug into
the parallel port and your ready to go.

Pico Technology Ltd. Broadway House, 149-151 St Neots Rd, Hardwick, Cambridge. CB3 7QJ

Tel: 01954 - 211716

Access

Fax: 01954 - 211880

Phone or FAX for sales, ordering information, data sheets, technical support. All prices exclusive of VAT
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THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

Surplus always

wanted for cash!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER C HANGING STOCKS
LOW COST PC's - ALL EXPANDABLE - ALL PC COMPATIBLE
SPECIAL OFFER
Computer
PC SCOOP
SPECIAL 81IY
Controlled
i
COMPLETE

AT 286

40Mb HD + 3M b Ram

1x i1 Laser Video

COLOUR SYSTEM
ONLY £99.00

eh"+"4"*

One of the most amazing surplus

Disk Player

deals Mat we ever been able to offer
you! The Philips VP410 LaserVision player, in as new condition,
ready to run colour PC system at an unheard of price! unit features full computer control, Plays standard 12" LaserVision
The Display Electronics PC99 system comprises of fully com- disks with startling visual and audio quality in two channel stereo
patible and expandable XT PC with 256k of RAM, 51/4" 360k flop- or mono. When controlled by a computer, it may also be used as a
py disk drive, 12" CGA colour monitor, standard 84 key key- versat le high quality storage / retrieval medium. It
will play back
board. MS DOS and all connecting cables - lust plug In and go
II Ideal students, schools or anybody wishing tc learn the world of either LaserVision CAV (active play) or CLV (Long Play) discs
PC's on an ultra low budget. Don't miss this opportunity. (which covers most types of commercially available video discs).

LIMITED QUANTITY only of these 12Mhz HI GRADE 286 systems A massive bulk purchase enables us to bring you a COMPLETE

Made in the USA to an industrial specification, the system was

designed for total reliability. The compact case houses the motherboard. PSU and EGA video card with single 51/4" 1.2 Mb floppy disk
drive & integral 40Mb hard disk drive to the front. Real time clock
with battery backup is provided as standard. Supplied in good used
condition complete with enhanced keyboard. 640k + 2Mb RAM,
DOS 4.01 and 90 DAY Full Guarantee. Ready to Run
Order as HIGRADE 286
(E) Fully guaranteed for 30 Days
£99.00 (E)
Order as PC99COL
CALL FOR OTY uISCOUNTS
Optional Fitted extras: VGA graphics card
Optional Fitted extras: 640k RAM
£29.00
£29.00
1 4Mb Th' floppy disk drive (instead of 1.2 Mb)
£32.95
2nd floppy drive, specify 51/4" 360k or 3'n" 720k
£29.95
NE2000 Ethernet (thick, thin or twisted) network card
£49.00
Above prices for PC99 offer ONLY.

ONLY £f42.00

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 3.5"- 8"

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS

5.25" from £22.95 - 3.5" from £24.95

Superb quality 14' FOREFRONT MTS-9600 SVGA Multisync -

Massive purchases of standard 5.25' and 3.5" drives enables us to
present prime product at industry beating low prices! All units (unless
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equipment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day
guarantee and operate from standard voltages and are of standard
size. All are IBM-PC compatible (if 3.5' supported on your PC).
3.5' Panasonic JU363/4 720K or equivalent
£24.95)B)
3.5' Mitsubishi MF355C-L. 1.4 Meg. Laptops only
£36.95(0)
3 5' Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non laptop
£29.95(0)
5.25' Teac FD-55GFR 1.2 Meg
£29.95(0)
5.25' BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF501B 360K
£22.95)B(
' Data cable included in price.
Shugart 800/801 8' SS refurbished & tested
£195.00(E)
Shugart 851 8' double sided refurbished & tested
£250.00)E)
Mitsubishi M2894-63 8" double sided NEW
£275.00(E)
Mitsubishi M2896 -63-02U 8" DS slimline NEW
£285.00)E(
Dual 8" drives with 2 mbyte capacity housed in a smart case with
built in power supply. Ideal as exterior drives!
£499.00(F)

HARD DISK DRIVES

5.25' SEAGATE ST -238R 30 mb RLL I/F Ref urb
£69.95(C)
5.25" CDC 94205-51 40mb HH MFM I/F RFE tested
£69.95)C)
8"
FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SMD I/F RFE tested
£195.00)E(
Hard disc controllers for MFM , IDE. SCSI, RLL etc from £16.95

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
Converts your colour monitor Into a QUALITY COLOUR TV!!

TV SOUND
& VIDEO
TUNER!
The TELEBOX consists of an attractive fully cased mains powered
unit, containing all electronics ready to plug into a host of video moni-

tors made by makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO,
SONY, COMMODORE, PHILIPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The
composite video output will also plug directly into most video
recorders, allowing reception of TV channels not normally receivable
on most television receivers' (TELEBOX MB). Push button controls

on the front panel allow reception of 8 fully tuneable 'off air' UHF
colour television channels. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequencies VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as
used by most cable TV operators. A composite video Output is
located on the rear panel for direct connection to most makes of
monitor or desktop video systems. For complete compatibility - even
for monitors without sound - an integral 4 watt audio amplifier and
low level Hi Fi audio output are provided as standard.
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors
£34.95
TELEBOX STL as ST but with integral speaker
07.50
TELEBOX MB Multiband VHF -UHF -Cable- Hyperband tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 6mhz sound specification
'For cable! hyperband reception Telebox MB should be connected
to cable t e service. Shi in code on all Teleboxes is B

FANS & BLOWERS
MITSUBISHI MMF-D6D12DL 60 x 25 mm 12v DC £4.95 10 / £42
MITSUBISHI MMF-09612DH 92 x 25 mm 12v DC £5.95 10 / £53
PANCAKE 12-3.5 92 x 18 mm 12v DC
£7.95 10 / £69
EX -EQUIP 120 x 38mm AC fans - tested specify 110 or 240 v £6.95
EX -EQUIP 80 x 38mm AC fans - tested specify 110 or 240 v £5.95

VERO rack mount 1U x 19' fan tray specify 110 or 240v f45.95
IMHOF B26 1900 rack met 3U x 19' Blower 110/240v NEW £79.95
Shipping on all fans (A) Blowers (B). 50.000 Fans Ex Stock CALL

IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES
OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY -BULK

5,000,000 items EX STOCK
For MAJOR SAVINGS - SAE or CALL FOR LATEST LIST

145-!32 INTERFACE
BNC +SCART INTERFACE
IR.WIRED REMOTE CONTROL

Superb quality 6 foot 40U

Virtually New, Ultra Smart
Less than Half Price!

MODORE (including Amiga 120)), ARCHIMEDES
etc The H version will also function with the ATARI in

Top quality 19" rack cabinets made in UK by

Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature

all mcdes Inc HI RES monochrome. Complete wrth

designer, smoked acrylic lockable front door,

'text' switching for WP use.(possible minor screen burns) Syncs down to
15 kHz. Supplied in EXCELLENT little used condition wrth full 90 day

full height lockable half louvered back door
and removable side panels. Fully adjustable
internal fixing struts, ready punched for any
configuration of equipment mounting plus

guarantee.

£149.00 (E)
£129.00 (E)

ELECTROHOME ECM-1211SBU 12" VGA multisync monitor with
resolution 640 x 480 Multi input selection: 9pin CGA/ EGA , 15 pin
VGA or 5 BNC connectors. 0.31 pitch. Compatible with PCs,
Amiga, Atari and others. In good used condition (possible minor
screen burns)90 day guarantee.
£99.00 (E)
KME 10" high definition colour monitors. Nice tight 0.28' dot pitch
for superb clarity and modern styling. Operates from
any 15.625 khz sync RGB video source, with ROB
..-

,

Commodore Amiga, Acorn Archimedes & BBC.

Only £399.00 IF)

19" RACK CABINETS

CGA, EGA. VGA & SVGA modes, BBC, COM-

Order as MTS-9600 / H for ATARI
All modes as above Order as MTS-9600 /S

RGB / COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT
PAL / RGB DECODER
FAST RANDOM ACCESS

SPULtRI., PUKIHRSE

Multimode monitor 0.28' dot pitch with resolution of
p. 1024 x 768. The multi mode input allows direct connection to a host of computers including IBM PCs r

analog and composite sync such as Atari

End of line purchase scoop! Brand new NEC D2246 8" 85 Mbyte
of hard disk storage! Full industry standard SMD interface. Ultra
hi speed data transfer and access time. replaces Fujitsu equivalent
model. complete with manual. Only
£299.00(E)
3.5' FUJI FK-309.26 20mb MFM I/F RFE
£59.95(C)
£69.95(C)
3.5" CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equiv )RFE
3.5' CONNER CP3044 40mb IDE I/F (or equiv.)RFE
£89.00(C)
3.5' RODIME R030578 45mb SCSI I/F (Mac & Acorn)
£99.00(C(
5.25' MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equiv.) RFE £49.95(C)

Some Df the many features of this incredible machine are:

ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp socket

switched mains distribution strip make these

racks some of the most versatile we have

ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore require
only two sloe panels to stand singly or in bays
Overal dimensions are: 77-1/2" H x 32-1/2' D x 22" W Order as:
Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels.
£335.00 (G)
Rack 2 Rack, Less side panels
£225.00 (G)

Over 1000 racks in all sizes 19" 22" & 24"
3 to 44 U. Available from stock !!
Call with your requirements.

Measures only 13.5' x 12' x 11". Only £125 (E)
Good used condition. 90 day guarantee.

KME 10" as above for PC EGA standard £145.00 (E)
NEC CGA 12' colour IBM-PC compatible High quality ex -equipment ful y tested with a 90 day guarantee. In an attractive two tone ribbed grey plastic case

TOUCH SCREEN SYSTEM

measuring 15"L x 13"W x 12"H. The front cosmetic
bezel has been removed for contractual reasons.

The uhmate in 'Touch Screen Technology' made by the experts MicroTouch - but sold at a price below cost !! System consists of
Only £49.00(E)
a flat translucent glass laminated panel measuring 29.5 x 23.5 cm
connected to a PCB with on board sophisticated electronics, From
20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour monitors. the board comes a standard serial RS232 or TTL output. The outcomplete with composite video & optional sourd inputs. Attractive put continuously gives simple serial data containing positional X & Y
teak style Case Pe-fect for Schools, Shops, Disco, Clubs, etc. In co-ord nates as to where a finger is touching the panel - as the finger moves, the data instantly changes. The X & Y information is
EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.
given at an incredible matrix resolution of 1024 x 1024 positions
20"....£135 22"....£155 26"....£185 (F)
over the screen size !!! So, no position, however small fails detection. A host of available translation software enables direct con12" Mono. Philips BM7542 /05G for CCTV
NEW £69.95 (C)
nectioi to a PC for a myriad of applications including control panels, pointing devices. POS systems, controllers for the disabled or
computer un-trained etc etc Imagine using your finger in 'Windows'
instead of a mouse !, (a driver is indeed available !) The applications 'or this amazing product are only limited by your imagination!! Supplied as a complete system including Controller. Power
Power One SPL200-5200P 200 watt (250 w peak). Semi open
frame giving +5v 35a. -5v 1.5a. +12v 4a (8a peak). -12v 1 5a, +24%. Suppl- and Data at an incredible price of only:
4a (6a peak). All outputs fully regulated with over voltage protection RFE. F..11 Software Support Available - Fully Guaranteed £145.00 (9)
on the +5v output. AC input selectable for 110/240 vac. Dims13' x
05.00(B)
5' x 2.5'. Fully guaranteed RFE.
Power One SPL130. 130 watts. Selectable for 12v (4A) or 24 v
(2A). 5v @ 20A. & 12v 0 1.5A. Switch mode New.
£59.95)B) INTEL 'ABOVE' Memory Expansion Board. Full length PC -XT
and PC -AT compatible card with 2 Mbytes of memory on board.
Astec AC -8151 40 watts. Switch mode. +5v 0 25a. +12e B 2a.
Card is fully selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 processor
-12v B 0.1a. 6-1/4" x
x 1-3/4" RFE tested
L'22.95(El
and above) memory. Full data and driver disk supplied. In good
Lambada LYS-PV-12 200 watt switch mode.+12V DC 19 29a
semi enclosed. 10' x 5" x 5'. RFE and fully tested.
£59.95(C) used condition fully tested and guaranteed
Windows compatible. Order as: ABOVE CARD
£59.95(m)
Conver AC130. 130 watt hi -grade VDE spec Switch mode +5v 0
Half length 8 bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
15a, -5v B 1a.+12v B 6a.27 x 12.5 x 6.5cms.New.
£49.95(C
memory
either
256k
or
512k
in
64k
steps.
May
also
be
used to fill
Goshen 13090. Switch modeldeal for drives & system +5v0 6a.
in RAM above 640k DOS limit, Complete with data.
£29.95(8'
+12v B 2.5a, -12v B 0.5a, -5v B 0.5a.
256k
£32.95(A1)
Order
as:
XT
RAM
UG.
£95.00(C.
Farnell G6/40A. Switch mode. 5v B 40a.Encased
£38.95(A1)
512k
only
1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 120ns
09.50(A)
1 MB x 9 SIMM 3 chip 80 ns
only
£23.00(A)
INTEL SBC 486/133SE Multibus 486 system. 8Mb Ram
£1975 1 MB x 9 SIMM 9 chip 80 ns
only
£22.50(A)
£1950
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4 pen HPGL RS232 fast drum plotter
£375
3M VDA - Video Distribution Amps.1 in 32 out
NO BREAK UNINTERRUPTIBLE PSU'S
£470
Trio 0-18 vdc bench PSU. 30 amps. New
Fujitsu M3041 600 LPM band printer
£1950 Brand new and boxed 230 volts 1 KVa uninterruptible power supply
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter 0750 from system from Densel. Model MUD 1085-AHBH. Complete with
Andrews LARGE 3.1 m Satellite Dish + mount (For Voyagen £95)
POA sealed lead acid batteries in matching case. Approx time from interRED TOP IR Heat seeking missile (not armed !I)
E575.00(G)
Tektronix 11_30 Spectrum analyser plug in
£330 rupt is 15 minutes. Complete with full manual.
£375 EMERSON ACCUCARD UPS, brand new 8 Bit half length PC
Thurlby LA 160B logic analyser
£953 compatible card for all IBM XT/AT compatibles. Card provides DC
GEC 1.5kw 115v 60hz power source
£850 powe' to all internal system components in the event of power supBrush 2Kw 400 Hz 3 phase frequency converter
POA ply failure. The Accusaver software provided uses only 6k of base
Anton Pillar 75 kW 400 Hz 3 phase frequency converter
Newton Derby 70 KW 400 Hz 3 phase frequency converter POA RAM and automatically copies all system, expanded and video
Nikon PL -2 Protection lens meter/scope
£750 memory to the hard disk in the event of loss of power. When power
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995 is returned the machine is returned to the exact status when the
HP 7580A Al 8 pen HPGL high speed drum plotter
£1853 power failed !! The unit features full self diagnostics on boot and is
Kenwood DA -3501 CD tester, laser pickup simulator
£350 suppled brand new, with full. easy fitting instructions and manual.
Computer MCA16'3APC 16mm auto iris lenses 'C' mount £125
Seaward PAT 2000 dual voltage computerised PAT tester
f585 Normally £189.00 NOW! £69.00 or 2 for £120 ,n,

DC POWER SUPPLIES
10,000 Power Supplies Ex Stock

Call for info / list

LOW COST RAM UPGRADES

SPECIAL INTEREST

Issue 13 of Display New
LONDON SHOP

ALL MAIL & OFFICES

On 68A Bus Rout.

Dept ETI. 32 Biggin Way
Upper Norwood
LONDON SE19 3XF

Open Mon -Fri 9.00-5:30

open Mon - Sat 9:00 - 5:30
215 Whitehorse Lane
South Norwood
Nr Thornton Meath 8

Selhurst Park SR Rail stations
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60 MHz, 12 -bit,

waveform digitiser
for the PC
Reading -based Stra-egic Test and Measurement Systems
Ltd lave jus announced the availability of their DA60 wav3f:rne cigitiser blared, which the company claims to set a new
word s:andaiod for computer based data acquisition speed,
zcceracy an I p ce. The 12 -bit high resolution DA60
cap-ures 60 Nil ion samples per seconi on a single chann31,
cr 3) million samples per seccnd on each of two simultaneous chanrx Is, malting it the fastest product of its type in
its price range.
The )A6C s zn E.A Bus compatible card featuring an
ariabgLe ban 1wiciti of 30M -Iz on each of its two signal
channels and a btzl of 512K. samples cf on -board memory.
Digral y con-non.3d attenuators allow for setting each
charmers ga n over a 34dB range in 0.2cIB steps.
The )A60 is eel suited for a wide range of applications
with n the fields A nItrasour d, :ommunications, radar an
aLtoma-.ed testi-1. The board cccupies one ISA slot, is less
than 1Scms it length and is supplied w th a library of C
langiage functions and source code that simplify the dev
opment of ar plifmti 31S programmes.
The DA60 las four input signals, consisting of two

a lalogim inp.ts, an external trigger and an external clot
The ariogue in:Aits have a 'ul -scale voltage range of

Digital clock
thermometer from

Maplin

The new digital clock thermometer from Maplin Electronics is
an attractive white LCD dual purpose clock that displays the
time as well as the ambient temperature in either Centigrade
or Farenheit. TI -e neatly styled, compact unit has an easy to
read 17mm high LCD display and is ideal for use in the home,
greenhouse, office or car.
A three -position selector switch on the oack of the unit
selects either Temperature in Farenheit, Temperature in
Centigrade, or Time. In either of the two temperature modes,
the time display can be instantly viewed by pushing the clock
button on the front of the unit. the temperature sensor is positioned at the top left hand side of the unit's face.
The unit is powered by a single AAA size battery (supplied),
and costs £5.95. It is available from any branch of Maplin or via
mail order, for further details ring 0702 552911.

11XlinV p -p tc 5.01/ p -p. Trigger modes are single shot a

segrie-red. The -ris.cer levet is adjustable with the DA60's
3 I XI Clock esc ilk brs for :he digitiser are 20MHz and
30041Hz. with
ci riders cf 1,2,4,8,16,32,64 and 123
Tie DACCE ct sts £3995, anc f
ateii: Test oa 01734
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Electronic insect killer

from Maplin

One of the latest products to come from Maplin is an ultraviolet electroni: insect killer. The unit emits harmless UV light
which attracts flying insects into the trap wiere they are then
killed by a high voltage charge. Because it uses no chemicals or
sprays this trap is both safe and hygenic and thus ideal for use
in the home, office, kitchen, shops etc.
The unit uses very little power and is connected to the mains
via a cable, this is supplied together with a lA plug. The
complete unit costs £9.99.
It is available f-om
any branch of
Maplin
or via mail order.
For further
details ring
111011111)11111
0702 552911.
-
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High speed
multi -interface 4 -port
serial 1/0Zit4t

The latest in a growing line of PC communications cards
to be announced by SoLthampton based Integrated
Measurement Systems Ltd is the PCL-746. This is a
high speed, multi- nterface four port serial communications card. Each port can be configured indivicuclly to
be either RS -232, 422 o- 485 providing a versatile range
of transmission protocols on a single card.
The PCL-746 features four high speed 160550
UARTS (with on chip FIFO buffer, red _icing CPU load
and ensuring a higher throughput and reliab lity n serial
VO, particularly for WindDws based awlicaticns. With
the high speed bufer the 746 card cagy suppol baud
rates of up to 1151<bps.
The PCL-746 can be configured wth all tour ports
set as normal Dc serial COM1...COM4 ports, w-th
default addresses and it terrupts. Alternatively, for
enhanced mode of operation, all four ports can be set
to share the same interrupt. This shared interrupt can
be set to an exter ded AT interrupt level. This simplifies
programming, speeds uo interrupt prccessin? and frees
low level hardware interrupts for ober devices.
In R-485 mode the card provides efficient ccininnunications over long distances up t0i4ODDft, it a so automatically senses the direction of inccrning data and
switches its transmission direction accordin'y. The
PCL-746 is also compatible with Arhot 4 -port cards
supporting SCO UNIX/XENIX. It is s_pplied complete
with ComLIB software, a powerful programming library
for PC serial I/O applicalons.

*

For Lit-er details contact IMS on 3702 77'143.

SINGLE CHIP LCD DO
MICROCONTROLLER
the M37500 series of
Mitsubishi is announcing
The
new devices include a
single chip 3 -bit CMOS microennt
direct driv7.4 dot matrix LCD and are :he latest in a series of specialist
ICs for deeliceied microcontroller
The M:37$0) Series microcontrellers are ideal for mobile telephones, bAs r ess telephones and other consumer, effice and industrial equip rent requiring a large capacity LCD display with keyboard
control. The c evices provide an LCD controller and driver featuring 80
segmentsand 16 commons, two 13 bit timers, three 8 -bit tim-3rs, real
time clock fae.;tion, six I/O ports with programmable internal pullups, key -c r oake up function and two serial 1/Os suvorting soth
UART and c c ck synchronous cow riunications.
Two vem. ions are available in the microcontroller series. The
M37500M i c ones with 20Kbytes of on chip ROM and 640bytas of
RAM. The NC dersions have 32Kbytas of ROM and 1Kbytes of RAM.
Both type; fseture an area of on -nip RAM for the L XI. display of

MU

ail Au

EEO

17

160bytes.

These dbs can operate down to 2.5V whilst typcaly consuming
only 20uA i t the low speed operat Dig mode. Special power -swing

modes furtle reduce current con ;umption to typically 0.1uA, making
these deuces especially suitable h' very low power and battery

applicatiam
The M31500 series microcontrliers come in 16Cpin, 24m n
square qi al fiat packs and EPRO V, OTP and mask ROM devices are
fully supported. Support software is provided by a highly optimised
ANSI C cen-pier, interactive simulator, and structured relocztable
macro as;enialer.
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For fu-ther details c Dntact Mitsubishi of
Hatfield on 0-707 276 100.

Low cost manufacturin
exas based company Testronics, a leader =n Auto
Equuipm
A, a low cost manufacturing detects anakser. The urit is designed to quickly and accurately identify manufacmg defects suds as opens, shorts, solder bricices, ant missing, reversed, incorrect and/or defective components.The 405A uses the industry standard GenRad style 2270 receiver interface.
The systems switch cards provide a true 6 -wire matrix allowing any combination of configurations. Also, there is
no limit as to the number of guard pins that can be used during any single measurement. This is important when
testing complex circuits where there are n -any parallel con- ponent paths. The switch cards use SMD technology and
plug directly into the receiver's spritg probe array. By plugging directly into the receiver, cables are e in nated,
thereby dramatically improving measurement performance and test speed.
Complex impecences are accurately measured by the use of a multiple frequency AC stimulus measurement unit.
The real as well as the imaginary current is measured. The luadrature current measurement technique enables the
testing ol very small capacitors, even in complex circuit arrangements.
Each pin of every IC is automatically characterised with respect to itself and to all other points on the board, not
just to Vac or GNC. Each IC is scanned t3 measure and re.c3rd its forward voltage drop (Vf) as well as its Delta
forward voltage drop, ( Vf), when the current is increased. This dual threshold scan provides the characterisation 01
two specific points along each IC's semiconductor .unction VI curve.
The system software provides full use of var ables. The user can input data into the program durin; tasting to
provide on -the -fly program branching. This feature s extremely important when testing a board that may have
several options or versions. The operato- can be prompted to input the specific option number. The program can
tt-en branch and test the components associated with the selected option. Mathematical operations can also be
performer' on variables. The results of an ind vidual measurement can be stored into a variable and rr ar ipulated.
For mcre information contact Testronics, 1320 Millwood Rd, McKinney, TX 75069, USA. Tel:(214)542 3111.

C;C(n @tffoEic5FL<.)
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Epson have launched the world's first credit card -sized IBM PC/AT compatible motherboard.
Wit, a footprint of only 85.6mm x 54.00mm, the EPSON CAF:D-386 consists of the Intel 386 SL
super set, VGA controler, ROM, RAM, FDA and keyboard controller, and broadens the potential
application of PC tech iology into fields as diverses as POS systems, factory automation
sys:ems, measuring equipment, VTRs, faxes and vending machines.
B:To enable the EPSON CARD -386 to connect uo devices and external peripherals, Epscn
have developed a new 236 -pin interface, able tc support all IBM PC/AT functions as well as an
ISA bus and numerous I/O ports. Designa-.ed EASI (Epson M -in -one System Interface), it is
intended as an industry standard interface for credit card -sized PCs.
Making fu I use of Seiko Epson's expertise it mixed assembly anc watch technology, the
EPSON CARD 386 uses Tape Automated Bonding :TAB) technology' to mount components such
as the CPU and I/O controller, surface mount technology to moun- the memory ICs, and Chip On -Board (COB) technology for the other devices. Availab e in versions operating at both 3.3V
and 5.0V, it features 1MB or 4MB or RAM and 128KB or 256KB of ROM. Because of the many
standard software tools and hardware components already avaiable for the IBM PC/AT, development envi-onments or the EPSON CARD -38E can be real sed both quickly and easily. This will
allow developers to cut time to the market and the costs invo ved in hardware and software design.
For Lirther d= -tails contact Epson of Hemel Hempstead, on 0442 27331.
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JEDEC compliant 4Mbit VRAM
NEC Electronics has started sampling a fully JEDEC compliant 4Mbit video RAM
(VRAM). JEDEC is the US based standard body that defines the functionality and pin outs for many semiconductor devices. Compliancy
means that users, such as PC manufacturers, will not
be tied to a particular manufacturer and will have flexibility of supply.
A VRAM is essentially a DRAM with an extra I/O port,
enabling a faster data transfer rate. They are used in
desktop and portable PCs, (particularly those running
Windows type applications) workstations, video
cameras, and video recorders.
The 4Mbit devices are organised as 256K x 16bits, so
are ideal for use in 16bit (65,536) colour applications.
They are functionally compatible with NEC's 2Mbit
VRAMs and have a serial clock cycle time as fast as

a

18ns.

The 4Mbit VRAM is available in two operational
modes, with random access performance down to
6Ons. The uPD482444 is a fast page mode device, whilst
the uPD482445 is an extended output fast page mode
device which can improve the fast page read performance by up to 20%.
Both versions feature a full width split serial buffer,
the two halves of which function independently. Hence
one half can be outputting data while the other half is
being loaded with the next data to be output. This
removes the need to pause between reading rows (that
is, it eliminates "flyback" time) and permits data to be
output continuously at high speed.
The serial buffer is bi-directional, so the VRAMs are suitable for use in serial input
applications such as video cameras and video recorders. Other capabilities include a
flash write mode, a block write mode and the stopping column mode, which accelerates tiling operations. These features greatly increase performance of the system
when running Windows type applications.

ar

For further details
contact NEC at
Milton Keynes on:
0908 691133.

UV banknote checker
from Maplin
Fake banknotes can be detected by simply shining ultraviolet light on them. The genuine notes should absorb the
UV whilst the forgeries should reflect it. This means that
when a note is held under this unit a genuine one will
reflect very little light whilst a forgery will light up with a
bright violet colour.
This mains powered banknote checker is built in a
rugged black plastic housing that is designed for desk or
counter use. The unit is fitted with a top mounted on,'off
switch and about 1m of
mains cable, it comes
complete with 13A
plug. The unit costs
£7.99 on a special offer
open until 28th
February 1995. It is
available from any
branch of Maplin or via
mail order. For further
details ring 0702

STEVENAGE
Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing & Suppliers to the
Electronics Industry
Do you have a requirement for any of the following services:
PCB Assembly (Conventional
and Surface Mount)
Wave & Hand Soldering
Complete Equipment
Manufacture
Device Programming from hand
written shts or PC 31/2' disc
Cable Harness Assembly /loom
Manufacture
Card Cage and Module Wirinc
Full Inspection

Product Cesign/Consultation
Full Proci_ rement Service

PCB Test & "Burn in" Facilities
Enclosure Design & Manufacture
PCB Artwork Manufacture
Circuits Crawn Professionally
Kit Procurement & Supply
Component Sales
Refurbishment a speciality
Top Quality Work at Reasonable Rates

Phone "racey on (043E) 360406 or Fax details of your requirements to us
on (0438) 352742

EDT LTD, Cromer House, Caxton Way, STEVENAGE, HERTS, SG1 2DF

552911.
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8 CAVANS WAY,
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 0203 650702
Fax: 0203 650773

Hewlett Packard 8444A Tracking Generator
£750
Hewlett Packard 84458 Automatic preselector
£700
Hewlett Packard 8620C Sweep oscillator mainframe
£400
Hewlett Packard 8750A Storage normaliser
£375
Hewlett Packard 3438A Digital multimeter
£200
Hewlett Packard 6181C D.C. current source
£150
Hewlett Packard 59501B HP.1B isolated D/A power
supply programmer
£150
Hewlett Packard 3711A/3712A/3791B/3793B Microwave Link Analyser
£3500
Hewlett Packard 8901B - Modulation analyser AM/FM (150KHz -

Mobile: 0860 400683

(Premises situated close to Eastern -by-pass in Coventry with easy access
to Ml, M6, M40, M42, M45 and M69

OSCILLOSCOPES
£250
Gould 0S3000 - 30MHz Dual ch
Gould 4035 - 20MHz Digital storage
£600
Gould 4050 - 35MHz Digital storage
£750
£950
Gould 5110 - 100MHz Intelligent oscilloscope
from £125
Gould 0S4000, 0S4200, 0S4020, 0S245
Hewlett Packard 1740A, 1741A, 17744A, 100MHz dual ch from £350
from £275
Hewlett Packard 1707A, 1707B - 75MHz 2ch
£1950
Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MHz Digitizing
£3950
Hewlett Packard 54504A - 400MHz Digitizing
Hitachi V422 - 40MHz Dual channel
£300
£175
Hitachi V212 20MHz Dual Channel
Nicolet 3091 - LF D.S.O
£1100
Philips PM 3315 - 60MHz - D.S.O.
£750
Tektronix 2213 - 60MHz Dual Channel
£425
Tektronix 2246 100MHz-4 channel
(as new) £995
£450
Tektronix 2215 60MHz dual trace
Tektronix 2235 Dual trace 100MHz (portable)
£800
Tektronix 2335 Dual trace 100MHz (portable)
£750
£450
Tektronix 2225 - 50MHz dual ch
Tektronix 465/465B - 100MHz dual ch
from £350
from £300
Tektronix 7313, 7603, 7613, 7623, 7633, 100MHz 4 ch
Tektronix 7704 - 250MHz 4 ch
from £650
Tektronix 7844 - Fitted with 7A42, 7B80, 71385 Plug -Ins
£1500
Tektronix 7904 - 500MHz
from £850
Tektronix 468 - 100MHz Digital Storage
£800
Phillips 3206, 3211, 3212, 3217, 3226, 3240
3243, 3244, 3261, 3262 (2ch + 4ch)
from £125 to £350
Philips PM 3295A - 400MHz Dual Channel
£2250
Philips PM 3296 - 350MHz Dual Channel
£1950
£200
Philips PM 3208 - 20MHz Dual Channel
£200
Telequipment D68 - 50MHz Dual Channel
Other scopes available too

1300MHz)

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS
Hewlett Packard 3580A - -5Hz-50KHz
Hewlett Packard 8590A - 10KHz - 1.5GHz - (as new)
Hewlett Packard 182T with 8559A (10MHz - 21GHz)
Hewlett Packard 4953 Protocol analyser
Hewlett Packard 8561A - 6.5GHz
Hewlett Packard 8594E (NEW) - 2.9GHz
Hewlett Packard 3585A 20Hz - 40MHz
Hewlett Packard 3561A Dynamic Signal Analyser
HP 3582A - 25KHz Analyser, dual channel
HP 8590B - 9KHz - 1.8GHz
HP8754A - Network analyser 4-1300MHz
Marconi 2370 - 110MHz
Rohde & Schwarz - SWOB 5 Polyskop 0.1 - 1300MHz
Schlumberger 1250 - Frequency Response Analyser
Tektronix 7L18 with 7603 main frame 1.5 GHZ - 18GHZ
Tektronix 7414 with 7603 mainframe (1.8GHz)
Texscan AL51A (4MHZ - 1GHZ)

£3750

Hewlett Packard 8903B - Audio Analyser (20Hz - 100KHz)
£2750
Hewlett Packard 5316A Universal Counter HP1B
£550
Hewlett Packard 5316B Universal Counter HP1 B
£775
Hewlett packard 5385A Frequency Counter - 1GHz - (HP1B)
with OPTS 001/003,004/005
£995
Hewlett Packard 1630G Logic Analyser (65 channel)
£850
Hewlett Packard 8657B 2060MHz synthesised signal generator
(as new) £8250
Hewlett Packard 3779C Primary Multiplex Analyser
£1000
Hewlett Packard 8920A R/F Communications Test Set ....as new £7000
Hewlett Packard 6623A Triple output system power supply
£1950
Hewlett Packard 6624A Quad output system power supply
£2250
Hewlett Packard 35677A "S" Parameter Test Set
£1250
Hewlett Packard 6453A Power supply 15v -200A
£1250
Hewlett Packard 4261A LCR Meter
£400
Hewlett Packard 4271B LCR Meter
£900
Hewlett Packard 3764A (Opt 002) Digital Transmission Analyser..£3500
Hewlett Packard 3586A Selective level meter
£1750
Hewlett Packard 8656A 990 MHz synthesised sig. gen.
£1500
Hewlett packard 3488A HP - 1B switch control
£500
International Light - IL 1700 Research Radiometer with Erythermal
Sensor Head
£1250
Leader LCR 745G LCR Meter
(as new) £1150
Lyons PG73N/PG75/PG28/PG Pulse generator
from £225
Marconi 2432A 500MHz digital freq. meter
£200
Marconi 2337A Automatic dist. meter
£150
Marconi 2356 20MHz level oscillator
£300
Marconi 2306 Programmable interface
£450
Marconi 2830 Multiplex tester
£1000
Marconi 2831 Channel access switch
£400
Multicore "Vapourette" Bench Top Vapour Phase SMD Soldering
Machine (New + Unused)
£650
Philips 5390 1GHz R/F Synthesised signal gen
£1250
Philips PM 5167 10MHz function gen
£400
Raca Dana 202 Logic analyser + 68000 disassembler
£250
Raca Dana 9242D Programmable PSU 25V -2A
£300
Raca Dana 9246S Programmable PSU 25V -10A
£400
Raca Dana 3100 40-130MHz synthesiser
£750
Raca Dana 5002 Wideband evel meter
£650
Raca Dana 5003 Digital m/meter
£150
Raca Dana 9000 Microprocessing timer/count. 52MHz
£550
Raca Dana 9081 Synth. sig. gen. 520MHz
£550
Raca Dana 9084 Synth. sig. gen. 104MHz
£450
Raca Dana 9303 True RMS/RFevel meter
£650
Raca Dana 9341 LCR databridge
£250
Raca Dana 9500 Universal timer/counter 100MHz
£200
Raca Dana 9917 UHF frequency meter 560MHz
£175
Raca Dana 9302A R/F millivoltmeter (new version)
£375
Raca Dana 9009A Modulation Meter (new version)
£300
Raca Dana 9082 Synthesised am/fm sig gen (520MHz)
£500
Raca 9301A - True RMS R/F Millivoltmeter
£300
Raca 9921 - 3GHz Frequency Counter
£450
Rohde & Schwartz BN36711 Digital 0 meter
£400
Rohde & Schwarz - ZPV Vector Analyser
£1500
Rohde & Schwarz - SMFP2 Mobile Tester
£4000
Rohde & Schwarz - Scud Radio Code Test Set
£1500
Rohde & Schwarz - LFM 2 Sweep Generator 0.02 - 60MHz
£1500
Rohde & Schwarz SUF 2 Noise Generator
£300
Schlumberger S.I. 4040 Stabilock - High accuracy
1GHz Radio Test Set
£9995
Schlumberger 4923 Radio Code Test Set
£2000
Schlumberger 2720 1250 MHz Frequency Counter
£600
Solarton Schlumb 1170 Freq. response analyser
£250
Systems Video 1258 Waveform Analyser + 1255 Vector Monitor + 1407
Differential Phase and Gain Module + 1270 Remote Control Panel £2250
Systron Donner 1702 Synthesised Sig. Gen 1GHz
£1000
Telequipment CT71 Curve Tracer
£250
Tektronix 1480 Waveform Monitor
POA
Tektronix 651 HR Monitor
POA
Time 9811 Programmable Resistance
£600
Time 9814 Voltage Calibrator
£750
W&G PCM 3 - Auto Measuring Set for Telephone Channels
£950

£995
£4300
£3750
£2500
£12,000
£10,000
£3750
£3500
£2500
£4750
£3500
£995
£2750
£2500
£3500
£2000
£995

MISCELLANEOUS
Anritsu MG642A Pulse Pattern Generator
£1500
Avo VCM 163 Valve Characteristic Meter
£400
Ballantine 323 True RMS Voltmeter
£350
Datalab DL 1080 Programmable Transient Recorder
£350
Farnell RB 1030-35 Electronic load 1Kw
£450
Farnell 2081 R/F Power meter
POA
Farnell SSG 520 Sig. gen 10-520MHz
All 3
Farnell TTS 520 Transmitter test set
£850
Farnell SG1 B Sig. gen interface
Farnell TSV 70 Mkll Power Supply (70V -5A or 35V -10A)
£200
Ferrograph RTS-2 Audio Test Set with ATU 1
£500
Fluke 8010A/8012A/8050A Digital multimeters - from
£125
Fluke 5101A AC/DC Calibrator
£3500
Fluke 5101B AC/DC Calibrator
£6500
Fluke 5220A Transconductance Amplifier (20A)
£3000
General Rad 1658 LCR Digibridge
£250
Hewlett Packard 436A Power meter +8481A sensor
£950
Hewlett Packard 3437A System voltmeter
£350
Hewlett Packard 3456A Digital voltmeter
£850
Hewlett Packard 3478 Digital voltmeter, 4 wire system, 'IEEE
£650
each £300
Hewlett Packard 3760/3761 Data gen + error detector
Hewlett Packard 3762.'3763 Data gen + error detector
each £350
Hewlett Packard 3777A Channel selector
£250
Hewlett Packard 3779A/3779C Primary multiplex analyser...£600/£1000
Hewlett Packard 4193A Vector impedance meter
£3250
Hewlett Packard 7402 Recorder with 17401A x 2 plug -ins
£300
Hewlett Packard 8011A Pulse gen. 0.1 Hz-20MHz
£500
Hewlett Packard 8013B Pulse gen. 1Hz-50MHz
£750
Hewlett Packard 8406A Frequency comb. generator
£500
Hewlett Packard 8443A Tracking gen/counter with IEEE
£300/400

SPECIAL OFFERS - Phoenix 5500A Telecoms analyser, ex. demo. as
new with 12 months calibration + 12 months guarantee fitted with V24
interface. A variety of interface options available - Ring/Fax for details.

Navtel 9440 Protocol analyser, ex. demo. as new £8000 new - cost
now £3500. Navtel 9410 PCB based protocol analyser ex. demo. as
new £3000 new - cost now £1500.

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE - SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR LIST
OF EQUIPMENT ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED - WITH 30 DAYS
GUARANTEE. PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE
ORDERING - CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED TO ALL GOODS
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POWER AMPLIFIER MOOULES-TURNTABLES-D MERSLOUDSPEAK ERS-19 INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS
OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS
HIGH POWER. TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

SERVICE * LARGE (AM =

B STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE

,,r,12,,,r.,/....agiu.i.a4...uriouji4:aaimili4.4 SUPPLIED READY EMILY AND TESTED.
These modules sow onion a world-wide reputation for quality. reliability and performance at realistic price Four

models are ...labia ID suit the needs of the prolesionI and hobby market i e Industry Leisure Instrumental and 11.-Fi
etc. When comparing prices. NOTE that sU models include toroidal power supply. integral heat sink glass libre PCBand
drive circuits to power a compatible Vu meter All n odels are open and short circuit proof

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts
Fi.M.S. into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

-3dB, Damping Factor

300. Slew Rate 45V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.002°z., Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.
-110 dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE C40.85
C3.50 P&P

OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fel Output power 200 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 (100W
100W) MXF400 (206W
MXF600 (300W
300W) MXF900 (450W
450WI

-3dB. Damping Factor

200W)

-110 dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.

PRICE C64.35 - C4.00 P&P

ALL POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN
FEATURES: *Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers Twin L E D Yu meters

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts

Level controls Illuminated onion switch * XLR connectors * Standard 775mV inputs Open end short circuit

proof * Latest Mos-Fets for stress free power delivery into virtually any load High slew rale * Very low

R.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

distortion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 8 MXF900 fan cooled with D C loudspeaker and thermal protection.

r-3dB, Damping Factor

-110 dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.

SIZES:- MXF200 W19 xH3'

(2U)xl31 1"
MXF400 W19 x145. (30)1(012"
MXF600 W19 aH5'.. (3U)x013"
MXF900 W19 icH5'. (3U)aD14."

PRICE C81.75

C5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output power 450 watts

PRICES:-MXF200 C1 7 5.00 MXF400 C233.85

M.M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz

MXF600 C329.00 MXF900 C449.15

-3dB. Damping Factor

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL. C12.50 EACH

i 4 :14IcIT3 VE Lek 11114

300. Slew Rate 60V/uS,

-.N.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

I ar.te

300. Slew Rate 50V/uS,

1.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R.

300. Slew Rate 75V/uS,

T.H.D. typical 0.001°.. Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R.
-110 dB, Fan Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2
Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm.

tab-PS*1114

PRICE C132.85

£5.00 P&P

OMP/MF 1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 watts
R.M.S. into 2 ohms. 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms,
frequency response 1Hz - 100KHz -3dB. Damping
Factor
300. Slew Rate 75V/uS. T.H.D. typical
0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N.R. -110 dB. Fan
Cooled. D.C. Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second
Anti -Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 x 125mm.

Advanced 3 -Way Stereo Active Cross -Over. housed in a 19" x 1U case. Each channel has three level controls:

bass. mid 8 top The removable front fascia allows access to the programmable DIL switches to adjust the
cross -over frequency Bass -Mid 2501500/800Hz. Mid -Top I 8/3/5KHz. all al 24dB per octave Bev) invert switches
on each bass channel. Nominal 775mV input/output Fully compatible with OMP rack amplifier and modules

PRICE C259.00

C12.00 P&P

Price 0117.44

£5.00 P&P
,i14=14,1.1t=111:11.44:11-1.7k11.11-1
* ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS*

MOTE: MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:
STANDARD - INPUT SENS 500mV, BAND WIDTH 1001(H..
MEC (PROFESSIONAL EOUIPMENT COMPATIBLE) INPUT SENS
75n1V, BAND WIDTH 501(Hz. ORDER STANDARD OR PEC.

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 7 band
L g R graphic equalisers with bar graph
LED Vu meters

MANY OUTSTANDING
FEATURES:- including Echo with repeat 8
speed control, DJ Mic with talk -over
switch, 6 Channels with individual faders

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE (A4) S.A.E.

Sound Effects. Useful combination of the

(60p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

following inputs:- 3 turntables (mag), 3

McKenzie and Fane Loudspeakers are also available.

mics, 5 Line for CD, Tape, Video etc.

Price £144.99

-

£5.00 P&P

SIZE: 462 a 240 a 120mm

PrTT,TqlrT4-FTrPVA.TTTTTI!rrrIIIIFrilln
Join the Pie:c. revolution! The low dynamic mass (no voice coil) of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved
transient response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters As a crossover is not required
these units can be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts (more it two are put in series FREE

*

EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.

TY

A

.

TYPE 13

TYPE 'A' (KSN1036A) 3 round with protective wire mesh. Ideal for
.;bookshelf and medium sized Hi-Fi apeakers. Price C4.90 50p P&P.
TYPE '8' (KSN1005A) 3' super horn for general purpose speakers.
disco and P.A.systems etc. Price C5.99
50p P&P.
TYPE 'C' (KSN1016A) 2 x5 wide dispersion horn for quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos etc. Price C6.99
50p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2 .6 wide dispersion horn Upper frequency
response retained extending down to mid -range (2KHz). Suitable for high
quality Hi-Fi systems and quality discos. Price 09.99
SCp P&P.
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A)
horn tweeter with attractive silver finish trim.
Suitable for Hi-Fi monitor systems etc. Price C5.99
50p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines, on a recessed mounting pla e. eve! control
and cabinet input jack socket. 85:85mm. Price 04.10
SCp P&P.
-

TYPE j.--\1,

TYPE D

TYPE E

rTriffr4-T4-4argWiqIITT3a-&1lFSFIIUIF37SIIF*IS;
ALL EMINENCE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDANCE
8" 100 WATT R.M.S. ME8-100 GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. EXCELLENT MID. DISCO.
RES. FRED 72Hx. FRED RESP TO 4KHz, SENS 97dB.
PRICE C32.71
C2.00 P&P
10 100 WATT R.M.S. ME10-1 00 GUITAR. VOCAL. KEYBOARD. DISCO. EXCELLENT MID
RES FREO 7-44x. FREO RESP TO 7KHz, SENS97dB.
PRICE 033.74
C2.50 P&P
10 200 WATT R.M.S. ME10-200 GUITA.R. KEYB'D. DISCO. VOCAL, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
RES. FREO 65Hz. FRED RESP. TO 3 SKHz, SENS 99dB
PRICE C43.47
C2.50 P&P
12 100 WATT R.M.S. ME12-100LE GEN. PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. DISCO. STAGE MONITOR.
RES. FRED. 49Hz. FREO RESP TO 6KHz. SENS 100dB
PRICE 035.64
C3.50 P&P
12 100 WATT R.M.S. ME1 2-100LT (TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE. PA.. VOCAL, STAGE
MONITOR. RES. FRED 42Hz. FRED. RESP. TO 10KHz. SENS 98dB.
PRICE C36.67
C3.50 P&P
12 200 WATT R.M.S. ME12-200 GEN. PURPOSE. GUITAR. DISCO. VOCAL, EXCELLENT MID.
RES. FREQ. 58Hz. FREO RESP TO 6KHz. SENS 98dB
PRICE C46.71
03.50 P&P
12 300 WATT R.M.S ME12-300GP HIGH POWER BASS. LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARD. DISCO ETC.
RES. FRED 4'14z. FREO RESP TO 5KHz, SENS 103dB
PRICE C70.19
C3.50 P&P
15 200 WATT R.M.S. ME15-200 GEN. PURPOSE BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREQ. 46Hz. FREO RESP TO 5KHz, SENS 99dB
PRICE C50.72
C4.00 P&P
15 300 WATT R.M.S. ME15-300 HIGH POWER BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR.
RES. FREO. 39Hz. FREO. RESP. 10 3KHz. SENS 103dB
PRICE 073.34
04.00 P&P
-

ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS (E.ceri C68.501E810,50 which are duel impedance lapped u a ohm)

ibl FLIGHT CASED LOUDSPEAKER
A new range of quality loudspeakers designed to take advantage of the latest
Speaker technology and enclosure designs Both models utilize studio quality
12 cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fitted grilles. wide dispersion

constant directivity horns extruded aluminium corner protection and steel
ball corners complimented with heavy duty black covering The enclosures
are fitted as standard with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands

RES. FREO 35Hz. FREO RESP TO 3KHz. SENS 96d13

12 100WATT EB12-100 BASS. STUDIO. HI -Fl. EXCELLENT DISCO.
RES. FREO 26Hz. FREO RESP. TO 3 KHz. SENS 93dB

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET
FREQUENCY RESPONSE FULL RANGE 45H: - 20KHz

ibl FC 1 2-100WATTS (100dB) PRICE C159.00 PER PAIR
ibl FC 1 2-200WATTS (100dB) PRICE C175.00 PER PAIR
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL C12 50 PER PAIR

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR 049.00

PRICE C30.39

C3.50 P&P

PRICE C42.12

03.50 P&P

FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
5'. 60WATT EB5-60TC (TWIN CONE) 141 -Fl. MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC

RES. FREO. 63Hz. FREO RESP TO 20KHz SENS 92dB
PRICE 09.99 C1.50 P&P
MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES. FREO. 33Hz, FRED RESP TO 20KHz. SENS 94dB
PRICE C10.99
1.50 P&P
8 60WATT EB8-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MILTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREO. 43H:. FREO RESP. TO 18KHz SENS 89dB
PRICE C12.99
C1.50 P&P

6' a 60WATT EB6-60TC (TWIN CONE)

10 60WATT EB10-60TC (TWIN CONE)HI-FI, MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC.

Delivery C6.00 per pair

RES. FREO. 35Hz. FREO. RESP. TO 12KHz SENS 98dB

THREE SUPERB HIGH POWER
CAR STEREO BOOSTEF AMPLIFIERS
150 WATTS 175
75) Stereo. 150W
Bridged Mono
250 WATTS (125
125) St,reo 250W
Bridged Mono
CIO WATTS (200
200) St yreo 400W
Bridged Mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS

Features:

PRICES: 150W C49.99 250W C99.99
400W C109.95 PEP C2.00 EACH

SASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
8 SOwatt EBB -50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI -Fl. IN -CAR
RES. FREO 40Hz. FREO RESP TO 7KHz SENS 97dB
PRICE C8.90 C2.00 P&P
10 SOWATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS. HI -Fl. IN -CAR
RES. FREO 40Hz. FREO. RESP TO 5KHz. SENS 9945
PRICE (13.65
C2.50 PILO
10 100WATT EB10-100 BASS. HI -Fl. STUDIO.

Stereo bridgable mono * Choice of
low level inputs * I & R level

high .1

controls * Remote on -oft * Speaker 8
thermal protection.

IE3'Th POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER £100 MINIMUM. OFFiCiA_

ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVT. BODIES, PLC. ETC.

PRICER INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. BALES COUNTER. VISA AND
ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST, PHONE OP FAX.

PRICE C16.49

C2.00 P&P

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS
COMFLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
3W TRANSMITTER

VARICAP
80108MHz
CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL
PERFORMANCE RANGE UP TO 3 MILES SIZE 18 .123nym SUPPLY 12V
0 SAMP
1

PRICE 014.85
C1.00 P&I
FM MICRO TRAISMITTER 100-1011MHz VARICAP TUNED COMPLETE WITH
VERY SENS FET MIC. RANGE 100-100m SIZE 56 x 46mrn SUPPLY 93 BATTERY

PRICE ULM MOO RN

PHOTO: 3W FM TRANSMITTER

B.K. ELECTRONICS
UNITS 16 5 COMET WAY, SOUTHENO-ON-SEA,
ESSEX. SS2 6TR.

Tel.: 0702 - 527572 Fax.: 0702 - 420243
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and the doctors of the future
A look at how technology is set to revolutionise medicine,
within twenty-five years we will hardly recognise the
doctors and hospitals of today - electronics, computers and
robots will probably have taken over
tar Trek fans will recall that in several episodes of
the original TV series Dr McCoy referred to the
medical practices of the late twentieth century as
being little more than barbaric butchery. Somewhat
extreme, perhaps, by today's standard. But clinical
medicine has, largely thanks to the use of new technology and
new scientific discoveries, advanced in leaps and bounds in the
quarter century that has passed since those classics of science
fiction were first shown.
Viewed even from today's standpoint, the medical practices
of 25 ago were primitive, and yes. in some cases they were
even barbaric. At that time doctors did not have the equipment
and techniques that are now available, the wide range of
specialist body scanners, diagnOstic equipment, medical
databases and expert systems, endoscopes, keyhole surgery,
microsurgery, etc. Not to mention the specialist drugs that are
now designed on computer to precisely target specific problems.
Medicine has come a long way in 25 years, but these
advancements will look insignificant when compared with the
changes that will take place over the next 25 years. What was
science fiction may by then start to become science fact. In the
rest of this article we will take a look at some of the ways that
technology is set to revolutionise the practice of medicine.

Gathering information about the patient
At the forefront of the medical technology in use today is the
wide range of scanners and diagnostic equipment that are
available to help doctors make a quick and accurate diagnosis.
Probably the most important of these is the Body, or CAT,
Scanner. The term CAT stands for Computerised Axial
Tomography, and refers to a computational technique which
allows a detailed image to be created of a slice through the
patient's body.
Prior to the development of the CAT scanner the only way
that a doctor could see what was happening inside a patient
was to use a conventional X ray image of that part or in more
extreme cases to cut open the patient and have a look. The
latter procedure being not the best for the patient.
The trouble with X rays is that they only really show the
bones and parts of the body which have been made visible by
the use of special chemicals. X rays do not produce a very
good image of soft tissue (skin, muscles, blood vessels, body
organs, brain, nerves, etc.), and most medical problems are

concerned with soft tissue.
With a CAT scanner it is possible for the doctor to look at
detailed images of soft tissue as well as hard tissue such as
bones. Indeed, with newer CT scanning techniques such as
PET and MRI scanning it is now possible for doctors to not only
examine the shape and position of various organs but to also
observe them functioning in real time. To look at the flow of
blood in the heart or the brain, to watch the pattern of nerve impulses

in the brain as the patient responds to various stimuli, even
watch the patient thinking. With MRI scanning, it is even possible
to look at biochemical changes that are taking place deep
inside the body w th a resolution as fine as a couple of
millimetres.

Another imaging technique which has been developed over
the last 20 years s the use of ultrasonics, a technique which
has become very important in the diagnosis of heart disease
and in the detection of foetal abnormalities. This technique
relies upon the various amounts of sound energy which are
either absorbed cr reflected by different organs in the body. A
variation which like X-ray CT scanners can be employed to build
up an image of the inside of the body. Because low power
ultrasound is relatively harmless, such imaging systems can be
used in real time, a feature which is particularly useful when
examining the heart.
The early CT scanning equipment simply produced twodimensional images which closely resembled conventional X-ray
images. With advances in computer technology during the last
ten years these images were then enhanced by the addition of
colour. Later on, additional features were added which allowed
the image data to be subjected to a wide variety of computer
image enhancement and feature extraction techniques.
With these tecinigues it is possible for the doctor to acquire
a lot more information from a given scan. But the designers of
CT systems are now going one step further. They are creating
systems which can take a number of scans and from them
build up a three-dimensional image of the part of the patient's
body in which the doctor is interested.
To these large imaging systems must be added the wide
range of laboratory diagnostic equipment that can be used to
perform biochemical analysis on biopsy samples etc.
Equipment which can now be used to very quickly identify the
presence of a wide range of different biochemicals, antibodies
and pathogens.(see the feature on the Electronic Nose in
September En).
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Computerised Tomography
The principles behind the CT scanner were developed independently in the early 1970s by two people,
the South African physicist Allan.M.Cormack, and the British engineer Sir Godfrey Hounsfield. The first
working instrument was constructed in England by Hounsfield. The result was a medical revolution for
which these two innovators were jointly awarded the Nobel Prize in 1979.
The principle behind CT scanners is simply that varying amounts of energy from a beam of X-rays
passing through the body will be absorbed. The amount that is absorbed being dependent upon the type of
tissue, the denser it is the more it will absorb. If we then take a very thin beam of X-rays and repeatedly
pass this beam through the body at different angles in a plane then we can use mathematical techniques to
analyse the collected data and reconstruct a picture of the body in that plane.
The mathematical technique is referred to as tomography, and to produce an image it is necessary to
perform an enormous number of different calculations. It was therefore the availability of small powerful
computers which really made it possible to build CT scanners.
The enormous success of the early X-ray based CT scanners led researchers to examine other ways of
building up CT images. One of these was auto radiography. This involved injecting the patient with a
radioactively labelled chemical and using the CT scanner to measure the varying output of radioactivity.
The data from this scan can then be used to reconstruct an imace of the body section in much the same
way as the X-ray technique, but with the important difference that by carefully choosing the radioactively
labelled chemical, it is possible to identify those parts of the body where that chemical is concentrated
or used.

The radio isotopes used in this form of CT auto radiography were very carefully chosen. What they use
are radioisotopes which emit positrons, sub atomic particles which resemble electrons but carry a positive
charge (for this reason such scanners are usually referred to as Positron Emission Tomography, or PET,
Scanners). When one of these positrons is emitted by the radioisotope it immediately combines with a
nearby electron. These two particles annihilate each other but in the process they emit two gamma rays
travelling in opposite directions. It is these gamma rays which are detected and used to build up the
PET CT image.

The first PET scanners came into use in the late 1970s and early 1980s, and were used to display images
of brain activity, glucose metabolism, oxygen consumption, blood flow and interaction with drugs. This gave
rise to a revolution in neurosurgery, neurophysiology, and indeed human physiology in general. Now for the
first time doctors could see the body working without cutting into it.
In the mid 1980s another CT scanning technique was pioneered, the MRI, or Magnetic Resonance
Imaging, system., a technology which has now given rise to some of the most powerful scanning and
diagnostic devices available to the medical profession. This system depends upon the fact that in the
presence of a strong magnetic field many atoms behave as little compass needles, and by careful
manipulation of the magnetic field it is possible to align all the atoms.
If, under these conditions, we then use a pulse of radio waves to jolt the atoms in a precise controlled
manner, they will emit a detectable radio signal that is unique to the number and state of the atoms under
test. This is the magnetic resonance. By carefully adjusting the magnetic field and the radio wave pulse, it is
possible to collect information about all the different atoms in the sample.
This means that an MRI CT scanner can be used to build up images of the body that target specific
atoms, such as oxygen, or haemoglobin, and thus give the doctor a precise image of physiological activity.
MRI scanners have two other important advantages. They pose ittle or no biological risk to the patient and
can thus be used in real time and over a continuous period. They also offer the highest resolution of any
CT scanner being capable of resolving features as small as two millimetres.
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Technology in the operating theatre
The wide range of imaging technologies now enables doctors to
see with considerable detail what is going on inside the body of
a patient allowing them to, for example, locate very small tumours.
But this is not the only type of technology which is available to
today's doctors. Fibre optics and digital imaging technology are
used to create devices, such as endoscopes, which can be
inserted into the body and allow the doctor to actually look at
various organs without having to perform major surgery.
These devices have enabled surgeons to make major
advances in surgical techniques, the so-called keyhole surgery.
This type of surgery is beneficial to the patient since it does not
involve opening them up and exposing them to the risk of
serious infection as well as the stress of what is, after all, a major
wound. It involves the use of a special type of endoscope with a
steerable tip equipped with surgical tools which can be used to
remove tumours, diseased tissue etc. The cutting can be done
by laser beam, and images of the organ being operated upon
can be shown, magnified on TV screens in front of the surgeon.
Advancements in surgery involving very small organs, such
as repairing small blood vessels in the brain, or correcting the
lens of the eye to restore vision have called into use technology
which owes much to robotics. Special micro -manipulators
make it easier for the surgeon to perform work on a very small
scale, again using images magnified on a large TV screen to
enable him to see what he is doing.

Putting it all together
From the above brief sketch cf some of the technologies
involved in modern medicine one can see that over the last
quarter century medicine has gone from being largely a craft
skill where a doctor's most important assets were his eyes, his
hands and his knowledge of medicine, to one where the
support technology is absolutely essential. The doctor is now
part of a high technology information collection and analysis
system, he potentially has at his disposal enormous amounts of
information generated by very sophisticated devices, and it is
his job to make best use of that data to cure the patient.
It is improvements in this flow of information which will
produce much of thi advance in clinical medicine in the future.
Initially doctors wanted the output from equipment such as CT
scanners to be in a form that they were familiar with, a black
and white X-ray type image. But gradually doctors have come
to accept that data in electronic form can be used in more
creative ways. They are accepting images on a monitor screen
rather than as hard copy, and are becoming used to the idea
that such images can be manipulatectand selectiv
to pinpoint specific features of interest.
They are now starting to use systems which Cay01111Mct
three-dimensional images, and it is here that we are begin ng
to see the start of the great revolution that lies ahead. The creation
of virtual images of the patient which are constructed using
information drawn from a number of different imaging systems
and sensors. The realisation that enormous advances in medicine
are possible by optimising the use of available information.

Into the future
In a number of key medical centres across the world, doctors,
engineers and computer scientists are now working on the
development of systems which will perform this task of making
optimum use of available information. We are already seeing in
a handful of European and US hospitals hip replacements being

done using highly integrated information systems that use
scanner -derived 3D data to design a replacement joint and then
with the aid of the same data use a robot to accurately cut
away the diseased bone and position the replacement.
In Boston, doctors have demonstrated another example of
integrating some of the available technologies. They have
performed the first 'trackless' surgery for breast cancer which
removed the tumour but left no mark on the patient's body. This
was performed by using real time data from an MRI scanner to
locate the tumour and then guiding the equipment that would
destroy it by using a direct a focused beam of ultrasound.
In both these cases, doctors are starting to bring the full
power of technology to bear upon specific aspects of clinical
medicine. They are optimising the way that information derived
from devices such as body scanners is used. This has been
made possible because doctors have now learned to accept
and use technology. This has been especially true in surgery
where surgeons have now taken the great step forward in
moving from traditional operating techniques to the use of
minimal invasive techniques, the so-called 'keyhole surgery'.
In keyhole surgery, the surgeons have to rely on tiny video
cameras and minute surgical instruments inserted through a
very small aperture in the body to perform the operation. An
operation which is performed without being able to directly see
or touch the organs involved. This is the great leap which has
already been taken and which will open up the way to the
medical technology of the future, to telemedicine, virtual
operating theatres, etc.
Modern technology can give an enormous amount to the
medical profession in the form of new tools and new
techniques. But their use will result in an unprecedented
revolution in what is technologically a very conservative
profession. Doctors in the future will be half medical man, half
information technologist. This means that if we are to take
advantage of the advances that technology is offering the
medical profess on then it is essential that medical schools are
established which can produce new generations of doctors who
are technologically literate enough to be able to cope with the
systems which will be offered to them.
The development of this type of technology will also require
changes in publ c and government aftitudes to health care.
Curiously, the general public are probably more willing to accept
the use of technology in medicine than the medical profession.
There are still plenty of tales to be heantof body scanners being
bought for a hospital by public subscription and then left
unused by the doctors simply because they did not know how
to use the technology to the best advantage.
As far as governments are concerned, the funding of
hospitals will have to change. The new generations of integrated
operating theatre with its real time scanners, virtual reality
controls etc. will be enormously expensive. The operating
theatre in Boston which has been built to perform 'trackless'
breast cancer surgery is reputed to have cost $50million for the
theatre alone, and with theatres being increasingly dedicated to
specific classes of operation, there may be a need for over 50
different types of operating theatre in a 21st Century hospital
designed to cater for all illnesses. For this reason alone,
hospitals will start to specialise, and specialisation will increase
the use of telemedicine.
Technology is offering the medical profession an array of
devices and techniques which if properly used will revolutionise
health care. The hospital of the not too distant future could
more closely resemble the medical centre of the Enterprise, and
perhaps in another quarter century doctors will look back on
today and think how primitive medicine was in 1995.
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Telemedicine
For some years the US Army has been secretly developing a very high technology form of medicine which has
brought together keyhole surgery, virtual reality, robotics, and satellite communications links to allow doctors to
treat, even perform operations, on patients who are perhaps thousands of miles away from the doctor. The first
field tests of this work will be carried out some time in 1995, and should lead to armies being equipped with
armoured operating vehicles that can be positioned at the front and in which soldiers will receive emergency
surgery from medical staff located in safe areas 20 to 30 miles away or perhaps even on the other side of the world.
Some of the basic concepts behind this work were apparently tested during the Desert Storm operation in the
Gulf. Indeed, the director of the biomedical technology unit in the US Department of Defence, Colonel Richard
Satava, was also the medical commander in that operation. The only real problem which still exists is the time lag
in communications over long distances. When this is overcome it should then be possible for a surgeon to perform
an operation on a patient located thousands of miles away, in a third world country without facilities, in a
submarine, or on a space station.
The system consists of two main components; the surgical workstation that is used by the doctor and the
remote operating theatre. The surgeon wears a special headset which gives him full stereo sound and voice
interaction with the technician who is manning the remote operating theatre. The surgeon stands at a special
console which primarily consists of what is described by the designers as a multi -display operating screen which
gives him a full sized image of the part of the patient which is being operated upon, plus displays of various vital
signs, etc.
At the front of the console are two specially designed hand controllers that are capable of giving him full
sensory feedback as well as transmitting his movements to the remote operating theatre.(in areas such as
robotics, remote operating systems and artificial intelligence, the US Department of Defence has access to
technology which is probably a decade in advance of anything that is available to civilian users)
At the remote operating theatre there is a specially designed robot surgeon, the movement and actions of which
are directly controlled by the surgeon at his console a thousand miles away. So if the surgeon moves the right
hand controller forward and picks up a specific instrument from a virtual tray of instruments displayed on the control
panel then the remote robot will make the same movement and pick up the actual instrument from a tray of instruments.
The movement of the robot arm will exactly mimic the movement of the surgeon, and the video image displayed on
the console is exactly the same as the view which the surgeon would see if the patient was actually before him.
The robotic surgeon and its human surgeon controller are working on an exact one to one basis, if the surgeon

moves his controller ten centimetres to the right then the robot will also move the corresponding arm ten
centimetres to the right. But, there is no reason why this relationship should be maintained, the controlling
computer could be used to effectively shrink the surgeon and thus allow him to work on small parts of the body
such as the eye.
This is exactly what researchers at McGill University in Montreal are doing. They have designed special
miniature robotic manipulators which can use miniature surgical tools with far greater precision than any human
surgeon and are working on systems which will use these robot manipulators in conjunction with virtual imaging
systems for specialist eye surgery.
In the civilian world some of the other key elements of telemedicine are already in use. The Bagrit Centre at
Imperial College London have developed a system for electronically transmitting X-ray images between hospitals.
It may sound easy but such images contain a lot more data than an ordinary photograph and thus have to be
scanned at very high resolution; the result is an enormous amount of data which needs to be compressed in order
to be transmitted within a reasonable time.
Video images are also being used to allow specialists to give advice to a doctor in another part of the country.
BT engineers have developed a special televideo link utilising 128Kbps digital video transmitted over standard
fibre optic ISDN phone lines. Using special videolink terminals, it is possible for the specialist to examine the
patient and interact with the patient's doctor in order to provide more precise advice and diagnosis.
The telecommunications giants like BT and Sprint, and some of the world's largest computer and medical
equipment manufacturers such as DEC and Hewlett Packard all see telemedicine as being very important in the
future. Many of them are working in collaboration to develop the medical technology of the future - development
which may get a considerable boost as a result of the recent Pentagon inspired involvement of some of the main
defence contractors in the USA.
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Virtual surgery
The enormous advances in virtual reality systems over the last few years has not gone unnoticed by the developers of
medical technology. Using data derived from CT scanners it is already possible for doctors to construct and view a 3D image
of that part of a patient's body in which they are interested. Again, using virtual reality techniques, it is possible for the
doctors to rehearse the steps involved in an operation using this virtual model and thus anticipate any problems which may
be encountered.
Work has already started on creating a virtual model of the human body. This is being built up using CT scanner data and
has a feature resolution of just lmm. This electronic virtual cadaver is designed to be used in training medical students and
will replace the traditional requirement for specimen dissection. Surgeons will also learn to perform operations by working on
virtual organs and body parts before being let loose on living patients. It will also be used by doctors to help them plan
complex and new operations.
A bit further into the future and we could well start to see surgeons wearing head -up display type virtual reality glasses
which could be used in conjunction with imaging systems to give the surgeon virtual X-ray vision. In such a system, a virtual
image would be superimposed upon the actual image seen by the surgeon and could, for example, enable him to precisely
pinpoint the location of a small tumour and thereby prevent unnecessary removal of, or damage to, body or organ tissue.
Yet even further down the line, but already the subject of much serious development work by the US Department of
Defence amongst others, is the gradual elimination of any clear distinction between what is being simulated and the
simulation. Operating on a virtual reality patient and on a real patient will become indistinguishable.
To reach this point, designers will have to draw on much of the technology for handling information which is now used by
the military; in particular, the pilot of a fighter aircraft. The head -up displays, the data fusion systems for integrating data from
a range of different sensors. Simulators which are capable of integrating real objects as well as simulated objects, and the
teleoperation of remote units.
With this type of instrumentation tailored to the needs of the surgeon researchers, such as those at MIT, we may see the
surgeon of the future sitting in a simulator that will give him the capability to 'fly' through a 3D virtual representation of the
patient's body which is derived from constantly updated data produced by a CT scanner. In this virtual environment, the
surgeon will be like the shrunken scientists who travelled through a patient's body in the film Fantastic Voyage.
The virtual surgeon will have at his disposal artificial intelligence systems which will enable him to accurately locate
dangerously placed blood vessels, tumours, lesions, diseased tissue etc. Other information systems will show him the exact
state of the patient's physiology and vital signs. Yet others will allow him to access medical databases that will enable him to
look up information on any aspect of the operation, patient history etc.
He will also have controls in his 'cockpit' which are connected to teleoperator robots which will perform all the actual
surgical operations in a remote theatre that could be next door or a thousand miles away - robots which will be equipped
with sensory capability way beyond that of the human surgeon, such as high definition spectroscopy that can detect
diseased tissue from healthy tissue, microscopic vision that will enable even the smallest artery to be repaired, or avoided. All
using keyhole surgery techniques which mean that the patient will be back to living a normal life within day or two.

Robodoc
Many people may shudder at the idea of being operated on by a robot, but in truth a robot is probably capable of doing
many surgical operations far better than a human surgeon. We are not, of course, talking about a robot taking complete
control of an operation but rather of robots being used as specialist tools to enable a surgeon to do a better job. However,
in the future, robots using sophisticated artificial intelligence capabilities will undoubtedly be used to perform certain tasks
in a more independent manner.
A perfect example of the current use of medical robots is a robotic drilling arm called Robodoc which is currently being
used to perform hip replacement operations at the University of California, Davis. Here the robot is being used to remove
bone and create a perfect fit between the bone and the prosthesis which will eliminate the need for cementing the
prosthesis in place and thus ensure fewer post -operative problems.
Robodoc is just a special version of a small industrial robot which is programmed using data derived from CT scans and
from the prosthesis manufacturer. It is just the first of many areas in which robots will be used in medicine; they are already
being used in certain areas of brain surgery and robotic manipulators are allowing surgeons to make considerable
advantages in the area of microsurgery by effectively 'shrinking' the surgeon with respect to the patient.
At MIT, they are working on shrinking the surgeon even more. They are building small robots which can be inserted into
the abdominal cavity, or the intestine and, if they can be made small enough, some of the larger blood vessels. These small
robots, the first generation of which are little bigger than the end of one's thumb, are already wandering around the labs.
Equipped with special imaging systems and micro manipulators, they will enable surgeons to examine internal organs and
perform certain surgical operations.
In the more distant future, but probably within the next quarter century, developments in micro -mechanics should
enable doctors to place a wide range of robotic devices directly into the body of patients. Micro -miniature chemical
analysis systems will be implanted into various organs and used to analyse the physiological state of that organ and, where
necessary, release small quantities of drugs that will correct imbalances.
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EXPRESS COMPONENTS
MAINS IONIZER KIT. Very useful
kit that increase the flow of negative
ions, helps clear cigarette smoke, dust,

STROBE LIGHT. Bright strobe Ight
with an adjustable frequency of I -60hz.
(a lot faster than convoilional strobes!)

£16 kit, L20 built.
4W FM TRANSMITFER. 3 R stages,

50 UC's for £1.50
Nice mix of chips at a bargain price!

spares etc. Just L1.00

pollen etc. helps reduce stress and
respiratory problems. £15. kit, L20
built.
COMBINATION LOCK. Electronic
9 key combination lock suitable for

3 CHANNEL LIGIIT CIIASER. 3x

ELECTROLYTIC PACK

alanns, cars,houses etc, easily program-

800w output, speed and direction con-

mable. Includes mains 2Arelay o/p. 9v
operation. £10 kit, L14 built.

trols, can be used with 12 let's (sup-

100 sma.I mixed electrolytic
capacitors just L1.00

plied) or TR I ACS for mains lights (also
supplied). 9-15v DC. £17 kit, L23 built.

ELECTROLYTIC PACK 2

VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY.
Stabiized, short circuit.protected. Gives

3-30v DC at 2.5A, ideal for workshop
or laboratory. L14 kit,L18 bui It. 24VAC
required.
LEAD ACID CHA RG ER. Two automatic charging rates(fast and slow),
visual indication of battery state. Ideal
for alarm systems,emergency lighting,
battery projects etc. £12 kit,L16 built.

audio preamp. 12-18vDC. Medium

FM/AM SCANNER. Well not
quite,you have to turn the knob yourself

but you will hear things on this radio
(even TV) that you would not hear on

activates a cassette recorder when the

an ordinary radio! A receiver that covers 50-160MHZ both AM and FM. Euilt
in 5w amplifier. L1 5 kit, L20 built.

'phone conversations etc!. £8 kit, L12
built.

ROBOT VOICE. Turns your voice
into a robot voice! answer the phone

with a different voice!. L9 kit, £13
built.
PHONE BUG DETECTOR. This de-

vice will warn you if somebody is

CAR ALARM SYSTEM. Works on

WIRE PACK
25 Metres of insulated wire for just
L1.00, good for projects etc.

SLEEVING PACK
100 assorted pieces of sleeving for
connectors etc. Yours for just £1.00

50 larger electrolytic mixed
capacitors

DIODE PACK
100 assorted diodes for just LI .00

RESISTOR PACK NO 1
250 low wattage resistors, ideal for
most projects etc. Just LI 00

LED PACK
20 light emitting diodes for £1.00

RESISTOR PACK NO 2

TRANSISTOR PACK

Ili wattage pack, good selection of
mixed wattages and values 30 in all,
bargain price just L1.00

50 mixed transistors, another bargain
at L1.00

PRESET PACK

10 things that make a noise for just
L1.00!

BUZZER PACK
Nice selection of 25 mixed preset
pots fur just another £ I!

POT PACK

vibration and/or voltage drop from door
etc being opened. Entry and exit delays
plus adjustable alarm duration. Low cost
protection! £12 kit, £16 built.

RELAY PACK NO 1
6 mixed relays for LI, Outs just 17?

15W FM TRANSMITTER. 4 stage,

CONNECTOR PACK

eavesdropping on your 'phone line. £6

high power bug. You will need a preamp
for this (see our preamp below which is

kit L9 built.
PHONE BUG. Small bug powered by

ok) L69 built. (no kits).
IW FM TRANSMITTER. 2 stags in -

the telephone line. Only transmits when

chiding preamp and mic. Good general
purpose bug. 8-30VDC.

the phone is used. Popular surveillance product.L8 kit, £12 built.

Good mixed pack of 100 capacitors
for just £1.00

sirens! add sounds to all sorts of things

L9 kit £13 built.

PHONE LINE RECORDER.Device
that connects to the 'phone line and
handset is lifted. Ideal for recording

CERAMIC CAPACITOR PACK

powered bug L20 kit, £28 built.

25W FM TRANSMITTER. 4 stage, a
preamp will be required. (Our preamp
below is suitable) L79 built.(no kits).
SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR.
Produces any thing from bird chips to

FUSE PACK NO 2
30 mixed 1.25" fuses again ideal for

LI2 kit,L16 built.

BULK PACKS

10 pots for LI, (5 different types) a
snip at L1.00

each.

DISPLAYS
10 different ;onneelors, again for LI

FUSE PACK NO 1
40 mixed 20rnm fuses, ideal for
repairs etc, or just to stock up the
spares boxl Just LI.00

10 seven segment displays for
L1.00

ORDER 10 PACKS OR MORE
AND CHOOSE ONE FREE
PACK!!
FREE COMPONENT CATA-

LOGUE WITII EVERY ORDER!!

99p
KITS 'N MODULES
Post

PREAMP MIXER. 3 channel input,
independent level and tone controls.
Ideal for use with the hi power FM

about a month on one
I.5v battery. Frequency is
set to drive away mosquitos etc. Li kit,

transmitters. £15 kit, £19 built.

LI I built.

TREMBLER ALARM. Designed for

3 CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGIIT.

bikes etc, adjustable sensitivity, preset

Can be used anywhere as no connection

alarm time, auto reset. Could be adapted

for all sorts of "borrowable" things L12
kit,L16 built.

is made to hi ti. Separate sensitivity
controls
for
each
channel,
1,200Wpowerhandling. Microphone

ULTRASONIC RADAR. A project

included. £14 kit, L19 built.

that can be used as a movement detector

MINI METAL DETECTOR. Detects

FUNCTION GENERATOR. Guner-

in an enclosed space. Range about 10

12v F1.01 IRESCENT. A useful kit that
will enable you to light large flounscou
tubes from your car battery ate. 9v mains

pipes,wires etc up to 204.sn deep. Ilse-

metres,12vDC. Good basis for

ales sinuscidal, saw tooth and square

transformer required £8 kit, £12 built.

wavefonnsfrom 2011z up to 20khz. Sepa-

car,shed,caravan alarm etc.L 14 kit, 1.19

ful before you drill those holes! Li kit,
£12 built.

built.

0-5 MINUTE TIMER. Simple time

24vac. LI 5 kit, L20 built.

PHONE CALL RELAY. Very useful

switch adjustable horn 0-5 inin.s,will

5 WATT SIREN. Powerful sires kit

kit that incorporates a relay that oper-

switch 2A mains load. 12v op. Ideal for
laboratory, photographic projects etc.
L7 kit, £11 built.

with an impressive 5 watts ?input.. deal

7 WATT III Fl AMPLIFIER. Useful,
powerful amplifier 20hz-15hz, 12-

sensitive aimpl diet which using a 'p none

REMEMBER! YOUR FREE COPY
OF OUR CUT PRICE COMPONENTS CATA I .0C IIE SENT

pickup coil (supplied) wil let you fol-

WITII EVERY ORDER!!!

ates when the phone rings. Can be used

to operate more bells, signalling lights

etc. Good for noisy enviroments or if
you have your headphones on! LIO kit,
£14 built.

PORTABLE ALARM SYSTEM.

INCAR SOUND TO LIGIIT. Put

cury switch. The alarm contitues to
sound until disabled by the owner.

some atmosphere in your car with this
kit. Each channel has 6 led's that create
a beautiful lighting effect! LI 0 kit. £14
built.

800W MUSIC TO LIGHT EFFECT.
Add rhythm to your music with this
simplesound to light kit. L8 kit, £12
built.

MOSQUITO REPEI.I.ER Modern
way to keep the midges away! Runs for

low a telephone conversation without
holding the handset to your ear! L I 1 kit

£15 built.

alarm with an easily concructed sensor. £5 kit, L9 built.
FM TRANSMITTER. Mini FM trans -

SWITCH PACK
10 switches for just LI 00

miller 2 transistor, comes with FET
minature mic and is tuneable from i3 to

130MHZ. i7 kit, L11 built_

rate level controls for each wavef31111.

KNOB PACK
10 knobs for just £1.00

for alanns etc. L6 kit £10 built.

TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER. ../ery

18vdc. Good for intercoms, audio systems, car etc. L7 kit LI1 built.

Small 9v alarm system based on a mer-

Buzzer included. £11 kit L 1 5 built.

LIQUID LEVEL DETECTOR.

Usefu item, can be used to detect
fluid levels in watcrtanks, baths, ponds
fislitanks etc. Could also be used as rain

How to place your order
Orr, 771156
By phone
By FAX

0273 206875

VOX SWITCH. This is a sound acti-

By Post...PO box 517 Hove Sussex BN3 5QZ

vated switch, ideal for use on transmitters, CB's, tape recorders etc. Adjust-

Payment by ACCESS,V ISA, CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER.
Cheques and postal orders should be payable to Express Components.
ALL PRICES ARE SUBIECE 7099p POST AND VAT. Some of our products
L may be urilicensable for use in the UK (particularly the FM transmitters )

able sensitivity, built in delay. M c input. L7 kit, LI I built.

M ICROCONTROLLERS
An introduction

By Robin Abbot to the use and programming of the Arozona Micro Systems
PIC Microcontroller

RA4

RAO
OSC
1

2

IIIII

/MCLR

III

PIrIIIIIIr

PC. F5

PORT B P0, F6

TRIS A P1 F5

TRIS 8 P1. F6

PORT A

CLK

OSCILLATOR
CONTROL

/RPBU

4--WDT

SLEEP

RTCC/WDT
PRESALAR

OPTION P1. F1
EEPROM
RTCC PO. F1

PROGRAM "14
INSTRUCTIONS
PROGRAM
MEMORY

GENERAL PURPOSE
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DATA
CPU

FOC

/8

-

F2F
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14
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/7

PAGE ADDRESS
O

2

/

z
STATUS F3

0

EEPROM DATA
MEMORY

8

PCL F2
J13

I

8
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WRITE
DONE

1

INTERRUPT CONTROL
FB
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Fig 1 Architecture of the 16C84

ny engineer who has attempted to repair or
examine any item of domestic equipment
designed over the last few years must have
noticed that manufacturers seem to be achieving
more and more functionality with less and less
circuitry. Often complex digital functions are achieved with only
one or two chips. These chips are very often application specific
integrated circuits (ASICs) or micro -controllers.
ASICs are integrated circuits that implement many thousand
identical gates (usually NAND gates) in an array that is manufactured for all customers identically until the final layers of interconnect. These final layers are specified by the customer and
allow complex digital functions to be implemented. ASIC's can
be very cheap to produce, but have a long development cycle

and are very expensive in small quantities. They are not suitable
for small production runs or for the hobbyist.
Micro -controllers are single chip microprocessors which
implement ROM and RAM within one package, and which
usually have a number of other functions on chip such as
general purpose input and output ports, clock/counters, serial
ports and A to D converters. They are usually of fairly low cost
and their development systems and programmers are often
available at a reasonable price.
One of the more popular series of micro -controllers is
Microchip's PIC. The PIC devices are relatively cheap and have
assemblers and emulators available for the PC which may be
downloaded free of cost from the Microchip bulletin board (see
end of article for details). Programmers are readily available at a
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price suitable for small development or for the home hobbyist.
PIC chips have been used commercially in infra -red controllers,
bar code readers, EPOS terminals and in controllers for many
white goods.
This article looks in detail at some of the PIC series of
controllers, and an example of their use is presented. The
devices considered are the PIC16C5X series, the PIC16C84
and the PIC16C71. I have used the devices within an EPROM
programmer, as the main logic in a light gun system and as
auxiliary processors in more complex systems to drive displays,
read keyboards, and control timing functions.
Modern PIC devices are implemented using CMOS technology. At low clock rates, they are suitable for battery operation (35KHz or less), and even at 4MHz clock rates power dissipated can be as low as 60mW.

Architecture
The PIC contains a central processing unit, ROM, RAM, a real
time clock/counter, general purpose input/output ports, sleep
circuitry (to conserve power), a watchdog timer (to recover soft
ware errors), and an oscillator. The architecture of one of the
PIC devices (PIC16C84) is illustrated in figure 1. Some cevices
in the PIC series have additional features such as EEPROM data
memory, ND converters, PWM outputs for motor control, and
serial ports.

FP

system may require a relatively large amount of program space.
In the PIC, the amount of RAM is actually fairly limited (between
32 and 80 bytes in the smaller devices). However, there is
considerably more program memory (from 512 to 2K words).
In a traditional micro -processor system such as one based
on a Z80 or a 6502, the data and program share the same
address space. The program can address itself and, if in RAM,
can even modify itself. In the PIC the program never needs to
access itself and the PIC implements separate address and
data busses for the program space and the data (RAM) space.
This is known as a HaNerd architecture. As all instructions fit
into one instruction word, the size of RAM is not a limitation for
most applications.
The separate program and data bus architecture allows the
PIC to perform an operation on the RAM space at the same
time as it is reading the program space, thus all instructions can
be performed in one machine cycle (with the exception of
instructions which can be performed in one machine cycle (with
the exception of instructions which cause a jump which takes
two machine cycles). This allows extremely simple software
timing loops to be constructed. See fig 2.
PIC devices all have input/output (I/O) ports which are
completely general purpose (any bit may be input or output and
changed during program execution). Port A has 4 or 5 bits, Port
B has 8 bits and Port C has 8 bits. Port C is only available on

Device
Prog size

Max.
RAM

Bytes of

Interrupts

PIC16C54

512

32

No

PIC16C55

512

32

No

PIC16C56

1K

32

No

13 (5-8)

PIC16057

2K

PIC16C71

1K

80
36

No
Yes

21 (5+8+8)
13 (5+8)

I/O pins

Special Features

FCD

i

m

1

13 (5+8)

21 (5+8+8)

4 input (multplexed)

A/D converter
PIC16C84

1K

36

PIC devices are available in a number of variants. EPROM
versions have a ceramic case with a window to enable erasure
and are most suitable for development - being about six times
more expensive than one time programmable versions! One
time proarammable (OTP) versions have no capability for
erasure and have plastic packages. The devices have variant
codes as follows:
Ceramic package with erasure window
/JW
/RC
OTP plastic package with resistor/capacitor
oscillator
/XT
OTP plastic package with crystal/resonator
oscillator
The oscillator allows the use of crystal, ceramic resonator or
resistor/capacitor timing circuits with minimum external components. The oscillator type may be selected at programming time
for /JW types. The oscillator provides a clock which has a
period known as a T -state (a 4MHz clock has a T -state which is
250nS long). 4 T -states make up a machine or instruction cycle
which is the minimum time that an instruction will take to
execute (with a 4MHz clock the machine cycle is 1 uS long, thus
the minimum time per instruction is 1uS).
In most applications for which a micro -controller is appropriate, the amount of information which needs to be stored
about the system is usually small, although the control of the

64 byte EEPROM
data area

13 (5+8)

Yes

the larger devices. Although I/O pins may seem limited PIC
devices are ideally suited to serial communications with other
devices using only 1 or 2 pins, and there is a series of EEPROM
devices specifically irtended for use with the series.
Table 1 shows some of the range of devices available and
their special features.

MACHINE CYCLE:

PROGRAM MEMORY
EXECUTE

READ 1

2

3

READ 2

READ 3

EXEC 1

EXEC 2

Fig 2 Simple software timing loop

Using the PIC
For the purposes of this article we will look in detail at the
PIC16C84. This is an EEPROM device and thus it is reprogrammable easily, even when installed in a system. It is one of the
second -generation PIC devices which has interrupt control and
a larger stack than the earl.er devices and which allows up to 8
levels of program subroutine nesting. It is available in 4MHz or
16MHz clock versions. It a.so has 64 bytes of EEPROM data
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memory which can be read or programmed
during operation to store data which must
be maintained through power loss. Most of
the features of the PIC16084 are similar to
other PIC devices; only the EEPROM facilities are unavailable in other devices. The
PIC16071 is almost identical to program - it
has an ND converter and 4 input multiplexer to the converter.
Figure 3 shows the pin out of the PIC16C84.
Figure 4

shows the circuit diagram of a PIC application where the device is using a crystal
oscillator. Note that there are only 4 components external to the PIC ! The reset pin (4)
is tied to Vdd in most applications, this
causes an automatic reset of the PIC when
the power is applied. To allow reset
during operation the pin should be tied to
Vdd with a resistor and can then be
pulled low to reset the chip.
The decoupling capacitor should be
fitted as close to the chip as possible.
The I/O pins have a drive capability of
20mA when configured as outputs, and
an input drive requirement of less than
1 uA when configured as inputs. The
outputs are sufficient to drive LEDs
directly (via a series dropping resistor if
required).

The PIC has an 8 bit real time clock
counter (RTCC). This may be configured
to count external signals (driven to pin
RA4), or may be used to count cycles of
the internal oscillator. There is a programmable prescalar to divide the input to the
RTCC by values from 1 to 256. It is
possible to cause an interrupt when the
RTCC overflows; this may be used to
cause regular interrupts for timing
purposes.

1-

23456789-

RA3

RAO

RA4/RTCC
/114CLR

VSS
RBO/1NT

RBI
RB2

RB5

- 11

RB3

RB4

- 10

PORT A

RA4 IS ALSO RTCC INPUT
RBO IS ALSO INT INPUT

PORT B

NOTE: RAO IS PORT A BIT 0
RB3 IS PORT B BIT 3
ETC.

Fig 3 Pin out of
PIC 16C84

Address

Fig 4 Simple PIC application Circuit

Bits

Page 0

6

7

3

INDIRECT
RTCC
PCL
STATUS

4

FSR

5

PORT A
PORT B
PORT C
EEDATA
EEADR
PCLATH
INTCON

0
1

2

6
7
8
9

A
B

IRP

RP1

5

RPO

4

TO

3

PD

2

1

DC

Z

RA4 RA3 RA2 RA1
RB4 RB3 RB2 RBI
RC7 RC6 RC5 RC4 RC3 RC2 RC1
-

RB6

RB7

0

C

-

RAO

RB5

RBO

RCO

EEIE RTIE INTE RBIE RTIF INTF RBIF

GIE

C

2F

Used in indirect addressing
Real Time Clock Counter
Lower 8 bits of program counter
Status register
Indirect register address
Port A, input/output
Port B, input/output
Not used on PIC16C84
Data to or from EEPROM
Address of EEPROM to access
High 5 bits of program counter
Interrupt control register
General
Purpose
Registers
(36)

Fig 5 Memory map of PIC 16C84 showing Page 0 and page 1

Address

Bits

Paget
7

3
4

FSR

1

The PIC series is programmed in PIC
TRIS A
5
TRIS B
6
assembler. The lack of program memory
7
TRIS C
and small size of most applications limits
8
EECON1
the use of higher level languages,
9
EECON2
although a BASIC interpreter is available
A
PCLATH
on the Stamp computer.
B
INTCON
c
PIC assembler is similar to other
assembly languages. Labels may be used
anywhere that a number could be used,
2F
and may have any combination of letters,
underscores and digits up to 32 characters. Labels may be assigned to a value using the EQU directive. The ORG directive identifies the location for the current
assembly. The PIC assembler is available from Microchip - see
the later section on development tools.
To understand programming of the PIC, it is useful to look at
the data memory map; figure 5 shows the memory map of the
PIC16084. The data memory area has a 7 bit address. It is split
into two areas, the lower area is known as page 0 and the
upper area as page 1. Note that the bottom 12 bytes of each
page are special function registers and have addresses from 00

0

6

5

4

3

2

INT EDG

RTS

RTE

PSA

PS2

PSI

PSO

RP1

RPO

TO

PD

Z

DC

C

-

-

WR

RD

1

INDIRECT RBPU
OPTION
PCL
STATUS
IRR

0

2

Programming the PIC

- 18
- 17
OSC2 - 16
OSC1 - 15
VDD - 14
RB7 - 13
RB6 - 12
RAI

RA2

EEIF WERR WREN

1

1

Same as page 0
Same as page 0
Same as page 0
Same as page 0
Port A data direction (out = 0)
Port B data direction (out = 0)
Not used on PIC16C84
EEPROM control
Not a physical register
Same as page 0
Same as page 0

Same as page 0

to OB. Each page is 127 bytes long and the page to be used is
selected using two bits in one of the special function registers.
Addresses from OC to 2F are general purpose read/write registers (RAM), and are duplicated in each page. Addresses from
30 to 7F are unimplemented and if read return 0's.
There is one working register known as the W register, which
is used to store temporary values during operation.
As previously mentioned it is not possible to read the
program memory; special techniques are available to implement
data tables, these are described later in this article.
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To do the same, bu: to put the result back into register
2B the following instruction is used:
ADDWF 2BH,F
This latter form whe-e the result is written back to the
original register is very common. The ",F" may be left out and
the instruction may be abbreviated to :
ADDWF 2BH
Bit oriented register operations
2)
These instructions operate on single bits of the specified register file. For example to set bit 3 of register number 7 to
1 then the following instruction is used:
7,3
BSF
Literal and control operations
3)
These operations either operate on the W register with
an 8 bit literal value, or affect the operation of the controller.

Some of the special function registers are described below,
the use of tie others is described in the later section on
advanced programming.
Page 0, Address 1, RTCC
This is the 8 bit RTCC value. It may be read or written.

Page 0, Address 3, STATUS (also Page 1, Address 3)
This byte holds the processor status (normally known as flags
on other processors). It contains the following bits:
Carry bit. This bit is set if
C
Bit 0
there is a carry out from the previous
operation. Note that a subtract is
executed by adding the 2's
complement of the second operand so that
2-3 will result in -1 and C=0, and 3-2
will result in 1 and C=1. This behaviour for
subtraction is the opposite of what would
be expected for most processors.
Digit carry. This bit is set if
DC
Bit 1
there is a carry out from the
4th low order bit of the
resultant.
Zero bit. This bit is set if the result of the
Z
Bit 2
previous operation was zero.
See advanced programming section.
PD
Bit 3
See advanced programming section.
TO
Bit 4
The RPO and RP1 bits are used to select the
RPO
Bit 5
page
which is addressed by the data bus. Page 0
RP1
Bit 6
is addressed if RPO and RP1 are both 0,
Page 1 is addressed if RPO is 1 and RP1 is 0.
Note that as the STATUS register appears at
address 3 in all pages, then the current page
may be selected from any page.
Used in indirect addressing, see advanced
IRP
Bit 7
programming section.

Control instructions
The following instructions are used to control program flow and
to perform subroutine calls.
This instruction calls the subroutine
CALL label
at tne specified address. Operation
continues after the call instruction
when the subroutine returns. This
instruction takes two machine cycles.
This instruction continues program
RETURN
operation from the point at which
the subroutine was called. This i
nstruction takes two machine cycles.
This instruction continues program
RETLW value
operation from the point at which
the subroutine was called. Before
returning the W register is filled with
the value supplied in the instruction.
This instruction takes two machine cycles.
This instruction tests the bit speci
BTFSC reg,bit
fied in the register specified. If it is
clear then the next instruction is
skipped (two machine cycles), if it is
se: then the next instruction is executed (one
machine cycle).
As BTFSC, but the next instruction is skipped
BTFSS reg,bit
if the bit 's set, and executed if it is clear.
INCFSZ reg,dest This instruction increments the
defined register putting the result back in the
register or W as defined by dest. If the result
is zero then the next instruction is skipped
(two machine cycles), otherwise it is
executed (one machine cycle).
DECFSZ reg,dest As INCFSZ except that the register
is decremented.

Page 0, Address 5, PORT A
Page 0, Address 6, PORT B
Addressing these registers will read or write the bits of Port A or
Port B. Port A reads or writes pins RAO to RA4, Port B reads or
writes pins RBO to RB7. Reading a bit which is configured as an
output wi'l return the last value written to the bit. See TRIS A
and TRIS B below for a description on how to set port bits to
inputs or outputs.

Page 1, Address 5, TRIS A
Page 1, Address 6, TRIS B
These registers set the port bits to inputs or outputs. If a bit in
the TRIS register is set low then the corresponding pin on the
port will be set to output. Thus setting bit 3 of TRIS A to 0 will
make pin RA3 an output.

Instruction set

Examples

There are only 37 instructions available illustrated in table 2.
They divide into three groups:
Byte oriented register operations.
1)
These instructions all operate on a register on its own,
or on a register in combination with the W register. Instructions
which return a result may direct the result to the W register or to
the register specified in the instruction. This is achieved by
putting a ',' and then an F or W after it. F will direct the result to
the original register, W will direct the result to the W register.
For example, to add the contents of the W register
and register number 2B and to put the result in the W register
the following instruction is used:
ADDWF 2BH,W

The following example code shows how to set port B to output
BRING IN STANDARD
INCLUDE "16C84.EQU"
LABELS
START AT LOCATION 0
ORG 0
SET REGISTER FILE TO
BSF STATUS,RPO
PAGE 1
SET ALL PORT B BITS
CLRF TRISB
TO OUTPUT
SET BACK TO PAGE 0
BCF STATUS,RPO
USE ADDRESS 20 AS
CLRF 20H
INDEX REGISTER
MOVE INDEX TO W
WLOOP MOVF 20H,W
;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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MOVWF PORTB
INCFSZ 20
GOTO WLOOP

MOVE W TO PORT B
INCREMENT INDE
GO BACK IF INDEX IS
NOT YET 0
CODE IS COMPLETE,
LEAVE PORT B AT FF

FOREVER GOTO FOREVER

interrupt, the program calls the subroutine located at address 4.
On completion of the interrupt routine the program should use a
RETFIE instruction to return to the interrupted point.
The INTCON register controls the interrupts (see figure 5), its
bits have the following functions:
RBIF This bit is set if RB<7:4> have changed,
causing an interrupt.
INTF This bit is set when an INT interrupt occurs

and then write all hex values from 00 to FF to that port. Note
the use of ORG which sets the address for the code in program
memory, labels which are any string at the start of a line, and
comments which start on a line following a ';' character.
The first line (INCLUDE "16c84.EQU") includes a file which
defines all the special function registers and bits in easy to
understand mnemonics. Thus "BSF STATUS,RPO" is equivalent to "BSF 3,5" - but much easier to understand !
If the processor has a 4MHz clock then it is possible to work

(on RB0).

RTIF This bit is set if an interrupt occurred due to
the RTCC overflowing.
RBIE This bit enables the RBIF interrupt (if set to 1).
INTE This bit enables the INTF interrupt (if set).
RTIE This bi*, enables the RTIF interrupt (if set).
GIE This bit is the global interrupt enable. All interrupts
will be disabled if this is set to 0. It is set to 0 by an
interrupt which causes the interrupt routine to be
called and is set back to 1 by a RETFIE instruction.
RBIF, INTF and RTIF must be checked and reset (if they
were set) in the code for the interrupt; failure to do so will cause
repeated interrupts.

INCLUDE "16C84.EQU"
BRING IN STANDARD
LABELS
;

ORG 0
BSF STATUS,RPO
CLRF TRISB
BCF STATUS,RPO
CLRF 20
WLOOP MOW 20,W
MOVWF PORTB
INCFSZ 20,F
GOTO WLOOP
FOREVER GOTO FOREVER

;

START AT LOCATION 0

;

1

;

1

;

1

;

1

;

1

;

1

;

1/2

;

2

;

2

org 4 origin for interrupt code
;

swapf STATUS,W

;

movwf savestat
status

out the time that will be taken between output changes. The
same code is shown below with the time taken in machine
cycles shown for each instruction.
When the INCFSZ is executed during the loop it will take 1
machine cycle until the final instruction as its result is not 0.
Thus the total loop time is the sum of all the starred (*) instructions i.e. 5 machine cycles. As each machine cycle is 4 oscillator clock periods the total time between output changes is
5uS. The total time required to execute the program (until it
reaches the forever label) is:
4
(First 4 instructions)

location to save W
register
move status to W - not
affecting flags
location to save
;

endint:swapf savestat,W
get back status
movwf STATUS
swapf savew
swap digits in savew
(no status effect)
swapf savew,W
and get back to W
(no status effect)
retfie
return from interrupt
;

;

;

;

(set GIE to 1)

The interrupt pin (INT-RBO) is either rising or falling edge triggered. The edge is selected by the INTEDG bit of the OPTION
register. If this bit is 1 then rising edge interrupt is enabled,
otherwise if 0 then falling edge interrupt is enabled.
The interrupt code should save the status and W registers, suitable code is shown below:

5*255(All outputs except the final value)
4

intcode:movwf savew

(Final loop time, no goto)

1283uS
Total time 1.283mS
The next example is a complete application. The PIC is used
as serial to parallel converter. The input is from a standard
RS232 serial port which should be set to 9600bps, 8 bit, no
parity, 1 (or more) stop bits. The output is 8 bits on port B
which are set to the next received value from the serial port.
When a new byte is received, a positive going, short pulse
(approx. 1 uS) is output on the strobe line. During the reception
of the byte the LED is turned on to confirm operation of the
serial port. The PIC uses a readily available 3.58MHz colour
crystal.
Figure 6 shows a circuit diagram, and figure 7 shows the
code required to implement it. Note that only 45 words of
program space (4.4% of that available) is required !

Real Time Clock Counter
The RTCC may be configured to take its input from the on chip
oscillator, or to take its input from the external RTCC input on
pin RA4. When it is configured to use the instruction cycle
clock, it actually updates once every 4 internal oscillator clocks,
e.g. at a 1 MHz rate with a 4MHz external crystal. It is an 8 bit
counter which may be set to trigger an interrupt when it clocks
from value FF to value 00. The RTCC may be read or written.
The OPTION register controls the RTCC (see figure 5). The
bits which affect tie RTCC are as follows:
PSO-PS2 These bits control the pre -scalar division rate. If
the prescalar is enabled then the input to the RTCC is divided
by the prescalar in accordance with the table shown:

Advanced programming
Interrupts
There are four sources of interrupt on the PIC16C84. These are
edge change on pin RBO, RTCC overflow, change of input on
pins RB4, RB5, RB6 or RB7, and end of EEPROM write. On an

PS2

PS1

PSO

0

0
0

0

0
0

1

1

0
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Division in pre -scalar
Divide by 2
Divide by 4
Divide by 8

Divide by 16
Divide by 32
1
1
0
Divide by 64
1
1
0
Divide by 128
1
1
1
Divide by 256
PSA If this bit is set to 0 then the pre -scalar is used, if set to
1 then the pre -scalar is not used (it is then used for the
watchdog timer - see below).
RTE RTCC signal edge. If set to 0 then increment RTCC on
the rising edge of RA4, if set to 1 then increment on
the falling edge of RA4 (if the source is set to the
external pin).
RTS RTCC source. If set to 0 then the RTCC uses the
internal instruction cycle clock, if set to 1 then it uses
the RA4 pin.
0

1

1

1

0

0

Port B pull ups
Port B has weak pull ups to Vdd which may be enabled or
disabled by the RBPU bit in the OPTION register (see figure 5).
If this bit is set to 1 then approximately 50K pull ups will be
enabled on all port B pins; if set to 0 then these pins will float if
not externally driven. This is to reduce the need for external pullups when port B pins are used as inputs.

Sleep mode
The PIC may be set into sleep mode when there is no activity. In
this mode the oscillator is stopped, the program stops
executing, but the I/O ports are maintained in the state which
they held before sleep mode was entered. In the status register
the PD bit is cleared and the TO bit is set in the STATUS
register. The watchdog timer continues running. The device
may be woken from sleep mode by an external reset, or by any
enabled interrupt (even if interrupts are globally disabled using

Indirect Addressing
Indirect addressing is used whenever the program needs to use
the contents of one register (or W) to select an operation on
another register. To achieve this, the address of the register
which is required is wr tten to FSR - register number 4. Now any
access to register 0 will actually access the register which has
the address found in FSR. To select the page, bit 7 of FSR is
the lower bit of the page select and bit IRP of the STATUS
register is the upper bit of the page select. Thus, if bit 7 of FSR
is 1, and IRP is 0, then page 1 will be addressed by the lower 7
bits of FSR.
As an example, the following code fragment will clear all
registers from address 20H to 2FH.
movlw 10H
movwf index

16 registers to clear
index is a general
purpose register
clearloop movlw 20H
Registers to clear are
20H above index
addwf index,w
address of register to
clear
movwf FSR
move to indirect address
register
clrf 0
clear register
addressed by FSR
decfsz index
now loop index times
;

Calculated program jumps

In sleep mode the PIC consumes less than 35uA.
To enter sleep mode the SLEEP instruction is executed.

It is possible to write to the program counter (register 3, PC), to
cause a program jump. In th s case, the program will jump to
the address formed by the 8 bits written to the PC and the 5
bits (of which only 2 bits have meaning in the PIC16C84) of
register PCLATH (register OA). The jump occurs when the
bottom 8 bits are written to PC. For an example see the section
on data tables below.

Watch Dog Timer

Data tables

The watch dog timer (WDT) is designed to guard against software failure or overload, or noise induced failures. The WDT
must be reset at regular intervals to prevent it overflowing. If
enabled, then as it overflows the PIC will be reset. It is possible
for the PIC to detect a Watch Dog failure reset using the bits in
the status register.
The watch dog is enabled or disabled when the device is
programmed.
The use of the watch dog is mainly restricted to resilient
commercial applications, and is not further considered here.
Many developers will disable the WDT when they program the
PIC as failure to periodically reset the WDT will cause unexpected device resets which can make debugging very difficult.

As it is not possible to read program memory, data tables must
be implemented using some special techniques based on
calculated jumps. The RETLW instruction returns from a
subroutine with a specific value, so if a subroutine is called
which then

GIE).

R2
4k7

GETCODE

CALL GETDATA ; CONVERT
VALUE IN W
TO 7 SEGMENT VALU
OTHER CODE HERE
ORG 100
DATA TABLE IS
LOCATED HERE
RETLW 3FH
CODE FOR VALUE 0
RETLW 06H
CODE FOR VALUE 1
RETLW 5BH
CODE FOR VALUE 2
RETLW 4FH
CODE FOR VALUE 3
RETLW 66H
CODE FOR VALUE 4
RETLW 6DH
CODE FOR VALUE 5
RETLW 7DH
CODE FOR VALUE 6
RETLW C3H
CODE FOR VALUE 7
RETLW 7FH
CODE FOR VALUE 8
RETLW 6FH
CODE FOR VALUE 9
GETDATAM OVWF TEMP
SAVE W BRIEFLY
MOVLW 1
MOVWF PCLATH
TABLE AT LOCATION
100,SO PCLATH IS 1
MOVFW TEMP
GET BACK W
MOVFW PC
DO THE JUMP
;

PIC thC84
R3

2208

RI
4k7
BIT

RS232 IN
5

PARALLEL
OUTPUT

9 PIN CONNECTOR

BIT 7

CI

C2

C3
100n

15p

C4

4%

.L

;

Fig 6 Circuit for code shown in Fig 7

;

makes a calculated jump to a RETLW instruction with the
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required return value then this can be used to implement a data
table. The example shows the technique. In this case the value
in the W register (from 0 to 9) is converted to a code which
represents that value on a 7 segment display. On the display
segment A is the LSB (bit 0) and segment G the MSB (bit 6).

EEPROM
The EEPROM is 64 bytes long. It can be written or read through
the control registers shown in figure 5. To protect against accidental erasure, a very specific write sequence must be
employed. The EEPROM typically has a life of 1,000,000
erase/write cycles, but can be read indefinitely.
Use of the EEPROM is described fully in the Microchip data
book.

Development tools
Microchip have an assembler available for the PC called
MPALC. This will assemble files for any of the PIC series into
object files which may be used for simulation, or directly in one
of the PIC programmers to program a PIC.
There is also a PIC simulator for the PC. This is very useful
for testing programs in advance, as it allows the user to set up
expected inputs and to test the program responses. It allows
break points, and single stepping and emulates most of the
features of the PIC series including interrupts, the RTCC and
watchdog timer.
The assembler and simulator are available for download free
of charge from the Microchip bulletin board; this gives the
opportunity to try sample programs and to test them. The documentation for the programs are also available on the board,
although it was somewhat lacking last time I looked at it!
To use the bulletin board :
1) Set your communications package and modem to 8 bit,
No parity and one stop bit; note that this is not the same as
Compuserve.
2) Dial the nearest direct Compuserve access number (you
do not need a compuserve account to access the board). The
London access number is 0171-490-8881.
3) Type <RETURN>, ignore any garbled message which
may appear.
4) Type <RETURN> again and "Host Name:" will appear.
5) Type"MCHIPBBS<RETURN>" and the Microchip BBS
connection will be made.
6) You will need to register and check out the special areas
devoted to PIC programming. Registration is free.
There is also available a cheap programmer for use with
development and very small production runs. This is called the
PICSTART16-B system and costs about £170. It includes a
programmer, the assembler, emulator and programming software, sample chips, and data books. This system will handle
any of the 18 or 28 pin PIC chips.
Large scale production programmers and In Circuit
Emulators (ICE) are available but are prohibitively expensive for
hobbyist use. A number of general purpose programmers will
also handle PIC devices.

Figure 7, Serial to parallel converter
example
This example code implements a serial
to parallel converter
First set up some constant values
bring in
include "16c84.equ"
standard
definitions
Bit 0 on port
rxbit
equ 0
a (RAO) is
the input
Bit 1 on port
equ 1
ledbit
a RA1) is the
LED drive pin
Bit 2 on port
equ 2
strobe
a (RA2) is
the strobe
output
These are
rxbitv
equ 1
the values of
the bits
;

;

;

(i.e.2^bit)

ledbitv
strobev

equ 2
equ 4

Received
character
register
Index
intindex equ ODH
register
used in
receive
character
Index
intindexl equ OEH
register used
in receive
character
Start by org'ing code, note no interrupts so we can run over location 4
rxser

equ OCH

;

;

;

Restart location
org 0
This is the start up code and main
schedule loop
No interrupts
clrf intcon
start
clear port A
clrf porta
and port B
for initial
output
clrf portb
Switch to
bsf status,
page 1
rp0
options, no
movlw 80
pull ups on
port B, RTCC
internal
movwf optreg
Port A is all
movlw rxbitv
outputs
except
receive bit
movwf trisa
Port B is all
clrf trisb
;

;

;

SUPPLIERS
A comprehensive range of PIC devices, development
systems and date books are available from Maplin
Electronics (01702-554161).PIC devices are available
from Viewcom Electronics (0181-471-9338).
The PARALLAX stamp computer which implements a
BASIC interpreter on a PIC16056 ( run from a PC) is
available from Milford Instruments (01977-683665).

;
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outputs
return to
lower page
bsf porta,ledbit; turn off the
LED (low=cn,
high=off:
Main loop

bcf status,rp0

;

schedule

rxloop

;

call rxchar

nop

bcf status,c

;

btfsc
porta,rxbit

;

bsf status,c

;

B

rrf rxser,f

;

Strobe signal
high
leave luS

decfsz antindex

;

Wait until we
receive a
character
Get received
character to

movfw rxser

W

movwf portb

1

Write new
value to port

bsf porta,
strobe

;

nop
bcf porta,
strobe

;

;

goto schedule

;

1

call delay 83
85 delay
routine
add 1 cycle
to make
exactly 93
cycles
start by
clearing
carry

1/2now test the
input bit
1 and set carry
if the input
bit was 1
1
rotate in
data, LSB
arrives first
1
now
decrement
the bit
counter

and strobe
signal low
again
and back for

goto rxloop

;

2 and loop
TOTAL 93
CYCLES/BIT

next

character
This is the receive handler - used for
reception of data on the serial port at
;

waitend btfss porta,
rxbit

now wait for
end of last
bit if it was

9600bps

At 9600bps and clock=3.58MHz then 1
bit=93 instructions, 1/2bit=47
instructions
A byte received on the serial line
will have the following form:
bit 0
bit 1

0.

;

;

I

bit 7
stop

I

(high)

- otherwise
we'd run
straight back
into :his
routine
bsf por:a,ledbi
turn the LED
back off
return
return during
the stop bit
delay routines for above, delaynn will
delay for exactly nn instructions
delay 46 movlw .14; 1 loop time=3
;

I

;
;

I

goto waitend

data

start

stop bit
(high)

(low)

This routine returns the received
character in the register rxser
rxchar btfsc porta,rxbit ;1/2 Wait for
serial line
to fall start bit
goto rxchar
2
bcf porta,
ledbit
1
Turn on the
;

;

;

movlw 8

movwf intindex
call delay 46

;

1

;

1

LED
pick up 8
bits

;

(n-1)+7

delex movwf intindexl
d34loop decfsz
intindexl
goto d34loop
nop
return
delay 83 movlw
.25

48 delay to
just after
middle of
start bit
so that
first
sample is
1.5 bits
after start

nop
nop

;

1

;

1/2=3.(14-1)+7

;

2

;

1

;

2

;

1

;

1

;

1

;

2

=46

loop
time=3.(n1)+11

=3.(25-1)+11

goto delex
end
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LOW COST LASER NIGHT SIGHT just £7918
Cheaper version of our £245 Cyclops model works ok in low fight
levels or in complete darkness with the bull in Laser ref 95/79

PC CONTROLLED 4 CHANNEL TIMER

NEW BULL ELECTRONICS STORE IN

*MINATURE RADIO TRANSCEIVERS Apar of wattle talkies

WOLVERHAMPTON

Including cases and earp'ces 2xPP3 req'd F30 00 pr REF: MAG 30

LOW COST RADAR DETECTOR

to deter intruders Good value at just £24 99 ref MAR25P4

L03500 PRINTER ASSEMBLIES Made by Amstrad they are

CLOCKMAKER KIT Hours of tun making you own dock, ca n-

entre mechanical printer assemblies including pnnthead. stepper mo-

piete instructors and everything you need £799 ref MAR8P2

Butt and tested pocket radar detector, ideal for picking up speed traps

CARETAKER VOLUMETRIC Alarm. an cover the whole of tie

etc Why pay £70 or more, ours is fist £24 99 ref 9525

ground floor against forcred entry Includes mains power supply and
integral battery backup Powerful internal sounder. wit take external bbl
if read Retail £150+. ours? £49 99 ref MAR50P1

COMPLETE PC 300 WATT UPS SYSTEM
Top of the range UPS system providing protection for your computer
system and valuable software against mains power fluctuatons and
cuts New and boxed, UK made Provides up to 5 ions rowing tine in
the event of complete power failure to slow you to run your system

COMPOSITE VIDEO KIT. Converts L....Finite video into separate H sync. V sync. and video 12v DC £8.00 REF: MAG8P2

55A WORCESTER ST TEL 0902 22039

Cantor ( crVoff times etc) up to 4 dams (8A 240v each) with this kit
Complete with Software. relays. PCB etc £25 99 Ref 95/26

wither range of up to 2 km in open county Unes measure 22x52x 155mm

tors etc etc in fact everything bar the case and electronics a good
stripper' £5 REF, MAG5P3 or 2 for £8 REF, MAG8P3
LED PACK of 100 standard red 5m lads £5 REF MAG5P4

UNIVERSAL PC POWER SUPPLY complete with hyleads
switch. fan etc Two types available 150w at £15 REF MAG15P2

TELEPHONE CABLE Witte 6 core 100m reel complete with a
pack of 100 tips Ideal phone extras etc £799 ref MAR8P3

(23x23x23rnm) and 200w at £20 REF MAG20P3 (23x23x23mm )

down correctly SALE PRICE just E11900.

MICRODRIVE STRIPPER Smal cased tape doves ideal for

SHOP WOBBLERSI

stripping, lots of useful goodies including a smart case, and lots of
components £2 each ref JUN2P3

tie bug runs directly off the mains so lasts forever' why pay 700? or
once is £26 REF MAG26 Transmits to any FM radio
FM BUG KIT New design with PCB embedded coil for extra stabdity
Works to any FM radio 9v battery reqd £5 REF MAG5P5

Smal assemblies designed to take D size batteries and 'wobble signs.
cardboard models about in shop windows' £3 99 Ref SEP4P2

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL You get TWO 6-x6- 6v 130mA
solar cels 4 LED's vAre buzzer, switch plus 1 relay or motor Superb
value lot just £5 99 REF MAG6P8
SOLID STATE RELAYS Wei switch 25A mains Input 3 5-26v DC
terminal screws £399 REF MAG4P10
57x43x21mrn
300DPI A4 DTP MONITOR Brand new but shop soiled so hence
bargain pnce!TTL/ECL inputs. 15 landscape. 1200)(1664 pixel con -

RADIO PAGERS
Brand new UK made pocket pagers clearance price isktst £4 99 each
100x40x 15mm packed with bits' Ref SEPS

BULL TENS UNIT
Fuly butt and tested TENS ( Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimu-

lation) unt. complete with electrodes and ftil instructions TENS is
used for the reief of pain etc in t* to 70% of sufferers Drug free pain

Pete with Omit lag to help you interface with you protects JUST
£14 99 REF JUN15P2
BUGGING TAPE RECORDER Smal voice activated recorder,

relef. safe and easy to use. can be used in conjunction with analgesics

etc £49 Ref TEN/1

uses micro cassette complete will headphones. £28 99 ref MAR29P 1

STEREO MICROSCOPE

ULTRAMINI BUG MIC6rnmx3 5rnm made by AKG..5-12v electret
condenser Cost £12 ea. Ott? for for £9.99 REF NIAG10P2

155X195MM. up to 60Orrrn high. so items up to 10" will fit under tense

Rack and priori focusing 6 interchangeable rotating object lenses
interchangeable eye pieces. +scaled eyepiece for accurate measuring etc Powerful low voltage ikrnnaton system with green filter and
variable intensity, 100mm bleckAverte + ground glass stage plate
70rmi swivel mirror, adjustabe eyepieces (both focus and width)
Magrfication range 4.6-100 8. held of view 39-2 4mrn)
Price is £299 for complete settp Ref 95/300

ROB/CGA/EOA/TTL COLOUR MONITORS 17 in good
condition Back anodised metal case £79 each REF JUN79
ANSWER PHONES Returns with 2 faits. we give you the bits tor
1 fault you have to did the other youself. BT Response 200'5E18 sa
REF MAG18P1 PSU £5 ref MAG5P12

SWITCHED MODE PSU ex equip. 60w +5v (p5A -5ve 5A

3D 35MM CAMERA SYSTEM

+12412A,-12vQ 5A 120/220v cased 245x88x55rnm IECinput socket
£699 REF PAAG7P1

Complete lot to convert a standard 35mm camera into a 3D version'
enable you to take 3D colour sides with your oven cameral 101contains
a prism assembly for the front of pots existng tense. a sample 3D slide.

PLUG IN PSU 9V 200mA DC £2.99 each REF MAG3P9
PLUG IN ACORN PSU 19v AC 14w £2 99 REF MAG3P10
POWER SUPPLY fully cased with mains and op leads 17v DC

a 3D side viewer and 2 different tense mounts 49mm and 52mrn
toiler sizes available from photo shops at about £3 ee ) al you need
ne Standard side film Price for the complete kit is £29.99 ref 95/30

900mA output Bargain price £5.99 ref MAG6P9

ACORN ARCHIMEDES PSU +5v @ 4 4A on/off sw incased

COMPUTER RS232 TERMINALS. (LIBERTY)

selectable mains input. 145x100x45rnrn £7 REF MAG7P2

Exceient quality mode. units (Ike wyse 50.$) 2xRS232 20 functon
keys 50 Ivo to 38.400 baud. menu dnven port. screen. curses. and
keyboard setup menus 118 ment/s) £29 REF NOV4

GEIGER COUNTER KIT Low cost professional twin kite. corn plate with PCB and components Now orty £19 REF AUG19
9v DC POWER SUPPLY standard plug in type 150ma 9v DC with
lead and DC power plug once for two is £2 99 ref AUG3P4

OMRON TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS (E5C2).
Brand new conlroiers adjustable from -50 deg C to +1.200 deg C

AA NICAD PACK encapsulated pack of 8 AA aced batteries

using graduated dal 2% accuracy thermocouple input. long He relay
output 3A 240v op contacts Perfectfor exactly controeng a tempera-

tre. Noma) trade £50+. ous £15 Ref E5C2

(tagged) ex equip 55x32x32rrrn £3 a peck REF MAG3P11
13.8V 1.9A psu cased with leads Just E9 99 REF MAG 10P3

ELECTRIC MOTOR BONANZA! 110x6Omm.

PPC MODEM CARDS These are no spec plug incardsrnadehr
the Amstrad laptop computers 2400 baud dial up urn complete with
leads Clearance price is £5 REF: MAG5P1

new precision cap start ( or spin to start) virtuely silent and
featres a moving outer case that acts as a fly wheel Because of their
unusual design we think that 2 of these in a tube mei some homemade
fan blades could form the basis for a wind tunnel etc Clearance price
is just £4 99 FOR A PAIR' (note -these all have to be wired in series
for 240v operaton Ref NOV1

INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLLERS Orignaly made for
Is spec sateate equipment but perfect for al sorts of remote contra
projects Our clearance price is just £2 REF: MAG2

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR GUIDE. A
very useful book for finding equivalent transistors lead its. specs etc
£20 REF: MAG2OP1

MOTOR NO 2 BARGAIN 110x9Omm.
Similar to the above motor but more suitable for mounting verticaly ne

turntable etc) Again you will have to wire 2 in series for 240v use.
Bargain price is just £4 99 FOR A PAIR I Ref NOV3

SINCLAIR C5 MOTORS We have a few left without gearboxes

OMRON ELECTRONIC INTERVAL TIMERS.
Minatu re adjustable timers, 4 pole c/o output 3A 240v,
HY1230S, 12vDC adjustable from 0-30 secs £9 99

200 WATT INVERTER Converts 10-15v DC into either 110v or

Spec isl2v DC 3.300rpm £30
240v AC Fuly cased 115x36x156rrrn. complete with heavy duty power
lead, cigar plug. AC outlet snnkpt Auto overload shutdown. auto shot
circuit shut down. auto input over voltage shutdown, auto input inder
voltage shut down (with audible alarm). auto temp control. unit shuts
down if overheated and sounds audible alum Fused reversed polarty
protected output frequency within 2% vortage within 10% A extremely

HY1210M, 12vDC adjustable from 0-10 mins £999
HY1260M, 12vDC adjustable from 0-60 mins £9 99
HY2460M, 24vAC adjustable from 0,60 mins £5 99
HY241S, 24vAC adjustable from 0-1 secs £5 99
HY2460S, 24vAC adjustable from 0-60 secs. £5 99
HY243H, 24vAC adjustable from 0-3 hours £8 99

wel Dun int at an excellent pnce Just £64 99 ref AUG65

UNIVERSAL SPEED CONTROLLER KIT Designed by us for
the C5 motor tot ok for any 12v motor up to 30A Compete with PCB
etc A heat sink may be register, £17 00 REF: MAG17

HY2401S. 240v adjustable from 0-1 secs £9 99
HY2405S, 240v adjustable from 0-5 secs £9 99

MAI N SC AB L E Precut biack 2 core 2 metre lengths ideal for repairs,

protects etc 50 metres for £1 99 ref AUG2P7

HY24060m, 240v adjustable from 0-60 mins £1299

COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS PACK Kit contains 100m

PC PAL VGA TO TV CONVERTER Converts a colour TV Inio
a basic VGA screen Complete with butt in psu, lead and share.

of 6 core cable. 100 cable dins. 2 hie divers with RS232 interfaces
and al connectors etc. Ideal low cost method of communicating between PC's over a long distance Complete lot £899
MINI CYCLOPS PIR 52x62x40mm runs on PP3 battery cornplet.
vat, WI sounder Cheap protection at only £5.99 ref MAR6P4
ELECTRIC MOTOR KIT Comprehensive educational Vat includes
at you need to buld an elecInc motor £999 ref MAR10P4
VIDEO SENDER UNIT. Transmits both audio and video signets

49 95 Ideal for laptops or a cheap upgrade

EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNIT Complete unit with 2 double
bulb floodlights. built in charger and auto switch Fully cased 6v BAH
lead acid req'd (secondharkl) £4 ref MAG4P 11

GUIDED MISSILE WIRE. 4.200 metre reel of ultra thn 4 core
insulated cable Albs breaking strain, less than Zinn nick! Ideal
alarms intercoms. fishing. dots houses etc £14 99 ref MAG15P5
300v PANEL METER 70X60X5OMM AC. 90 degree scale Good

from either a video camera, video recorder TV or Computer etc to arty
standard TV set In a 100 ranged (tune TV to a spare channel) 12v DC
op. Pnce is £15 REF: MAG15 12v psu is E5 extra REF: MAG5P2

quality meter £599 ref MAG 6P14 Ideal for monitoring mains etc

ASTEC SWITCHED MODE PSU BM41012 Gives +5 (a 3 75A,

*FM CORDLESS MICROPHONE Smal hard held um with a

+12Q1 5A. -1202 4A 230/110. cased, BM41012 f 5 99 re1AUG6P3

500 range' 2 transmit power levels Rags PP3 9v battery Tuneade to
any FM receiver Price is £15 REF: MAG15P1

TORRODIAL TX 30-0-30 480VA. Perfect for Mosfet an-pillers
etc 120nxi, dill 55rnm thick £18 99 ref APR19

LOW COST WALKIE TALKIES Pair of battery operated units

AUTO SUNCHAROER 155x30Orm solar panel with lode and

with a range of about 200 Ideal for garden use or as an educallOnal hay
Price is £8 a pair REF, NAG 8P1 2 x PP3 req'd
SOME OF OUR PRODUCTS MAY YE UNLICENSABLE IN THE UK

3 metre lead fitted with a cigar pkg. 12v 2watt £999 ee ref A UGIOP3
FLOPPY DISCS DSDD Top quality 5 25" discs these have been
written to once and are urused Pack of 20 is £4 ref AUG4P 1

BULL
ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD HOVE SUSSEX

ECLATRON FLASH TUBE As used in police car flastang lghts
etc. fu spec suppled. 60-100 flashes a min £999 ref APR 10P5
24v AC 96WATT Cased power supply New £13 99 ref APR 14

MILITARY SPEC GEIGER COUNTERS Unused and straight
horn Her matestys forces £50 ref MAG 50P3
STETHOSCOPE Fulty functionng stethoscope. ideal for 'sterling
to hearts. pipes motors etc £6 ref MAR6P6

OUTDOOR SOLAR PATH LIGHT Captures sunlight during
the day and au tomatcaiy switches one butt in lamp at dusk Complete
with sealed lead acid battery etc.f19 99 ref MAR2OP1

ALARM VERSION Of above unit comes with butt in alarm and pir

BN3 6QT
MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS £3.00 POST PLUS VAT.
PLEASE ALLOW 7 - 10 DAYS FOR DELIVERY
TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME

110

TEL: 0273 203500
FAX: 0273 323077
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FM TRANSMITTER housed In a standard waiong 13A adapter"

FM BUG BUILT AND TESTED evertor designto lot Suppled
to detective agencies 9v battery read. £14 REF: MAG14

TALKING COINBOX STRIPPER °Ninety made to retail at E 79
each. these wits are designed to convert an ordinary phone into a
payphone The units have the locks missing and sometimes broken
hinges However they can be adapted for their ongnal use or used for
somethng else'"? Price is just £3 REF: MAG3P1
TOP QUALITY SPEAKERS Made for HI F I televisions these are
10 watt 4R Jap made 4 round with large shielded magnets Good
quality £2 each REF: MAG2P4 or 4 for £6 REF: MAG8P2

TWEETERS 2 diameter good quality tweeter 140R ok with the
above speaker) 2 for £2 REF: MAG2P5 or 4 for £3 REF: MAG3P4
AT KEYBOARDS Made by Apncot these quality keyboards need
just a smal mod to nit on arty AT they work perfectly but you ail have
to put up with 1 or 2 foreign keycaps! Price £6 REF: MAG/P3

HEADPHONES Ex Virgin Atrantc 8 pairs for E2 REF: MAG2P8
SNOOPERS EAR? Ongnal made to cip over the earpiece of
telephone to aripkfy the sound -it also works quite wel on the cable
nrring along the wall Price is £5 REF, MAG5P7
DOS PACKS M IC106011 version 3 3 or higher complete with al
manuals or puce psi £5 REF: MAG5P8 Worth it just for the very
comprehensive manual! 5 25 orty
DOS PACK MICf06011 version 5 Original software but no manuals
hence only £599
3 5 only
PIR DETECTOR Made by famous UK alarm manufactrer these
are N spec. long range internal units 12v operaton Sight marks on
case and unboxed ( although brand new) £8 REF: MAG8P5

WINDUP SOLAR POWERED RADIO AM/FM radio complete
with hand charger and solar penal, £17 99 REF 14P200RA

MOBILE CAR PHONE £5.99 Wei almost' complete in car phone
exctuding the box of electronics normety Ndden ander seat Can be
made to !Primate with 12v also has butt in kV sensor so display only

unrolls when dark Totaty cormnong! REF MAG6P6
ALARM BEACONS Zenon strobe made to mount on an external
bel box but could be used 1 or caravans etc 12v operaton Just connect

FIRE ALARM CONTROL PANEL High dually metal cased
alarm panel 350x165x8Orren With key Comes with electronics but no

information sale price 799 REF MAG8P6

6-X12" AMORPHOUS SOLAR PANEL 12v 155x310inin
130mA Bargain price just E5 99 ea REF MAG6P12.

FIBRE OPTIC CABLE BUMPER PACK t 0 metres for £4.99
ref MAG5P13 ideal for experimenters! 30 m for £12 99 ref MAG13P1
HEATSINKS (finned) TO220. designed to moue vertically one pcb
50x40x25nrn you can have a pack o14 for £1 ref JUN1P11

INFRARED LASER NIGHT SCOPES
Image intensiler complete with hand gip attachment with trill
adjustable laser amp for zero ight conitons Suppled with Pentax
42rrimcamera in:inland normal eyepiece 1 6kg. uses 1xPP3.3xAAS

(al suppled)f245+Vat

NEW HIGH POWER LASERS
15rnW. Helan neon. 3 swithablewave lengths 63um, 1 15um,3.39urn
(2 of tern are infrared) 500 1 polanzer Dunn so good for holcgaphy.
Supplied complete with mains power supply 790x65mrn Use with
EXTREME CAUTION AND QUALIFIED GUIDANCE. £349+Vat.

WE BUY SURPLUS STOCK FOR CASH
1995 100 PAGE CATALOGUE NOW
AVAILABLE, 45P STAMP OR FREE
WITH ORDER.
3FT X 1FT 10WATT SOLAR PANELS
14.5v/700mA

£44.95
(PLUS 12 00 SPECIAL PACKAWIG CAMGE)

TOP QUALITY AMORPHOUS SILICON CELLS HAVE ALMOST A
TIMELESS LIFESPAN WITH AN INFINITE NUMBER OF POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS. SOME OF WHICH MAY BE CAR BATTERY
CHARGING. FOR USE ON BOATS OR CARAVANS, OR ANYWHERE A PORTABLE 12V SUPPLY IS REQUIRED

PORTABLE RADIATION DETECTOR
WITH NEW COMPUTER INTERFACE.

£59.00
A Hand held personal Gamma and X Ray detector.
This unit contains two Geiger Tubes, has a 4 digit LCD

display with a Piezo speaker, giving an audio visual
Indication. The unit detects high energy electromagnetic quanta with an energy from 30K eV to over 1.2M
eV and a measuring range of 5-9999 UR/h or 10-99990
WM. Supplied complete with handbook.Ref . NOV 18.

Is your PCB design package not
quite as "professional" as you

thought? Substantial trade-in
discounts still availabi
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chematic Capture Design Tool
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SMART MAINS

CONTROL SYSTEM
A SMART mains control system designed by Dr Pei An allows a computer
to control up to 93 different mains devices using signals actually
transmitted through the mains power cable
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Figure 1 Computer controlled SMART mains control system

his mains controller is a system which allows up
to 93 individual mains switches to be controlled
by a personal computer. This system is 'smart'
because the switches are not controlled by any
control wires connecting the switches to the
computer. The control commands to tell the switches to turn on
or off are generated by a computer -based controller and
transmitted through the existing mains lines in a building. The
switches detect the message and carry out corresponding
actions. The schematic of the system is shown in Figure 1.
This system has a huge advantage over the conventional
system. In the conventional system, each mains switch has to
be controlled by separate wires for controlling the on and off of
the switches. This requires investment as well as effort to install
the wiring in the building. Once the wiring is installed, the

switches cannot he moved freely. However, the SMART mains
control system solves all these problems.

CAUTION
It must be pointed out the this mains control system is
connected directly to 240V AC and therefore danger exists to
the constructors. Physical contact with the mains can be lethal
and every precaution must be taken to prevent this from
happening. If constructors have any doubts, please ask advice
from competent electricians.
The smart mains control system consists of a master
controller (transmitter) controlled by a PC and up to 93 switches
(receivers) as shown in Figure 1. The controller sends ON/OFF
commands to the switches through the mains and the switches
receive the signal, analyse the commands and carry out actions.
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Figure 2 Block diagram and working principle of the SMART mains control system

If the received address of the command matches the preset
address, the switch will perform switching according to the
status of one of the three control lines. If it does not match the
preset address, the switch will ignore the commands and
maintain its previous status.

Inside the controller (transmitter) there is a 9 -bit parallel data
encoder which converts a 9 -bit digital data into the serial data
(Figure 2). This 9 -bit data is supplied by the computer and it
contains a 5 -bit address and 4 -bit control data. The encoded
signal is fed into a modulation and mains carrier transmitting
circuit (Figure 2) which firstly modulates the encoded serial data
using a Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) technique. That is when a
logic low is received at the input of the circuit, a tone burst of
127.8 KHz is generated at the output; when logic high is
received, a tone burst of 122.5 KHz is generated. These signals
are coupled to the mains lines and superimposed onto 240V
AC. Therefore a 9 -bit data is transmitted on the mains line in a
form of a series of tone bursts at frequencies of either 128 KHz
or 123 KHz. This carrier signal is then transmitted via the mains
to various parts of the building.
Each switch is connected to the mains either via mains plugs
or by direct wirings. The carrier signal on the mains lines are
detected by a mains carrier signal receiving and demodulation
circuit (Figure 2). In this circuit, the signal passes various filters
and is processed by a circuit based on a so-called Phase Lock
Loop (PLL) tone decoding technique. If a signal of frequency
128 KHz is received, it produces logic low at its output. If a
signal cf frequency 123 KHz is received, it produces logic high
at the output. Therefore after this circuit, a series of idgital data
is reproduced which should be identical to that generated by
the encoder of the controller. This signal is fed into a decoder IC
(which is in pair with the encoder in the controller) which
decodes the received serial data back into 9 -bit parallel digital
data. Each switch has a particular address ranging from 1 to 93
determined by a 5 -bit address and three ON/OFF control lines.

The controller (transmitter)
The controller consists of four units; namely, the computer
interfacing unit, the encoder, the modulation and mains carrier
transmitting unit and the power supply unit. Figure 2 shows the
unit diagram of the controller and Figure 3 gives the circuit
diagram of the controller.
The computer interfacing unit contains an ILD74 which is a
dual opto-isolator IC and a 74LS164 8 -bit shift register IC (IC2).
The opto-isolator which is configured to a non -inverting circuit,
is used to ensure complete isolation of the computer from the
controller. Refer to Figure 3; an 8 -bit data is serially loaded into
the shift register 74LS164 using DATA (Pins 1 and 2) and
CLOCK (Pin 8). Loading data into the register is described
briefly below: The data bits (MSB first) are held stable on the
DATA inputs and a short pulse of low -to -high -then -low is
applied to the CLOCK (Pin 8) input. At the rising edge of the
clock signal, the data bit is shifted. After eight such operations,
the 8 -bit data can be loaced into the shift registers. The circuit
can be controlled by any 1/0 ports of computers having at least
two independent output lines. The present controller is
controlled by the Centronic port of the computer.
The encoder circuit incorporates a M145026 encoder IC.
The pin -out functions of tie IC are shown in Figure 4(a),
together with the decoder IC M145027 which is in pair with the
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Figure 3 Circuit diagram of the SMART controller (transmitter)
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Each data bit is encoded into two data pulses. A logic zero
will be encoded as two consecutive short pulses, a logic 1 by
two consecutive long pulses (see Figure 5, encoded data
format). During each transmission the encoder will output two
identical data words. This redundant information is used by the
decoder to reduce errors. RS (Pin 11), CTC (Pin 12) and RTC
(Pin 13) are connected to the external resistors and capacitors
to set the clock frequency for the serial data transmission. Their
values should be determined according to the manufacturers'
data sheet. The values of capacitors and resistor for some clock
frequencies are summarised in Figure 5. In the circuit, the clock
frequency is chosen at 1.71 KHz. This requires that RTC (R5),
RS (R6) and CTC (C10a+C10b) to be 50 KOhm, 100 KOhm
and 5080 pF. The value of CTC is made up by two capacitors,
4n7 and 330 pF, connected in parallel.
The output of the encoder is connected to the signal
modulation and mains carrier circuit. The heart of the circuit is
the LM1893 Bi-line Carrier Current Transceiver which is
specially designed for the purpose of transferring serial data bidirectionally between remote locations using the mains lines.
The transmitting (Tx) and receiving (Rx) modes are selected by
Tx/Rx input (Pin 5, see Figure 3). The IC requires a power
supply of 14-30V. V+ (Pin 15) and GND (Pin 14) are connected
to the positive and negative rails of the power supply.
When the Tx/Rx pin is held high the chip is in the transmitting
mode (Tx). The input digital data up to 5 KHz is fed into the
Data In input (Pin 17) to generate a switched 0.9871/1.0221
control current to drive a low temperature coefficient current (I) Controlled Oscillator (ICO), the central modulation frequency of
which (FO) is between 50 to 300 KHz and is determined by R3,

16

3
3
3

DATA IN

(b) PIN -OUT OF M145027 DECODER

Figure 4 Pin -out of M145026 encoder and M145027 decoder ICs

encoder. GND (Pin 8) and VDD (Pin 16) are connected to the
negative and positive rail of the power supply which is in the
range between 4.5V and 18V. A typical application of the
encoder and the decoder is shown in Figure 5. The encoder will
serially transmit nine bits of trinary data defined by the state of
the Al /D1 to A9/D9 inputs from Data Out (Pin 15). These inputs
can be in three states (0,1 and open) allowing 39=19683
possible codes. The present card, however, only utilises two
states: 0 and 1. Also, in the present application, the last bit
A9/D9 is connected to ground because the 74LS164 shift register
only provides 8 outputs. The encode transmission is initiated at
the low -transition edge of the -TE input (Pin 14, Transmission
Enable). In the present application, -TE input is wired to the
ground and this makes the encoder transmit data continuously.
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balanced Norton -limiter amplifier removes DC offsets,
attenuates line frequency, performs as a bandpass filter, and
limits the signal to drive the Phase Lock Loop (PLL) phase
detector. The output signal from the phase detector containing
AC and DC data signal. noise, system DC offset, and other
frequency components passes through a RC lowpass filter and
finally through an impulse noise filter to produce serial data at
the open collector output data out (Pin 12). C7, C6, C5 etc are
the components determining the characteristics of the receiving
circuit.
The pcwer supply system consists of a thermally protected
mains transformer T2 which converts the 240V AC into 12V AC.
A bridge rectifier BR1 and capacitor C11 are used to convert
this AC into a 17V DC supply.. It is used to power the LM1893
IC. This power supply is also converted to a 5V supply by a
7805 (IC5), for supplying the power to the 74LS164 shift
register and M145025 encoder. LED1 is used for irdicating the
power on of the controller.
The controller operates in such a fashion that the computer
writes an 8 -bit data into the shift register via the Centronic port.
The first 5 bits represent the address of the switch. The other 3
bits are used to command the switch to go ON or OFF. This
parallel data is encoded into a serial data form and it is FSK
modulated and super.mposed onto the mains lines.

VR1 and C8. The signal passes through a sine -wave shaper
which delivers a current sinusoid through an automatic level
control (ALC) circuit to a current output amplifier. The ALC
circuit is used to provide a stable output signal with changirg
mains impedance. C4 and R2 control the dynamic
characteristics of the ALC circuit. Drive current from the Carrier
I/O (Pin 10 which is an output when the IC is in transmitting
mode and is input when in receiving mode) develops a voltage
swing on the resonant tank Ti. This voltage then passes
through the step-down transformer T1 and coupling capac tors
C1 and C2 onto the mains lines. The tank transformer serves as
a further means of isolation and matches the impedance of the
power line so as to produce the maximum carrier signals on the
mains. C3 is chosen so that the tank resonant frequency is
equal to FO to allow the maximum passage for the carrier signal
to the mains line. R1 and D1 are used for protecting the IC from
damage during the transient voltage surges which are frequently
present or the power lines.
When Tx/Rx (Pin 5) is low, the chip is configured as a
receiver. The transmitting section is disabled. The signal picked
up by the receiver is the sum of various signals present on the
mains lines. It includes the carrier signal which is useful to us,
the mains 240V AC component, the mains line broad -band
noise and transient voltage spikes. The signal is fed into the
receiver's input highpass filter consisting of C1, C2, the tank coil
T1 and the bandpass filter made up of C3 and Ti. These filters
allow the carrier signal and band -limited noise to pass and
attenuate heavily the 240V AC and transient spike energy. The
signal is fed into the Carrier I/O receiver input (Pin 10). The

The switches (receiver)
The switch consists of 4 units, the mains carrier receiving and
demodulation circuit, decoding circuit, relay circuit and power
supply circuit. The circuit diagram of the switch is given in Figure 6.
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Figure 6 Circuit diagram of the SMART switch (receiver)

The mains carrier receiving and demodulation circuit is
based on the LM1893 IC as used in the controller. In the switch,
the IC is configured to the receiving mode (Tx/Rx is held low).
The description of the IC and associated electronic circuits have
been described in the controller section. In brief, the circuit will
pick up the carrier signal from the mains and demodulate it into
a serial digital data form. This serial data is then fed into the
decoding circuit.
The decoder circuit incorporates a M145027 decoder IC
which is in pairs with the M145026 encoder IC. The pin -out of
the IC is shown in Figure 4(b) and a typical application is shown
in Figure 5. The decoder receives the serial data generated by
the encoder, checks it for errors and outputs the received data
if it is valid. The transmitted data (consisting of two identical
data words) are examined bit by bit as it is received by the
decoder. The first five bits are assumed to be address bits and
must be encoded to match the address inputs, Al (Pin 1)
through A5 (Pin 5) of the encoder. The address of the switch is
set by a DIL switch SW1. If the address bits match, the next
four data bits are stored in an internal register and compared to
the last valid data stored. If the data matches, the Valid
Transmission output (Pin 11) will go high on the second rising
edge of the 9th bit of the first word. If not, the VT output
remains low. Between the two data words, no signal is sent for
three data bit times. As the second encoded word is received,
the address must again match and, if it does, the data bits are
checked against the previously stored data bits. If the two
words of data match, the data is transferred to the output data
latches and appears on D6 (Pin 15) through D9 (Pin 12)
outputs. It will remain until new data replaces it. In the same
time, the VT transmission output pin is brought high and will
remain high until an error is received or until no input signal is

received for four data bit times. Although the address
information is encoded in trinary fashion, the data information
must be either a one or a zero. A trinary (open) will be decoded
as a logic one. R6 and R7, 010 and 011 are resistors and
capacitors connected to the decoder. The values of these
components should be calculated according to manufacturer's
data sheets. In Figure 5, values for some transmitting clock
frequencies of the encoder are listed. In the present circuit, the
clock frequency of the encoder is at 1.71 KHz. This requires
that R7, 011, R6 and 010 to be 50 KOhm, 20,000 pF, 200
KOhm and 10000 pF. The value of 20,000 pF is achieved by
two capacitors of 10,000 pF connected in parallel.
One of the 3 data outputs is fed into the relay circuit. J2
selects the mode of operation. When COM is connected to
OVERRIDE, the switch is in override mode (the switch will be
switched on unconditionally). When COM is connected to Auto,
the switch is in automatic mode. In this mode, the switch is
under the control of the controller and acts as an intelligent
switch. Signal at Pin 2 is amplified by TR1 and controls the
mains relay Relayl R9 and LED1 indicate the ON/OFF of the
switch. The input NEUTRAL line of the mains plug is connected
directly to the NEUTRAL of the output mains socket. The input
mains LIVE line which is connected to the LIVE of the output
mains socket is controlled by Relayl
The power supply system consists of a thermally protected
mains transformer T2 which converts the 240V AC into 12V AC.
A bridge rectifier BR1 and capacitor C11 are used to convert
this AC into a 17V DC supply. This supply is connected to the
LM1893 IC and the relay. The 17V DC is also converted into a
5V power supply by IC5, 7805, for supplying the power to the
M145026 encoder.
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In which x is the decimal value of the data to be sent. To
read data from the STATUS port the following commands can
be used:

Programming the controller
The controller is able to interface with any I/O cards of
computers, provided that the cards at least have two
independent outputs. The current application utilises PC's
Centronic ports (printer ports). The DATA and the CONTROL
lines are connected to the DB 0 and DB 1 of the DATA port of
the Centronic port, respectively. On the 36 -way female
Centronic-type connector, those two lines correspond to Pin 2
and Pin 3 of the connector.
It is useful to give a brief introduction to the Centronic port at
this point. The port originally was designed for connecting
printers to the computer. However, it can be used for much
wider applications. The Centronic port consists of three
separate I/O ports, namely, the DATA port, the CONTROL Dort
and the STATUS port. The DATA and CONTROL ports are
output ports. The STATUS port is an input port. The DATA port
transfers the actual data during the communication between the
computer and the external devices; the CONTROL port is a
handshake port by which the computer issues controls to the
external devices; the STATUS is another handshake port from
which the computer reads the information issued by the
devices. A PC can support up to 3 Centronic ports which are
labelled LPT1, LPT2 and LPT3. For the purpose of explaining
how to control the Centronic port, let us consider LPT1. The I/O
addresses of the DATA, CONTROL and STATUS are 888, 890,
889 decimal, respectively. To send data to the DATA port of the
LPT1, the follow commands can be used:

In whim y is the decimal value of the data received.
The contra software for the SMART controller is described
below: Firstly the 8 -bit data which contains the 5 -bit (DO to D4)
address and 3 -bit (D5 to D7) control lines is chopped into bit
form. Then the MSB of the data is sent to DBO of the DATA
port. Next, a low -to -high -then -low pulse is issued by the DB1 of
the DATA port. This will latch the bit to the shift register. The
above procedure is repeated seven times to send the rest of the
data bits to the shift register.
A sample program written in Turbo Pascal 6 is listed below.
When running the program, it first asks users to input the
address of the switch to be controlled and then the time period
of OFF and ON of the switch After this, the program will make
the selected switch to switch on and off according the specified
time periods.

Next Month...
we will start on the construction of this project

List of the
SMART MAINS CONTROLLER

control program
for i:=12 downto 1 do
begin
delayil);
port[886]:=sw[i];
port[888]:=sw[i]+2; delayq);
delay(l);
port[888]:=0;

program smart_controller;
uses
dos,crt;
var

address,i,j,swaddress:integer;
weight:array[1..12] of integer;
delaytime,lighttime:real;

end;
end;

Procedure intialization;
begin
clrscr;
writeln('SMART MAINS CONTROL');
write('Input the address of the SMART
switch: '); readln(swaddress);
write('Input the delay period (second):
'); readln(delaytime);
write('Input the light on period (second):
'); readln(lighttime);

Procedure bit_weight;
begin
weight[1):=1;
for i:=2 to 12 do weight[i]:=weight[i1]*2;
end;

Procedure send_address(address:integer);
(send the address to the 74LS164 shift
register)
var

end;

sw:array[1..12] of byte;
begin
for i:=12 downto 1 do
begin

Main Program
begin
intialization;
bit_weight;

sw(i):=0;

repeat

if address>=weight[i] then begin

send_address(swaddress+32); (place the
chopped bit on DATA line, DBO of the DATA port)
delay(round(lighttime*1000)); {CLOCK line,
DB1 of the DATA port is made high)
send_address(swaddress+0); (Clock Line,
DB1 of the DATA port is made low again)
delay(round(delaytime*1000));
until keypressed;

address:=addressweight[i];
sw[i]:=1;
end;
end;

(load sw values into the 164 registers)

end.
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Alarming Ideas
We are currently faced with an explosion in the number of
thefts of personal computers. In this article, Jason Sharpe
looks at a number of practical techniques which can be
employed to deter the thief
Transmitter

he increase in theft means that most people's
lives have been touched by crime. The criminal is
often aided by those with the "It won't happen to
me" attitude, who leave counter-measures until it
is too late. Increasingly audacious criminals
ignore conventional alarm systems. They often know how to
disable mass-produced devices. While house and car alarms
are deterrents, some thieves are not put off by them. One
burglar took to climbing in through upstairs windows and
stealing jewellery while the occupants were on the ground floor
and the alarm was off. When alarms are on, some thieves will
break in, remove an expensive item, such as a video, and be off
before anyone notices. Such break-ins often take place in cars,
where radios are the targets.
Unfortunately, counter-measures that injure the criminal are
likely to land you in court on an assault charge (in the UK at
least). The only thing the innocent citizen can do is to make life
as hard as possible for the criminal. This article presents a few
obstacles to put in the way of the thief. None is guaranteed to
prevent your property being stolen, but every little helps. The
devices are designed to protect individual items 24 -hours a day,
even when the main alarm in not on. They are also useful where
a full alarm system is not possible, such as students halls of
residence, which have become popular with those seeking
consumer electronics.

The emitter, LD1, is switched on and off at approximately
20kHZ by IC1. Normally a 555 produces an asymmetric
output. This is because the timing capacitor (C2) is charged via
the two timing resistors (Al & R2), and discharged via one
timing resistor (RI). In this circuit, diodes DI and D2 force the
capacitor to be charged via R2. and discharged via R1. As RI
and R2 are equal, the output is a square wave that spends the
same amount of time low as it does high (i.e. it has 50% duty
cycle). Resistor R3 determines the strength of the output signal,
and will be discussed shortly.

T

Receiver
D1 is a photo diode; it produces a voltage proportional to the
amount of light it is exposed to. ICI, a MOS-FET input, C-MOS
output op -amp, forms a high gain amplifier. Cl removes
unwanted high frequency components. C4 and R2 form a highpass filter. The signal is buffered by a NAND gate connected as
an invertor. When the NAND gate's input goes high, its output
goes low, discharging C5 via D3.
Fig 12 shows the waveforms. Pin 6 of ICI produces a
square wave whe"i the optical input signal is present. The peak
voltage of the square wave depends on the strength of the
signal. IC2 pin 4 goes low when the voltage on its input
exceeds -70% of the supply voltage. When pin 4 is low, pins 1
& 2 of IC2 are held low. When pin 4 goes high, C5 charges via

Optical Loop Alarm
The first line of protection is to attempt to
deter removal of expensive items. This can be
done by attaching sensors to the items.
Shops selling electronic goods often stick
micro -switches, connected in a normally
closed (N.C.) loop, to items to protect them.
Special plastic cases are used to enable the
micro switches to be easily attached to
equipment. In domestic situations these
alarms can be set off when the protected item
is moved during cleaning, etc. In a house, a
thief may also have time to tamper with the
loop, and possibly short out the sensors.
This alarm uses a length of polymer fibre optic cable threaded through the devices to
be protected. Fibre optic cable cannot be
shorted out, and it can be used in electrically
noisy environments. Connectors can be
inserted into the fibre (such as the 'dnp'
connectors from RS) for added versatility. As
the polymer will not corrode, it could be used
outside to protect bikes and garden
equipment, which have become popular
targets for criminals.

C2

R2 D2

b

DEPENDS ON RELAY

COMPONENT SIDE

COPPER SIDE

Fig 1. Basic alarm Vero layout
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R3. If the fibre is cut, the input of IC2 will go low, allowing C5 to
charge. When pin 1 of IC2 reaches -70% of the supply voltage,
its output will go low, setting the S -R latch formed by the two
remaining NAND gates. R4 and C6 ensure that the latch 's reset
when power is applied. The latch output is buffered by a high
gain Darlington power transistor.
To maximise the length of fibre that could be used, the
receiver was designed to work with very small input signals.
According to the specification, the emitter and detector used
can of communicate over a maximum of 20 metres of fibre. The
prototype was developed using a 220 I resistor for R1
(transmitter), and 5 metres of fibre, with a 5v supply. For a 5
metre length of cable, using a 100 f2 resistor for R1 produces
good results. 20% to 30% of the power is lost per metre of
fibre. Thus, for longer fibres R1 may need to be decreased (the
peak current though LD1 should not exceed 100mA). For very
short pieces of fibre, R1 must be increased. If D1 (receiver)
receives a signal that is too strong, the alarm will also be set off.
For example, for with a 15cm piece of fibre, R1 (transmitter) had
to be increased to 2k7.
The maximum length of fibre also depends on the data
transmission frequency. The transmitted pulse is stretched as it
travels down the fibre optic cable. Some rays take longer paths
than others and so arrive later at the detector, as shown it
Figure 11. This causes the output pulses to be longer thar the
input pulses. At high frequencies, low logic signals (i.e. logic
zero) can be totally masked by this action. The effect at 20kHz

too long, bubbles may form in the fibre. Don't put the flame too
close, as the fibre burns quite well! The cladding can be
removed by running a sharp knife around it, and then pulling it
off. Try not to score the fibre as it will allow light will escape,
reducing transmission power.

Testing
To preserve your hearing during testing, replacing the siren with
a lamp, or LED and resistor, is advised. Connect the receiver
and transmitter with a length of fibre optic cable. Push the fibre
into the emitter/detector, holding it there as the collar is
tightened. Next, apply power to the transmitter, and then the
detector (or to both simultaneously). The unit will work from a 5v
to 15v supply. The indicator should remain off until the fibre is
cut, or removed from the emitter/detector. Once set, the
indicator will remain on, even if the connection is restored.
Reset the unit by removing the power for a few seconds.
If the unit does not work, check the circuit for shorts, tracks
that have not been totally Cu:, incorrectly oriented diodes, etc. If
the unit still does not work and the indicator is permanently on,
try varying R3(transmitter). If available, use an oscilloscope to
check the waveforms match those in Figure 12. If 101 pin 6
(receiver) is permanently high, the signal is probably too strong;
try increasing R3 (transmitter). If a wave is present, but IC2 pin 4
remains high, the signal is too weak; check the fibre ends are
well finished and pushed fully home. If that fails, decrease R3.

In Use

is ne.g.ligible.

The fibre can be threaded through ventilation slots, or purpose
made holes. Do not bend the fibre with less than a 15mm
radius. To allow easy removal, the fibre could be run through a
padlock connected to the item (though small padlocks can be
easily destroyed). Often, thieves are in a hurry; if presented with
troublesome cables they will cut them without examining what

Construction
Both circuits can be easily constructed on stripboard. Three
small holes must be made to mount the emitter and detector.
Place the emitter/detector on the strip board and note where
the two small plastic le.g.s at the front are on the board Make
holes for them with a sharp pointed scalpel or PCB drill. When
these holes have been made, mount the emitter/detector and
mark where the fixing bolt hole must be made. The hole should
fall between two tracks. If you are lucky, you may be able to
make the hole and still have a small amount of track on either
side to conduct the signals to/from the pins. If not, solder wire
around the gap. Now press the emitter/detector firmly into the
board and solder it in the orientation shown in Figure 4. Finally
use a nylon 8BA (or M3) nut and bolt to fix it to the board

they are.

The unit can be powered from the 13.8v available from most
home alarm systems. Check the rating of your burglar alarm's
auxiliary power circuit to ensure its maximum current will not be
exceeded. In standby mode the receiver draws -1.2mA, rising
to 2mA+Siren Current when the alarm is triggered. With an R3
of 100 c2, the transmitter requires an average of 40mA (at 9\/). If
the output is connected to a relay with the normally closed
connections wired into the alarms tamper loop, triggering the
alarm will set off the main aarm bell. A normally open key switch
should be wired in parallel with the N.C. contacts so the unit
can be easily switched out of the system for servicing, etc.

Transmitter
To reduce the likelihood of unwanted noise being amplified, the
component leads in the receiver input section have been kept
short. Resistor R1 is soldered underneath the board between
pins 2 and 6 of 101. The lead of C1 should be bent and
soldered across several tracks, as shown in Figure 5. No
problems have been experienced when the unit is used without
a case, but for maximum reliability it should be mounted n its
own metal case.

Battery Backed -up Power Supply
Alternat vely, this useful battery -backed power supply could be
used. This circuit is useful ii any application where power is
required even when mains failures occur.
The circuit is a straighttorward power supply using a
standard 78M (500mA) voltage re.g.ulator. The basic re.g.ulator
output voltage is raised (by VR1 and R1) to the float voltage of
sealed lead -acid battery, Bl. Either a 6v or 12v battery can be
used. If a 6v battery is used, a 5v re.g.ulator (78M05) should be
used and VR1 adjusted to give an output voltage of -6.8v. For a
12v battery, use a 12v (78M12) re.g.ulator and adjust VR1 to
give an output of 13.8v. D1 protects the re.g.ulator from reverse
voltages.

Fibre
The condition of the ends of the fibre can greatly affect the
maximum cable length possible. Transmission is improved by
polishing the ends of the fibre. However, special polishing
equipment is expensive. A simple and cheap way to achieve
good terminations is as follows. (i) Cut the fibre on a flat surface
with a sharp knife. (ii) Carefully strip off 2mm of the black
cladding with a sharp knife. (iii) Place the end of the fibre about
1cm from a naked flame (Figure 14). The end of the fibre should
round off, leaving a smooth surface. If exposed to the heat for

Construction
Construction is simple; as always, take care with connections to
the mains. If a 6v battery is used, a 9v, 0.8A transformer will be
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required. A 15V,0.8A transformer will be required for a 12V
battery. Transformers with these ratings are not readily
available. Instead, a transformer with two 4.5V, 0.8A
secondaries, connected in series can be used for the 6V
battery. For the 12V battery, a transformer with two 15V, 0.4A
(NOTE: a transformer with 15-0-15 tappings will not do)
secondaries, connected in parallel, can be used. Be sure to
connect the secondaries correctly, as shown in Figure 8.
Place the circuit in an earthed metal case. Bolt the re.g.ulator
to the case (using insulating washers) so the case will act as a

switch (optional). SW1 can be replaced by a shorting link if not
required. If the N.O. sensor (such as a vibration sensor) is not
required, TR1 and R1 can be removed, and a link placed
between where the collector and emitter were.
When the re.ay opens, power is supplied to the alarm circuit
from an internal battery. ICI is a 555 wired as a monostable, it
is triggered when power is applied. The output will remain high
for approximately 1.1*C1*R2. When the output of IC1 goes low,
TR2 is activated, sounding the siren. The transistor specified for
TR2 is a Darlington PNP transistor, which happened to be
handy at the time. A cheaper PNP power transistor can be used
(e.g. TIP32) if R4 is reduced accordingly.
SW3 is normally closed, opening it will turn off the alarm

heat -sink.

Testing
Test the case is connected
to the earth pin of the plug
(and that live and neutral are
not!). Before connecting the
battery, plug the unit in and
adjust VR1 to give the
correct output voltage (6.8V
for a 6V battery and 13.8V
for a 12V battery).

BATTERY

SIREN

Basic Alarm
If you have an existing
battery -backed power
source, this simple, yet
effective method of alarming
items can be used. The unit
is fixed inside the item to be
protected, with its power
supplied from outside.
Disconnecting the external
power triggers the alarm. If
the alarm went off inside the
house it may not be heard,
and the thief may try to stop

it. To try to prevent this, the
alarm does not sound until a
preset time (currently -40
seconds) after the power is
removed. The alarm aims to
frighten the 'smash and
grab' burglar, or at least
draw attention to her/him. It
will do little to prevent those
that specialise in complete
house clearances.

COMPONENT SIDE

Fig 2. Unplugged alarm vero layout
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SIREN

How It Works
In normal use, the external
power supply holds relay
RL1 on. Cutting the power
to RL1 causes the relay to
open. Once the relay has
opened, reapplying power
will not reactivate it (due to
the wiring of the relay
contact). Power is cut in one
of three ways: (i) removing
external power; (ii) tilting the
unit too far causes tilt switch
SW1 to open (optional); (iii)
closing a normally open

SOLDERED TO COPPER SIDE

Fig 3. Fibre optic alarm receiver Vero layout
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section. A keyswitch, or a hidden switch should be used for
SW3. SW2 shorts out the relay contacts, allowing the relay to
be activated by the external power supply. The relay MI remain
active when SW2 is released. A hidden push button or reed switch could be used for SW2. Alternatively, a socket could be
used; inserting a plug with two pins shorted would reset the alarm.

Construction
RL1 is a single -pole change -over relay; the coil rating required
will depend on the external supply. Most SPCO relays will
suffice. Reed relays are small and generally have the highest coil
resistances, but are often expensive, and have low current
ratings. The prototype used a relay extracted from some old
equipment. Alternatively, the unit can be used without an
external power supply if a SPCO reed -switch is used witi an
external magnet.
A partial stripboard layout is shown in Figure 1. Wiring of the
relay will depend on the type chosen.

Batteries
The unit draws zero current from the internal battery when in
standby mode. Alkaline batteries should be used to power the
unit as they have a five-year shelf -life. A PP3 is probably the
best type to use. Duracell batteries are guaranteed leak proof,
claim to be able to supply loads of up to 2A, and have a
capacity of -0.5Ah. Note that the output voltage of the battery
has fallen to 4.8V by the end of its life. Lithium batteries nave a
longer shelf -life, but cannot supply high currents.

Sounders
The type of sounder chosen will depend on space available,
supply voltage, and budget. Small piezo sirens, drawing 100mA
to 300mA are very effective and cost from £4 to £10. Smaller
piezo sounders can be purchased; they have high outputs, but
are very directional. The circuits in this article assume that no
more than 2A will be drawn by the siren.
Experiment with various positions for the siren if possible as
this will greatly affect its final output. For example, moJrting the
siren behind holes in the case will allow greater output than
mounting the siren inside a sealed box. With this, and the
following internal alarm, be careful not to obstruct any vtal
cooling slots, moving mechanisms, etc. A spare drive bay on a
PC would be an ideal place for an alarm.

sensing the presence of mains voltage is not sufficient. Though
power cuts are rare, they do occur. The alarm must be able to
tell if it is plugged in and the power has failed, or if someone has
unplugged it.
Many mains powered devices have a low DC resistance. For
example a transformer coil may have a resistance of 100 a.
When the mains fails, this alarm measures the resistance across
its live and neutral pins. If there is an infinite resistance, the
alarm will be set off. A low resistance implies the unit is still
connected to the mains, so the alarm is not triggered. For this
unit to work there must be another item plugged into the same
mains circuit that does not have this alarm fitted and that has a
low D.C. resistance (e.g. a clock -radio).

Circuit Operation
Figure 7 shows the unplugged alarm circuit. During a mains
failure, the protected item must be disconnected from the
incoming mains lead (othe'wise its resistance would be
measured). RL1 is a 4PCO relay with a 240VAC coil and
240VAC contacts. When the mains is applied the relay is
switched on by the ne.g.ative part of the cycle via Dl. D1
prevents the resistance of RL1's coil being measured, it is
switched out when the relay is activated. The activation of RL1
also supplies power to the protected item and disconnects the
sensing circuit.
Measuring the resistance between two wires is
straightforward. Due to the finite switching time of the relay, the
sensing circuit may have +-120V at its input. An nput circuit
that can protect the sensing circuit from high voyages, yet has
an infinite D.C. resistance across the mains, and little resistance
to the DC sensing current, is required. Diodes D2, D3, D4, and
resistor R1 form the input circuit. D2 half wave rectifies the
mains voltage, leaving the ne.g.ative part of the each mains

P3

UNPLUGGED
Externally connected units are fine, but require extra wires and
can be annoying in some situations. A device that could be
placed inside the item to be protected and which required no
extra external connections would be easier to live with. Vibration
sensors, tilt switches, reed switches, etc can be used to detect
theft. Such methods make movement for cleaning difficult and
can be triggered by everyday knocks.
As many valuable items remain plugged in permanently
(PCs, hi-fis, VCRs, etc.), the obvious way to check the item has
not gone far is to check it is plugged into the mains. However,

Fig 4. Fibre optic alarm transmitter Vero layout

TO ALARM

TO RELAY

SOLDER

HEATSHRINK SLEEVING

Fig 5. D2 and R1 assembly
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cycle. Potentials of OV to -120V are now present. D3 effectively
shorts any ne.g.ative voltage to neutral. R1 limits the input
current. The voltage at the cathode of D3 still has some
ne.g.ative components due to the voltage drop across D3. D4
reduces any ne.g.ative component to a level that IC1's inputs
can stand.
The resistance between live and neutral is measured by R1,
R2 and 101. If live and neutral are connected, a small current
(microamps) will flow through R2 and R1 to neutral. This
produces a potential difference between pins 2 and 3 of
comparitor 101, causing the output (pin 7) to go low. Notice the
arrangement of input diodes allows current to flow from the
sensing circuit, while not causing any current to flow between
the live and neutral lines. The high value of R1 (1M***OHM***) is
acceptable as the sensing circuit is very sensitive.
If the circuit is unplugged, the potential between pins 2 and 3
of IC1 will be equal, causing the output of 101 to float. In this
state, C2 is charged via R3. As the voltage rises, the NAND
gate output (102 pin 3) will go low, setting the latch formed by
two NAND gates. The time delay is required to prevent false
alarms when power is reapplied after a power cut. With the
present values for C2 and R3 the alarm trigger pulse must be
>1 second long. Such a long delay would give a thief, who
knew about the alarm, ample time to remove the plug and short
out the pins. It is possible that a 1µ F capacitor would be large
enough to prevent false alarms after power cuts.
The output of the latch goes high when the alarm is
triggered, activating the siren. So that plugging the unit back in
will not reset the alarm, TR2 is switched on to 'short out' the
relay contact. R4 and C3 ensure the latch is in the reset state
when power is applied. Reset the alarm by removing and
reapplying the power. S1 is a 250V surge suppressor that
protects the unit from large voltage spikes.

Diode D1 should be covered in heat -shrink sleeving and
attached as shown. So 240VAC mains is not connected directly
to the stripboard, D2 and R1 should be assembled as shown in
Figure 5. The diode end is connected to the relay, and the wire
end connected to the stripboard. Though 'less dangerous' than
the live end, the wire end of the assembly should still be treated
with respect. Sleeving should be placed on the leads of the
surge suppressor.
The relay must have a coil that can cope with 240VAC, and
contacts with the correct current rating for the load. Relay
RS353-146 was used for the prototype with holder RS403-257.
It has a 230VAC coil and 5A, 250VAC contacts, which should
be okay for most applications. It also has a test button that
allows the relay contacts to be changed over when power is
absent.

Testing
Before connecting the alarm to the mains or the item to be
protected, double check the connections. If the relay has a test
button it can be used to check the power -on connects are
correct. Connect the pins of the mains plug with a piece of wire
(DO NOT CONNECT TO MAINS!) and connect the battery. The
siren should be off; it will be activated approximately one
second after the w.re has been removed.
Plug the unit into a two-way adaptor plug, also plug in
something with a low (less than 1M f2) D.C. resistance, such a
radio or power supply. Connect the battery and wait for a
second; the unit should not go off. Plug the adaptor into a
switched socket, then switch the mains power on. The relay will
activate, supplying power to the protected item. Unplugging the
alarm from the adaptor should set the alarm off after a second.

Construction
Due to the use of mains voltage, this circuit is not
recommended for inexperienced constructors. As
the ne.g.ative connection of the battery is directly
connected to neutral, the whole circuit (including
the battery case) should be insulated from earth,
preferably placed in its own earthed metal case, or
insulated case.
Assemble the circuit as shown in Figure 2.
Though connections can be made by soldering
directly to the relay pins, it is not recommended.
Use of a relay holder with screw connections
produces a neater, safer, unit. It also increases the
size of the unit, however, consumer goods often
have plenty of room inside. Figure 13 shows how
to connect the recommended relay and holder.

NOTE
01

02
ICI

T1'

240Vac

NOTE.
S005
IC1
78M05/78M12
BR1
D1

1N4001

TYPE DEPENDENT ON WHETHER 6V OR 12V BATTERY USED

Fig 6. Battery backup PSU circuit

TIP122
BC577
LIA311
4011

1C2

DI
SI

DI

4

IN4007
250VAC SURGE SUPRESSOR
R7
10k

NEUTRAL IN
240Van

BI
9V

SIREN

LIVE IN o

2

0

r7, -

10k

OM 04

L=I

100.1

C2
RL1

7

M. Ca
UVE OUT

NEUTRAL OUT

100n

Fig 7. Unplugged alarm circuit diagram
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C5
1 OM

Installation and Use
The comments made previously about batteries and sirens also
apply here. Ensure that no live connections are accessible from
the outside, e.g. through ventilation slots. An external keyswitch
can be used to disable the alarm.

Capacitors
C1,C3

100nF 100v Poly Layer.
10uF 35v Tant.
100nF Ceramic
35v Elect.
100uF

C2
C4
C5

Modifications

Semiconductors

Although the circuits presented here are working projects in
their own right, they are intended to be a source of aspiration to
be expanded on or mixed and matched to provide Pie
functionality required. Variations will make the circuits more
secure aid more alarming (!) for the thief.

D1-4
TR1
TR2

1N4007
TIP122
BC577

S1

250VAC Surge supre

IC1

LIVI311

IC2

C)

O

z
m
z-1

(i)

Capacitors

C1

47uF Elect.
47uF Tant.
100nF Poly.

C2
C3

Semiconductors
1N4001
D1
1N4148
D2
TR1
TR2

4.5

BC548
T1P127
555

IC1

cn

9v Alkaline.
240VAC coil, 4PCO 240V contac
(e.g.. RS 353-14e, for

RL1

10k
820k

R2

O

Misc.
B1

Basic Anti Theft Alarm
Resistors
R1,R3,R4

4011

a MAINS

..1` MAINS

4.5

Misc.

0

RL1

SPCO [SEE TEXT]
Fig 8. Connection o' secondaries

SW1
SW2

Optional mercury tilt switch
Normally open reset switci (e.g..
use a link in plug [See text])
Alarm on/off switch (e.g.. SPST
SW3
keyswitch)
9v Alkaline battery
B1
Siren, optional normally open sensors (e.c.. vibration
sensor), battery connector, external power supply.

05
R2

NOTE:

27k

IC1

DI

RI
27k

C1

ICI

Unplugged Alarm

R3

LI

100'

I-

C2

LEW

n

1M high voltage
o0V

100k
10k

R4-7

MFOE71

R3

D2

100u

Resistors
R1,R2

555

D1,D2 1N4148
LED1

c=3

15V

' 47R FOR 5V SUPPLY

Fig 9.Fibre optic transmitte' circuit

05
C3

C2
100n
11111111

C7

I 100u

R1

--I

R4
10k

10k1
I
2

\_

D4

C4
100n

R5

1k

R3
100k

13

D3

II T

6

C2
2

10k

I

D2

NM C5

T I"

IC2

NOTE.
3130 (FET OP -AMP)
ICI

8

3

9

7

2

t= C6
1.

Fig 10. Fibre optic receiver circuit
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IC2

4011

01

TIP122

MFOD71
D2 -D4 1N4148
D1

OV

15v

re Optic Alarm Component

Tra nsmitter

R esistors
R 1,R2
R3

EMITTER

27k
100R, (47R for 5v supply)

Capacitors

C1

C2

100uF 35v Elect.
1nF Poly layer

S emiconductors
1N4148
L
MFOE71 (Fibre Optic Emitter -

D1,02

THIS RAY TAKES LONGER PATH
INPUT

STRETCHED OUTPUT

D1

Map lin)

1 C1

555

Fig 11. Fibre optic ray pathsd

M I Sc.
Ny n bolt to fix ersmiter. Fibre optic cable.
Receiver
Resistors
R1

OM

R2,R4,R5

' Ok

R3

-00k

OV

+V
OV

:4

:..3nF Ceramic
100nF Ceramic
100nF Poty layer

:6

nF Polystyrene
luF Tant.
100uF 35v Elect.

S emiconductors
32-4
TR1
C1

C2

1

IC2 PIN4

C pacitors

31

FIBRE CUT

+V

IC1 PINE

+V

SWITCHING THRESHOLD

IC2 PIN1
OV

+V

IC2 PIN3
OV

Fig 12. Optical loop alarm waveforms

MFOD71
1N4148

TIP122
:1130

4011

(fet op -amp)
(4x2ip NAND)

M 1SC.
%/Ion bolt to fix receiver. Siren (up to 2 Amps).

Battery Backed Power Supply
Resistors
R1

FOR

'/R1

'XfOR Multi -turn

C apacitors
C1

C2,C3

4700uF 35v Elect.
100nF 63v Poly

emiconduciors
BR1

91305 (2A bridge rectifier)

D1

1N4001

73M05 (for 6v battery), 78M12 (for
2v battery) [SEE TEXT]

IC1

3mm

FAiSC.

81

6r, 1Ah or 12v,1.2 Ah Sealed Lead

Acid Battery [SEE TEXT]
9v, 0.8A(or 2x4.5v, 0.8A, coils in
ers) for 6v battery,

'1

5v 0.8A (or 2x15v, 0.4A, in parallel) for 12v battery
[SEE TEXT]

Metal case, heat sink (can use case), spade
correctors for battery, mains cable, etc.

Fig 14. Preparing the fibre optic cable
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High quality stepping motor kits (all including stepping
motors) Comsteci independent contyrol of 2 stepping
motors by PC (Via the parallel port) with 2 motors and
software
C99.00
C67.00 ready built
Kit
£27.00
software support and 4 digital inouts kit
C36.00
power interface 4A kit
046.00
power interface 8A kit
Stepper kit 4 (manual control) includes 200 step
£23.00
stepping motor and control circuit
We are now stocking a range of stepping motors and
kits to drive then, please ask for the stepping motor
data sheet lot full inlonnation
invertor toroidal transformers 225VA 10 5 0 10 5
£29.95
pnmafy 0-280-285 secondory
7p each
LEDs '*mm or 5mm red or green
lip each
yellow
1000
£5.95 per
19 each
cable ties
per 10,000
£49.50
High quality photo resist copper clad epo.y glass
boards
single sided double sided
Dimensions
£1.23
£1.09
3:4 Inches
£2.99
£2.75
408 Inches
£6.20
5:12 Inches
£12.25
12:12 Inches
Rechargable Batteries
£0.99
AA (HP7)
C 1 .75
AA 700maH
£3.60
C 2AH with solder tags
£4.95
D 4AH with solder tags
£1 .55
1 1..AA with solder tags
CI.55
AA 500rrtAH with solder tags
£2.20
C (HP11) 1.8AH
C2 60

D1111,211 2AH

£495
PP3 8.4V 110mAH
£2.50
Sub C with solder tags
Standard charger charges 4 M cells in 5hours or 4Cs
or Ds in 12-14 hours lirPP3 (I, 2, 3 Of 4 cells may
£5.95
be charged at a time)
High power charger as above but charges the Cs and
Ds in 5 hours Ms Cs and Ds must be charged in 2s Or
4s

Nickel Metal Hydryde AA cells high capacity with no
memory
1000mAH
1200mAH

£3.50
£3.75
Special offers please check for availability
11.45
42x 16mm dia 1.2v battenes
stick of 4 171mmx16mm die with red & black leads
£5.95
4 8v
Computer grade capacitors with screw terminals
87000uf 10v £1.95. 68003uf 15v 02.95. 10.0000 16v
£1.50, 58000.0 60v £4.95
LM337k T03 case vanable regulator £1.95 £1.44 100.
CaAs FET low leakage current S8873 £12.95 each
£9.95 10. £7.95 100.
BS250 P channel moslet £0.45. BC559 transistor
£3.95 per 100
74LS05 hex invertor 010.00 per 100. used 8748
Microcontroler 03.50
SL952 UHF Limiting amplder LC 16 surface mounting
£1.95
package with data sheet
AM27S02 £1.25 each 80p 100.. CD40071.X310p

200rna out 300v input to output Isolation with data
£4.95 each or pack of 10 £39.50
CI 45
Hour counter used 7 digit 240v ac 50 Hz
OWERTY keyboard 58 key good quality switches

[6.00
Airpax A82903 -C large stepping moor 14v 7.5 step
27ohm 68mm dia body 6 3rnm shaft £895 or C200.00
for a box of 30
Polyester capacitors box type 22 5mm lead pitch
0 9u1 250vdc t 8p each 14p 100. 9p t COO.
1 of 250vdc 20p each. 15p 100.. 10p 1000.
3 3u1 100vdc 30p each. 20p 100., 15p 1000.
tut 50v bipolar electrolytic axial leads 15p each. 7.5p
1000.
0 22uf 250v polyester axial leads 15p each. 7.59 100
Polypropylene tut 400vdc (Wimp MKP 0) 27 5mm
pitch
32x29.17mrn case 759 each 00p 130.
Philips 123 series solid aliminium axial *ads
33u110v 6 2 2u1 40v 40p each. 25p 100.
Philips 108 series long life 22.163v axial 30p each

C19111UNICATIO15
5 wa:t PPO FM Broadcast (Built) Transmitter 250MA
Many types of FM stereo PLL Crystal controlled.
Broadcast equipment available from 5-150 watts.
88-108MHz.
3 watt 80-108MHz. FM Transmitter Kit, coil tank controlled
7Km range. Supply 12V DC at 0.5amps
£16.50
5 watt as above except 1 amp 11 Km range
Long range miniature FM Transmitter Bug with built -on mic
(Kit) £11.20
25x35mm
(Built) £15.00

15p t000.
Multilayer AVX ceramic CapeCtIOIS IN Savo pitch 100v
each. 5p
100pl. 150p1. 22001. 10.00001 (ton)

100.. 3.5p 1000.
500p1 compression trimmer
50p
40 of 370vac motor start capacitor (dielectrol type
containing no pcbsl 15.95 or £49.50 for 10
Solid carbon resistors very low inductar ce ideal tor RF
a -cults

27ohm 2W. 68ohm 2W 25p each lOp each 100 we
have a range 010 25w 0 5w 1w anc 2w solid carbon
resistors please send SAE for list
P C 400W PSU (Intel part 201035.K/1 with standard
motherboard and S disk drive connectors. fan and
mains inlet/outlet connectors on bark and switch on
the side (top for tower case) dims

Vide.: sender unr. transmits the picture from your video,
sate! to or computer to any T.V. in your house. Over the T.V.
Only -2banc UHF

212x149x149mm excluding switch C26 SO each
£138.00 for 6
MX180 Digital mullirneter 17 ranges ICOOvdc 750vac
2k4ohm 200mA transistor Hfe 9v arO 1 5v battery test
£12.95
AMC 272563 Eproms C2.00 each. 1.25 100.
DIP switch 3PCO 12 pin (ERG SDC 3 323150p each

40p 100.
Disk drive boxes for 5 25 disk drive with room for a
power supply light grey plastic 67x268x247mm C7.95
or E49.50 for 10
03.95
Hand held ultrasonic remote control
CV2486 gas relay 30 x 10mm dia with 3 wee terminals
well also work as a neon light 20p each or £7.50 per

All prices include VAT
Please serd £1.00 P+P payment to:

100

100 6p 1000.
Sinclair light gun tormlnalad with a lido plug and PP3
clip gives a signal when pointed at 5011z 6idnetIng light
£3.95
with output wave form chart
DC DC convertor Reliability model V12P5 12v in 5v

NASA Communications,

All products advertised are n.yw and unused
unless otherwise stated. Wide range of CMOS
TTL 74HC 74F Linear Traff si ;tors kits
rechargeable battens capacitors tools etc
always in stock Please add £1.95 towards P&P

St. Georges House, St Georges Road,
Leyton, London E10 5RH
Tel: (0234) 614384

vat included En all prices

JPG ELECTRONICS
ETI 276-278 Chatsworth Road.
Chesterfield S40 2EH
Access Visa Orders (01246) 211202
Callers Welcome

Send two 1st class stamps for our full catalogue.

LOW COST DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
The PC based ECAL hardware emulator is fully
integrated with the assembler. Connection is
made to the ta-get through the eprom socket so a
single pod can support all processors. Facilities
include windows for the inspection or change of
registers or memory. You can even watch your
program executing at source level!

ECAL comprises a versatile relocatable assembler
with integral editor which runs about ten times
faster than typical assemblers. Support includes 4,
8, 16 & 32 bit processor families including 75X,
6502, 6809, 68HC05/11, 8031/51, H8-300, 78K,
PICs, ST6 & Z80/180, 68000, 80C196,
H8-500 & Z280.

Download time is about 2
ECAL is either available for a
single processor family or all
families.

seconds!

Pods can be daisy -chained
for 16/32 bit systems.

Single processor version £295
Multiprocessor version £395

Applications include software development, hardware
debug, test and finally,
teaching about micro -controllers in education.

.

OEMA Ltd.,
7 & 7A Brook Lane,
Warsash,

ECAL emulator

Southampton,
S031 9FH.

£475

Quantity discounts of up to
50% make ECAL software
ideal for education.

Tel: 01489 571300
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The ETI 80188
single board

Computer
A powerful and highly versatile 16bit
processor system designed by Richard
Grodzik for which software can be developed
directly on any IBM PC

PART 2

Common debug commands:

ast month we looked at building the 80188 SBC,
and showed how this versatile board can be
used for a wide range of applications. Part of this
versatility can be attributed to the fact that it is
software compatible with the family of processor
chips used in the IBM PC. This means that software can be
directly developed and tested on the PC and then downloaded
onto the 80188 SBC, thereby making software development for
the SBC much easier and quicker. It also means that software
can be developed using the enormous range of software
development tools which are available on the PC.

RCX Displays the number of bytes in the file.i.e. 0800H (2K)
Will write the file to disc with any modifications made
under DEBUG.
O
Leaves DEBUG.
E
(address) Changes a selected byte. Pressing the space
bar will cause the display of each byte of the file. The byte
displayed can then be over -written by a different
value. Pressing the enter key will leave the file editor.
T
Executes instruction and displays register values.
U
Unassembles memory contents.
D
Dumps the hex contents of the file.
A
Enters the DEBUG assembler. Assembly language
programs can be entered line by line. Escape to DEBUG by
pressing the enter key. Note that labels are not recognised by
this assembler. It is useful, however. in that small routines can
be entered and tested.

L

W

Programming the SBC.
Since no monitor ROM exists for the board, the user is forced
to program the operating system, which is by far the best way
to achieve complete control of the system, with no buried layers
of software as in pre -written operating systems.
To facilitate the user, several small programs have been
written to initialise various parts of the SBC - the user ports,
printer port, serial port, interrupt system and counter/timers. All
of the software examples, fully commented and assembled are
available, together with the A86 assembler, on a 3 1/2 inch
floppy from the author.
The A86 assembler is lightning quick and source code
written in ASCII should have the MSDOS extension ASM. To
assemble type

Programming the chip selects.
Altogether, the 80188 can accommodate 1 MByte of memory
and 64 KBytes of I/O space. On reset, only the upper memory
chip select is initialised and this for only a 1 Kbyte boundary
(memory area OFFC00 - OFFFFF). To enable other chip select
areas, i.e. low memory and to provide a greater addressing
range, an internal block of 16 bit registers inside the 80188

An object code file FILENAME.BIN, 2048 bytes in length will
be produced which is then downloaded via the serial or parallel
port to the EPROM emulator. The whole process takes a
couple of seconds. Using an EPROM emulator that connects to
the parallel port of the PC, a typical download instruction would be:
COPY EY INAME.B1N LPT1

Individual code bytes may be changed without reassembly
by using the MSDOS resident debugger - DEBUG. To
disassemble the object code file the command U500 will
produce a listing. The following are a list of useful DEBUG
commands:
Debug is invoked by entering:
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need to be programmed. The following registers and contents
should suffice as a starting point for most readers. Incuded are
register values for 32 KByte EPROM and RAM areas. Nlote that
these internal registers are mapped in I/O space and tiere the
OUT programming instruction is used.

,rvo,,,AMA

D7

D6

D5

A

D4

D3

o

02-

DO

A

t- TaRDY - SET WHEN CHARACTER -IAS BEEN TRANSMITTED
RxRDY - SET WHEN CHARACTER HAS BEEN RECEIVED
TxEMPTY SET IF NO CHARACTE 3 AVAILAE LE FOR TRANSMISSION

PE SET WHEN A PARITY ERROR IS DETECTED

OE SET ON :HARACTER OVERFUN
FE SET WHEN FRAMING ERROR (STOP Br NOT DETECTED)

BRKDET - VIC MODE
DSR - FOLLOWS THE LOGIC STATE OF THE OSR INPUT PIN

USART status flag register

D7

TIMER
COMMAND

[1
1

1

0

06

35

D4

D3

D1

DO

t

00
1

D2

0 PORT A INPUT
PORT A OUTPUT

1

0

[

El N 111 §

0

PORT B INPUT
PORT B OUTPUT
O

1

1

O 101

POF11 C

g

0

sn,

_

0

C

O

DISABLE PORT A INTERRUPT

1

ENABLE PORT A NTERRUPT

O DISABLE PORT B INTERRUPT

O

1

ENABLE PORT B NTERRUPT

Command register bit assignmen-
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The ORG 0800H statement causes a 2 KByte object file to
be created which is the EPROM area of the SBC.A JMP
instruction is placed at EPROM physical address 7F0H (System
address FFFFOH) - the reset address vector of the 80188 which
is generated on switch -on or reset. Program execution begins
at EPROM address 0400H (System address FFCOOH). Note
that only 1 KByte of this area is actually used, so only the top
half of the EPROM area is used. If a larger EPROM area is
required, then instructions to program the UMCS register must
be placed at the RESET vector.16 bytes of space FFFFO -FFFFF
are sufficient to accommodate these instruction, followed by a
JMP instruction tc the start of the larger EPROM area.
For simplicity, all the programming examples details in the
text assume the default Rom area i.e. 1K, so that the 80188's
UMCS register does not have to be programmed.
For readers who possess Microsoft's 'MASM' Assembler, a
model program is given. (M_ASM.ASM) Note that different
instructions required at the reset vector (07F0), for this source
code to assemble correctly. The MASM assembler itself doesn't

Command instruction
D7

D6

D5

D3

D4

DI

D2

AAA

DO

DISABLE TRANSMITTER
ENABLE TRANSMITTER
FORCES DTR PIN LOW

1 LE

DISABLE RECEIVER
ENABLE RECEIVER

FORCES TXD LINE LOW (B4EAN CHARACTER)
NORMAL OPERATION (TXC LINE HIGH ON IDLE)
RESETS ERROR FLAGS PE OE FE

1

1

1

FORCES RTS LINE LOW
RESET

USED IN SYNCHRONOUS MODE

NA

Mode instruction
D7

D6

04

D5

D3

D2

DI

DO

O

1

O

0

SYNC X1

0
1

16X

0

640. 3AUD RATE FACTOR

MODE
0

O

1

O

0

1

5

6

7

8

BITS (CHARACTER LENGTH)

0 DISABLE PARITY
1

ENABLE PARITY

0 ODD PARITY GENERATION
I

EVEN PARITY GENERFTION
O

1

O

0

NA

1

0
1

1.5

2 - S -OP BITS

MODE INSTRUCTION FOR 9600 BAUD B DATA BITS. NO PARITY. 1 STOP BIT

D7
0

D6

05

D4

D3

D2

0

0

1

1

DI

DO

4FH

Txc . FIxc - 614 4 kHz
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provide Romable code for a target SBC and the following batch
program must be run to produce pure binary (object code) -

assembled. Check with the MSDOS DIR command to ensure
that the correct files have oeen produced.

FILENAME.COM

Programming the parallel ports
;8088. BAT

The 8155 port i.c. is described as a R.I.O.T. device containing
Ram,1/0 and a Timer. The 80188 SBC uses the 3155 to provide
a total of 22 TTL I/O lines. Port A lines PAO-PA7 are reserved for
the printer interface, together with port C lines PC1 and PC2.
The remainder of the port C lines and Port B (PBO-PB7) are
available to the user.
The command register of the 8155 is located at address
0100H in the memory space of the 80188. Writing to this
register configure the ports as output or inputs. Programming of
this register is accomplished by writing the control byte taken
from the table below:

ECHO ASSEMBLE AND LINK %i
IF NOT EXIST %1.ASM GOTO END
MASM %1,%1,%1;
IF ERRORLEVEL 1 GOTO END
LINK %1,%1,%1;
IF NOT EXIST %1.EXE GOTO END
EXE23IN %1.EXE %1.COM
ECHO OFF
ERASE %1.EXE

ERASE %LOW
:END

Ensue that the following Files are resident in the Directory
you are using for program development:
()Masm.COM
CiLink.EXE

r.

OEXE2BIN.EXE

The EXE2BIN.EXE file will be found in the DOS Directory. To
assemb'e a source program (FILENAME.ASM), enter 8088
FILENAME, with no extension. The batch file will run, producing
a listing (FILENAME.LST) and 2 Kbytes of code. Then it should
be just a matter of downloading the FILENAME.COM file to the
EPROM emulator.

;

r

I

I

r

t

I

"

1

where X is the value to configure the ports taken from the
table below:

;M_A3M.ASM
PAGE ,132

CODE SEGMENT
ASSUME CS:CODE
ORG 1
ORG 0400H
;USER CODE GOES HERE
ORG 07FOH
FFFFOH
JMP FAR PTR BOOT

ORG 0800fl

Once the command register is loaded, it is a simple matter to
send data to or from port A (address 0101H), port B (address
0102K or port C (address 0103H). For example:

;Reset vector

;Jump to stait
of operating
system
;at FFCODH
;File size=2C48

;Send C551-i to port

ft

(2 Kbytes)

CODE ENDS

CODEBOOT SEGMENT AT OFFCOH

;START OF
OPERATING :,;Y:7F,Y

ASSUME CS:CODEBOOT

Note that the 8155 PIO is not mapped in 10 space but
occupies the memory space 0000 to OOFFH, and therefore the
IN and OUT instructions cannot be used. The reason for this is
that the PIO's internal 256 bytes of RAM have to be addressed
by the LCS pin which is mapped in memory space and
therefore shares the same memory area as the 10 command
register and ports.
The following program configures Port B as an output and
inverts the port lines every second.

;AT ADDRESS
FFC0:0000 =
FFCOOH

ORG 000H
BOOT PROC FAR
BOOT ENDP
CODEBOOT ENDS
END

Alternatively, the following procedure will
assemble source code to binary rode:
A86 EILENAME.ASM FILENAME.0,LINK FILENAME
EXE23IN FILENAME.

An object code file (FILENAME.BIN) of 2048 bytes will be
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LMCS
LCS

EQU
=

OFFA2H
038H

MOV DX,LMCS

DIRECTION OF HEAD TRAVELF->

;LMCS REGISTER
;LMCS
VALUE,MEMOR'1.

DO

RAM SIZE=1K

D1

D2
D3
D4

;PROGRAM LOWER
MEMORY CHIP
SELECT
;FOR 1K BYTE
RAM
;ADDRESS 00000
- 003FF

MOV AL,LCS
OUT DX,AX

MOV SP,OFFH

D5
D6
D7
DO
D1

GRAPHICS (x)

;INITIALISE
STACK POINTER
;TO TOP OF RAM

;INVERT PORT B LINES AT 1 SECOND
INTERVALS

PORTCOMMAND EQU 0100H

PORTB
MODE

EQU 0102H
3

MOV DI,PORTCOMMAND

D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
DO
D1

D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

;8155 PORT
COMMAND
REGISTER
;PORT B ADDRESS
;PORTS A AND B
OUTPUTS
;PROGRAM 8155
COMMAND
REGISTER

GRAPHICS INFORMATION

3 Bytes for eaci column

00 00 0

00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
00000
0 000 0
00000
00000
0000
00000

cr)

0000
00 00 0

00000
00000

0 000 0
0 000 0

00000
00 000
00000
00000
00000
00000

00.14.00
00.08,00
00,14,00

MOV AL,MODE
MOV [DI],AL

L._

Printer operation

MOV AL,055H

;INVERT
ALTERNATE LINE-;

MOV DI,PORTB

;COMPLEMENT
PORT B LINES
;AT 1 SECOND
INTERVALS

INVERT:XOR AL,OFFH

peripheral device can be effected. Port A is used as an 8 bit
data port carrying the ASCII data of the text to be printed,
whereas two control lines of port C affect the handshake
process. Programming the 8155 command register for
handshake mode provides three type of control lines for
handling the 'handshaking' operations. These lines are
STROBE (an active low input), BUFF (an active high output) and
INTR(an active high interrupt line).
Bits 2 and 3 of the Command word define the function of
Port C. For handshaking, ALT3 or ALTO mode is used. IN ALT3
mode Port C lines serve the following functions:

MOV [DI],AL
CALL SECOND
JMP INVERT

;1 SECOND DELAY
;REPEAT FOREVER

SECOND PROC NEAR
;MILLISECOND COUNTER
MOV BX,0
;1 MILLISECOND DELAY
NEXT:MOV CX,OC8H
MILLISECOND:LOOP MILLISECOND
INC BX
;X 1000 = 1 SECOND
CMP BX,03E8H
JNZ NEXT
RET

PC2=STROBE INPUT ACTIVE LOW (pin 39)
PC1=BUFF OUTPUT,ACTIVE HIGH (pin 38)
PCO=INTERRUFT OUTPUT,ACTIVE HIGH (pin 37)

PORT A=OUTPLT (pins 21-28)

SECOND ENDP
ORG 07FOH
FFFFO

;RESET VECTOR

Using a handshake operation also improves the efficiency of
the system, since the throughput of data must be matched to
the receiving capability of the external device. If too slow,
efficiency is degraded, since time is wasted by the external
device waiting for data. On the other hand, if too fast, data may
be lost if the external device is too slow to accept data. By
handshake control, data is written to the external device at peak
efficiency and data cannot be lost.
When WRITE handshaking, the 80188 writes data to the
output port (Port A), where it is latched in the port register. The
8155 generates a 'data ready' signal on its BUFF (Buffer full) line
(PC1) to indicate that data is available for the external device
(printer) from Port A. The external peripheral device takes the
STROBE line (PC2) low to acknowledge it has received data. In
addition, an interrupt signal is issued from PCO. Further data
can now be written by the 80188 to Port A for reading by the

JMP OFFC0:0000
ORG 0800H
(2 Kbytes) CODE

(not

used)

;File size=2048

ENDS
17T-.

Handshaking-strobed output
A strobed I/O operation provides a means for trans'erring data
to or from a specified port in conjunction with strobes or
'handshake' signals. This handshaking is especially required
when data has to be sent to a printer since, without handshake,
data would be lost if the printer was switched off or out of
paper. The 8155 has this facility whereby a positive control of
data transfer between the system processor and an external
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peripheral device. This cycle is repeated, allowing the controlled
output of data.

Interfacing a printer
The write handshaking facilities offered by the 8155 are ideally
suited for the outputting of data by the SBC to a printer. The
standard IBM printer interface, commonly known as the
'Centronics' interface, is the standard used by many dot- matrix
and bubble -jet parallel printers. The diagram shows the
interface connections between the 8155 and the printer, for
users who wish to make up their own leads. As stated, tne PC
printer lead may be used with no modifications.

Description of
Centronics Interface
OBTROBE(input):This line is normally high; it is taken low to
signal to the printer that data is available.
()Data lines D0-D7(input):Carry ASCII data to the printer.
OBUSY(output):Normally high. Goes low to indicate printer can
receive data.
OINIT(input):Normally high. Taken low to reset printer and to
clear printer buffer.
OAUTOFEED(input):when low, paper to be fed one line aster
printing.
Additional output lines give printer status information. These
lines may be connected to simple buffered L.E.D's to provide
printer status.
OACKNOWLEDGE(output): goes low to indicate printer has
received data.
OPE(output):High to indicate printer out of paper.
OSELECT(output):High to indicate printer off-line.
OERROR(output):Low to indicate printer out of paper, off-line or
in error state.
The following program (MESSAGE.ASM) configures the
8155 so that the 80188 can output data to a printer from port
A. Procedure INITIALISE loads the command register for
handshake mode of operation. Procedure SEND_MESSAGE
causes an ASCII character to be written to port A. The 8155
BUFF line (PC1)is taken low, signalling to the printer via the
printer STROBE line that data is available. The printer reads the
ASCII data and prints it. The printer's BUSY line goes low,
signalling the 8155 on pin 39 that it is ready for more data.
Procedure HANDSHAKE controls the printing of data by
polling the status of the interrupt flag in the command egister.
This will go high to signify that a STROBE active low signal has
been received from the printer (printer line BUSY), and that the
printer is ready for further data. This cycle is repeated unt:I the
entire message is printed, at which time a carriage return and
line feed control character is issued and the whole process is
repeated.
Note that all chip select programming must be accomplished
at the beginning of the program, and also that the stack pointer
must also be initialised, since calling a procedure will invoke the
stack. Likewise, prior to calling a procedure, the relevant chip
enable lines must already have been programmed.

Future Add-on
modules:
channel touch switch.
(b) Serial A to D converter.
(c) D to A converter - 4 to 20 mA loop.
(d) 16 key Matrixed keyboard.
(e) Stepper motor cortroller.
(f) Multiplexed LED display.

(a)

,ROMTESTASM
RSET VECTOR

.:1';11

UI

ADDPESS F.Tiv

0

Ut,
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Printing graphics
24 pin dot matrix and bubble -jet printers are capable of printing
graphics to a high resolution. All printers respond to control
codes, which consist of the ESC character (ASCII 1B), followed
by an additional code which is translated by the printer
electronics to control the print head, print carriage and also so
configure the printer for reception of graphics data. To set
graphics mode, 1B 2A is sent to the printer, followed by a series
of bytes which define the dots that make up the image to be
printed. The diagram shows how these dot patterns are calculated.

The software mentioned in this article can be obtained from the
author. Send a cheque or P.O. for £12.50 to:
Mr Richard Grodzik, 53 Chelmsford Rd, Bradford BD3 8QN.

Next Month...
we will continue our look at programming and using the
ETI 80188 single board computer.
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ACTIVE GUITAR
Dimitri Danyuk and George Pilko
ome of the most important functions in sound reinforcement systems are performed by low-level
preamplifiers. They must amplify signals from millivolt level with a minimum amount of electronic
noise and hum. Considering a guitar magnetic
pickup as a signal source, the input impedance specification is
of particular importance.
The output impedance of guitar pickups can vary by a factor
of 40:1 over the audio band. The d.c. output resistance of
pickups lies in the range 3 - 15kf2 and their inductance is
around 2 - 10H. Before a signal enters the amplifier input, it has
been passed through a long shielded cable. Cable capacitance
and pickup inductance form a parallel resonant circuit which
shifts the pickup resonance several octaves lower.
The guitar signal is amplified by an overdriven amplifier to
achieve the required sound. This reduces the signal dynamic
range so interference such as hum, clicks and pops produced
by the long cable become evident. A possible solution is to use
a noise gate, but the gate's switching effects are audible.
This article describes an active front-end circuit which allows

01

one to properly interface a magnetic pickup and combo amplifier. Rejection of unwanted signals and increase in the output
dynamic range produces marked improvement in performance.
Usually, the active electronics circuit consists of a battery
driven, op -amp based voltage follower placed inside the guitar
[1]. This is not very convenient since the user needs to be aware
of the battery state. An advantage of the proposed circuit is that
it shares the same cable and jacks and is ready to operate
when the combo amplifier is turned on.
The circuit diagram of the amplifier minus the power supply
is shown in Figs 1 and 2. It is based on the authors' previously
published circuit [2]. This has been redesigned to achieve the
lowest signal to noise level and to increase the amount of
control. The guitar unit is a common source stage with transistor Q1 and employs passive, noiseless equalisation to
produce 'Presence' (switch 52) and 'Middle cut' (switch 51)
effects.

Both controls being combined with a certain degree of overdrive in combo amplifier implements interesting artistic effects. If
the pickup has a pronounced middle frequency 'voice', one can
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Fig. 1 Active electronics: guitar unit
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FFig. 3 Set of frequency responses for the active guitar electronics:
curve 1 - switch S1 is closed and S2 is opened, curve 2 - both

00
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Fig. 2 Active electronics: combo amplifier unit

switches are closed ('Presence' effect is enabled), curves 3-5 - both
switches are opened ('Middle cut' effect is enabled), curves 6-8 switch S1 is opened and 52 is closed (both effects are enabled).

Curves 3,6 - R2 = 510 il, curves 4, 7 - R2 = lkil, curves
5, 8 - R2 = 2.2 k.(2.
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ELECTRONICS
change the components C1 and L1 to muffle it. For example,
with the DiMarzio GH-1201 humbucking pickup, it was found
01 = 0.22 pF and L1 = 0.2 H. The set of measured frequency
responses with these elements is given in Fig.3.
Transistor Q1 is a 2N4416, 2N5270, 2N5459 or similar,
preferably low -noise type, with I dss 10mA and V (p) gs - 3
V. The pinch -off voltage V (p)gs must exceed the peak output of
the pickup being used to prevent clipping in common source
stage. The quiescent drain current is set by resistor R1 and
should be equal or slightly higher than half of the drain current
saturation value I dss.
The combo amplifier unit consists of a current -to -voltage
converter with d.c. servo loop built around IC1 (5532). The input
of the unit becomes a virtual earth and the interference which
originated in the cable vanished. The non -inverting integrator
101b implements a multi -loop feedback via C3 and C4. The
integrator output impedance at audio frequencies is much
higher than R1 thus the noise contribution of IC1a is negligible.
The unit was placed inside Marshall 2100 JCM900 valve amplifier and fed from the amplifier filament supply through a simple

voltage regulator. As the overall gain is nearly equal to 3, the
peak output from the unit reaches a few volts and allows the
input valve to be overdriven.
The guitar unit and combo amplifier unit are interconnected
with a conventional shielded cable and 1/4 inch jacks. The
circuit works with cable lergth up to 300 feet and is also very
handy for piezo-electric pickups.
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PC Clin
This month PC Clinic looks at the
PC serial communications port, how it
works, how to repair and upgrade it and
how to check for faults

ost PCs will have at least one COM port as
standard, some may have as many as four. They
are used to allow the PC to communicate with a
range of different peripherals, such as modems,
printers, plotters etc.
The COM port is a serial port, which means that the data is
transferred along a single wire one bit at a time. But since the
PC does not work with data in serial form but instead uses data
in parallel eight bit bytes, it is necessary for the system to have
some means of converting parallel data into serial data. To do
this, the PC uses an UART, or Universal Asynchronous Receiver
Transmitter.
On modern systems the UART will probably be on the
motherboard, but in older systems it will be on a plug-in adapter
card, and this will still be the case where more than one COM
port is installed in the system. Many older adapters will use the
8 -bit 8250 UART, more modern systems will use the 16 -bit
16450 UART, which provides users with a considerable
improvement in performance over the 8250 based circuits.
The 8250 was used by IBM in the original PC and XT
machines, it has rather a severe bug in it that causes a spurious
random interrupt to be generated by the 8250 at the end of an
access. But the designers of the PC wrote the PC and XT ROM
BIOS so that it anticipated at least one of these bugs. This
means that if you replace the 8250 chip with an 8250A which
does not have the bugs then your system will not work properly
because BIOS is expecting the bugs; the result is random
lockups. (if you do need to replace this chip use either an 8250
or an 8250B)
Fortunately, neither the 16450 or the 16550A have this
interrupt bug, and the AT ROM BIOS was written without any of
the 8250 bug correction routines found in the PC and XT. This
means that an old serial card using the 8250 will not work
properly on an AT. Similarly, the newer 16450/50 based serial
I/O boards will not work properly on old PC and XT machines
since such machines expect the bug to be present.
IBM replaced the 8250 with the faster 16450 (note: if you
want to run OS/2 then your system has to use this chip or the
faster 16550) and it is found in all AT systems. The 16450 was,
in turn, replaced by the 16550 but this chip also has bugs
which prevent its FIFO buffer from being used. Any system with
a 16550 can be upgraded to overcome these problems by
simply replacing the 16550 with a 16550A.
The most modern use the 16550A UART which, because it
has a 16bit FIFO buffer, offers the best performance of any
currently available serial communications chip. This buffering
allows the UART to handle more data before having to be
serviced by the CPU, thus reducing the processor overheads.
This can be very important in multitasking environments such as

M

Windows, and it also allows data transfer at much higher rates,
which is particularly important when using a high speed
modem.
This means that it can be a very good idea to make sure that
your system is usi'ig a 16550A UART. If the adapter card uses
a 16450 then one can simply replace the 16450 chip with a
16550A, since they are pin -compatible. These chips are often
socket -mounted which makes replacement easy. If it is not,
then take great care when unsoldering the old chip not to
damage any of the tracks or the plating on the holes. In fact,
you may well find it easier to cut all the pins on the old chip with
side cutters before attempting to unsolder them, this makes
them much easier to remove. In either case, always discharge
any static before handling the board and the chips.
However, it should be noted that, if the processor is fairly
slow, in particular if it is a 4.77MHz 8088 based system, then it
will probably not be able to run communications at higher
speeds. Even on a 286 based system one can lose characters
with a serial port running at 19200 or higher, particularly when
the system is also making heavy use of extended memory such
as a RAM disk or cache. In such situations it can help to reduce
the size of the sectors or the transfer block size.
If you are using Windows, you will need to update the entries
in the SYSTEM.INI file after you have changed from the 16450
to the 16550 UART. This will enable Windows to make full use
of the extra features of the 16550. Some additional lines will
need to be added to the [386Enh] section, thus:
COM1 FIFO=On

COM1Buffer=0
COM2FIFO=On
COM2Buffer=0

Installing a new I/O adapter card.
When installing a new I/O adapter card it is necessary to assign
the ports the correct I/O base address so that they do not
conflict with other ports and other adapter cards. The COM
ports on a PC have standard I/O addresses and IRO
designations, these are as follows:
COM Port
COM1
COM2

COM3
COM4

I/O Base Address
03F8
02F8
03E8
02E8

3

4
3

You will probably have to set the correct I/O base address
on the card for the desired COM port number. This is usually
achieved by setting jumpers on the card; the documentation will
usually show how to set these jumpers.
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IRO
4

COM port line designations

0040:0000

The COM port on a PC conforms to the RS232 standard. This
that it can communicate serially over distances, up to 500ft. The
RS232 specification is a physical standard covering the
permissible connectors, the pin designation on those
connectors, the control lines and the way that the data is
transmitted, the voltage levels etc.
The signal coming from a COM port will be in the range +3volts
to +12volts represents a 'logic 1', whilst a signal in the range -3
volts to -12volts represents a 'logic 0'. With a minimum output
voltage swing of ± 5volts when loaded with the nominal 5kohm
input resistance of an RS232 receiver. The slew rate of :he
transmitter is limited to less than 30V/us, this limits the baud
rate to about 19200.
It should be noted that the maximum baud rate can be traded
for cable length; the shorter the cable the higher the baud rate,
and vice versa. The factors which govern this are, cable load
capacitance, slew rate of the driver under high capacative
loading, and the receiver's threshold and hysteresis. When
determining the maximum cable length, bear in mind that the
load capacitance of the cable should not exceed 2500pf.

F8 03 00 00 00 00 00 00 BC 03
COM1

COM2 COM3 COM4

LPT1

here COM1 is at address 03F8hex and LPT1 at 03BC hex.

Testing serial ports
In order to test your serial port you will need to perform what is
known as a loopback test, which essentially feeds the output
back into the input and checks for errors. For this you will need
a species loopback connector to suit the type of connector plug
on your machine. If necessary, these can be purchased at a
fairly modest cost from most specialist PC equipment suppliers,
but are invariably included with the diagnostic software needed
to perform a proper loopback test.
Norton Utilities Version 7 includes both diagnostic utilities
and optional plugs. If you already have plugs then there are a
number of shareware programs which can perform loopback
tests, programs such as Modem Doctor. They are all quite
simple to use; one simply unplugs existing cables from the serial
ports and replaces them with a loopback plug, then runs the
software. This will then automatically analyse the serial port and
display its findings.

Detecting Serial ports with DEBUG
If one can not tell which I/O port addresses the system 's using
then a simple solution is to use DEBUG to locate them. To do this
simply run DEBUG (you will probably find it in your DOS d rectory).
Then type the following line terminated by pressing Enter:
d40:0
This will cause DEBUG to display the hex values of all the active
I/O port addresses, as shown in the following example I ne:

Next Month...
PC Clinic will be looking at the heart of multimedia
systems, CD-ROM drives and sound cards.
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Robert Penfold looks at a technique for
adding gain control to public address
systems

OPTO

assive variations in the output level from a
microphone is a familiar problem for those who
supervise the use of public address (PA) systems
and tape recording equipment. The problem is
due more to a lack of expertise on the part of
many users, rather than any technical limitation of the
microphones. Some users insist on shouting into the
microphone at point-blank range, while others seem to suffer
from microphone shyness. Some equipment has a built-in
automatic gain control circuit which largely compensates for the
inevitable variations in the input level. With units that do not have
this facility it is not usually too difficult to use an external
compressor between the microphone and the main piece of
equipment (PA amplifier, tape deck, or whatever).
The basic function of a compressor is to provide reduced
gain if the input signal exceeds a certain threshold level. The
higher the input level goes above the threshold level, the greater
the reduction in gain. The compression gives a virtually constant
output level despite wide variations in the signal level from the
microphone. Satisfactory results should always be obtained
unless the signal from the microphone is totally inadequate.
The "compressor" name is derived from the fact that the

dynamic range of the processed signal is compressed, with a
40dB variation in the input signal giving perhaps a 20dB change
at the output. In some applications this compression of the
dynamic levels is undesirable, but is preferable to the alternatives
of overloading and consequent distortion, or an inadequate
signal level. Bear in mind though, that it is often best not to rely
too heavily on compression to get an appropriate output level.
Results are generally best if only a modest amount of
compression is normally used, with larger amounts only being
used as a result of some inept microphone work.
This microphone compressor is designed for use with a low
impedance dynamic or electret microphone. It provides an
output signal that can be set anywhere between about 3500mV
and 2.8 volts peak -to -peak. The unit should therefore be
connected between the microphone and a high level input of the
main equipment ("Aux", "Tuner", etc.). The compression
characteristic is very good, with a 34dB increase above the
compression threshold giving an increase of under 6dB in the
output level. The noise and distortion performance of the circuit
are also very good.

M

GAIN

Opto-Resistor
Audio control circuits such as compressors and
expanders are mostly based on some form of
voltage controlled resistance. Unfortunately, the
ideal voltage controlled resistor has yet to be
produced. Practical voltage controlled resistances
ter d to fall well short of theoretical perfection in
two main areas. One is simply a lack of isolation
between the control voltage and the controlled
resistance. This often places severe restrictions
on the ways in which the resistance can be used,
and it also tends to produce some odd control
voltage requirements. The other main problem is a
lack of linearity through the resistance, which in
most cases does not act as a true resistance at
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Fig 1. The microphone compressor block diagram
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COMPRESSOR
all. With semiconductor devices such as bipolar transistcrs and
f.e.t.s, the applied voltage does not produce proportional
changes in the current flow. In general, linearity is actually quite
good with low applied voltages, but it soon starts to deteriorate
with higher voltages. A higher voltage often means an actual
potential of only about 100mv or even less.
In my experience, one of the best forms of voltage -controlled
resistor is an opto-isolator which consists of the usual LED on
the input side, and a cadmium sulphide photo- resistor on the
output side. The raw control characteristic of the LED is not very
convenient, but where necessary it is easily modified to produce
a more amenable characteristic. On the output side the
cadmium sulphide cell offers something close to perfection. It
provides pure resistance even when the applied voltage is quite
high, and as it is electrically isolated from the input section of the
device, its resistance can be placed at any desired point in the
circuit. The only slight problem with this arrangement is That a
cadmium sulphide photocell is not particularly fast in operation.
However, it is rapid enough for use in most audio control
applications.
There is a practical difficulty with this type of opto- isolator,
and this is simply a lack of availability in the U.K. At one time it
was quite easy to improvise a home-made equivalent from an
ordinary 5 millimetre LED and a cadmium sulphide cell. This
approach is still possible, but is made difficult by the limited
range of cadmium sulphide cells currently available. In fact, the
only widely available photo -resistors are the ORP12, and near
equivalents to this component.
Modern technology provides an alternative but similar
approach to the problem in the form of the H1 1F1 opto-isolator.
This has the usual infra -red LED on the input side, plus what is
effectively a Jfet on the output side. There is no gate connection
on the photo-f.e.t. though, and the only way of controlling what
could be loosely termed the drain -to -source resistance is via the
LED. This gives a voltage controlled resistor that can be used
anywhere in the audio circuit, but it is not a true resistor. In order
to obtain really good linearity the voltage across the resistor must
be kept below plus and minus 50 millivolts. In many applications,
this is not a major problem, and the noise level of the optoisolator seems to be low enough to avoid problems with
excessive background "hiss". In fact, the noise level of the
resistance provided by the isolator seems to be very low indeed,
and is comparable to an ordinary resistor.

The f.e.t. at the output of the opto-isolator is used in the negative
feedback circuit of the preamplifier stage. Under standby
conditions there is no input current to the LED, and the
resistance through the f.e.t. is extremely high. In fact it is at least
300 megohms, which is high enough to ensure that it has no
significant effect on the level of feedback. However, by applying
a current to the opto-isolator's LED, it is possible to increase the
amount of negative feedback applied to the preampl fier stage,
which decreases its voltage gain. A reduction in gain of well over
30dB can be achieved.
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How It Works
The block diagram of Fig.1 shows the basic make up of :he
microphone compressor. The signal from the microphone s fed
to a low noise preamplifier, and then to the output via another
amplifier. The combined voltage gain of this two stage amplifier
is very high, and is actually well over 60dB (1000 times).
Although the input signal from the microphone may be no more
than about one millivolt peak -to -peak, the output level is more
like one volt peak -to -peak, which is sufficient to drive a high level
input on most amplifiers, tape recorders, etc.

B1 -

Fig 3. the stripboard component layout
(board measures 55 holes by 1 8 strips)
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The voltage gain of the amplifier that drives the rectifier and
smoothing circuit is adjustable. This control sets the
compression threshold level. The higher the gain of this amplifier,
the lower the output level that is needed to produce a given
amount of comp-ession. In other words, this control is used to
set the maximum output level from the unit.
The decay time of the smoothing circuit is also adjustable. A
fast attack time must be used so that the circuit responds rapidly
to high input levels, preventing them from producing clipping at
the output. The attack time must be much longer in order to
prevent self modulation, and strong distortion on the output
signal. In practice a very short decay time is often undesirable as
it results in rapid changes in gain, which might be very obvious
due to the accompanying changes in the background noise
level. A very long decay time is undesirable as it can result in the
occasional loud but brief noise holding down the gain for many
seconds. The decay time has to be something of a compromise,
and the ideal setting for the gain control will depend on the
precise circumstances in which the unit is used.

a a

00=
00 a
a

a
a
00100

00 a a

a

a

The Circuit
0000

a

Fig.2 shows the full circuit diagram for the microphone
preamplifier. The preamplifier is a simple inverting mode circuit
based on 101. As a very low signal level is being handled, a very
low noise device is used for 101. The circuit will work using an
ordinary operational amplifier in thelC1 position, but with a
reduction in the signal to noise ratio of about 20dB. R1 and R4
are the negative feedback resistors, and these set the gain and
input impedance at about 15 times and 680 ohms respectively.
Good results shculd be obtained with most low impedance
microphones using a value of 680 ohms for R1, but with some
200 ohm types it might be better to reduce R1 to about 330
ohms. This gives a lower input impedance and a small boost in
gain. IC2 is the opto-isolator and it has its f.e.t. connected in
parallel with R4. The output of 101 is coupled to a non- inverting
mode amplifier based on IC3. This has its voltage gain set at
about 100 times oy R5 and R6.
IC4 is used in the amplifier that drives the smoothing and rectifier
circuit. Its closed loop voltage gain can be varied from a little
over unity to about 11 times by means of VR1, which is the
threshold level control. The rectifier circuit is a simple half -wave
type based on D1 and D2. C8 is the smoothing capacitor, and
VR2 is the decay control. The decay time is approximately 2.5
seconds with VR2 at maximum resistance, reducing to a little
over 200 milliseconds with VR2 at minimum resistance. IC5 acts
as the buffer amplifier at the output of the smoothing circuit, and
it drives the LED in IC2 via current limiting resistor R11. IC5's
PMOS input stage ensures that there is no significant loading on
the smoothing circuit.
The current consumption of the circuit is about 9 milliamps under
quiescent conditions, but it is several milliamps more than this at
high compression levels (due to the current flow into IC2's LED).
A fairly high capacity battery should therefore be used, such as
six HP7 size cells in a holder.

a

a

0000

Fig 4. Underside of the stripboard panel

In order to obtain a compressor action it is merely necessary
to amplify some of The output of the unit, and then feed this
amplified signal to a smoothing and rectifier circuit. The output
from the rectifier circuit drives the opto-isolator's LED via a buffer
stage. This positive voltage is roughly proportional to the
amplitude of the input signal. Due to voltage drops through the
rectifier circuit, plus the forward threshold voltage of the LED
itself, the input signal has to reach significant proportions before
the LED starts to switch on. Once this threshold level has been
reached, increasing the input level results in the LED lighting up,
and the gain of the preamplifier reducing. This gives a form of
negative feedback action, with any increase in the output level
being tamed by a reduction in the preamplifier's gain. Some
increase in the output level does occur, but this increase is only a
fraction of the rise in the input level.
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Fig 5. Details of the hard wiring
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Construction

Resistors
(0.25 watt 5% carbon film)
680R
R1

The stripboard layout for the microphone compressor is shown
in Fig.3 (component side) and Fig.4 (copper side). The board
measures 55 holes by 18 copper strips. Start by cutting out a
board of the correct size using a hacksaw, and then make the
breaks in the copper strips. These can be made using the
special tool, or a hand held twist drill bit of about 5 millimetres in
diameter. Either way, make quite sure that the strips are broken
across their full width. Also drill the two 3.3 millimetre diameter
mounting holes at this stage. These will take either metric M3 or
6BA screws.
Next fit the components and link -wires. Note that the
CA3140E used for IC5 has a PMOS input stage, and that it
therefore requires the usual anti -static handling precautions. In
particular, use a holder for this component. In fact, I would
recommend the use of holders for all five integrated circuits,
especially IC2 which is not a particularly cheap component.
Single -sided solder pins are fitted to the board at the pants
where the connections to off -board components will be made.
Details of this hard wiring are provided in Fig.5 (which sf'ould be
used in conjunction with Fig.3).

R2,R3

33k

R4,R8,R10

R5

R6,R7

R9

220k

R11

100R

Potentiometers
VR1
VR2

100k lin carbon
2M2 lin carbon

Capacitors

Cl

loou 10V radial elect
22u 16V radial elect
4u7 50V radial elect
10u 25V radial elect
2u2 50V radial elect
1u pclyester

C2
C3
C4,C5
C6,C7

C8

Semiconductors
IC1

In Use

NE5534A

IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5

The unit connects between the microphone and a high level
input of the main equipment. A good quality screened lead
should be used to carry the connection from the compressor to
the main unit. The compressor is almost certainly function ng
correctly if VR1 enables the maximum output level to be
controlled. Also, a loud noise (tapping the microphone for
instance) should cause a slight reduction in the background
noise level. The noise level should return to normal over a period
that can be controlled via VR2.
VR1 must be set to provide an output level that is
appropriate for the main piece of equipment. In many cases the
main unit will have a gain control that enables a wide range of
maximum input levels to be accommodated. If this shoulc be
the case, simply give VR1 a roughly central setting, and then
adjust the gain control of the main unit in the normal way. The
best setting for VR2 must be found by trial and error and, to a
large extent, this is a subjective matter.

H11F1

LF351N
uA741C
CA3140E
1N4148

D1,D2

Miscellaneous
SPST min toggle
S1
9 volt (6 x HP7 in holder)
B1
JK1,JK2

3.5mm jack socket

Case
0.1 inch pich stripboard, 55 holes by 18 strips
Battery connector (PP3 type)
Control knob (2 off)
8 pin DIL
IC holder (5 off)
Wire, solder, etc.
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111W1)0171
A PATENTED REMOTE CONTROLLED AUTOMATIC
GARAGE DOOR OPENER
Designed by Pat Alley
Brief history of Raydor

here are several benefits from owning an
automatic garage door opener (AGDO).
Convenience, security, no back strain and less
exposure to inclement weather are the more
obvious ones. Also when selling your house you
not only get your money back but it is a valuable attraction in
pulling in potential buyers. The disadvantages are the up -front
costs of around £300 plus £100 for fitting. Double this if you
have a double garage with two single doors.

The ideas for Raydor stemmed from a cable -operated AGDO
patented more than a decade ago. At that time the motor drum
unit was affixed to the ceiling or garage wall and a well-known
company developed it and manufactured quite a few thousand
of them. They were well made and robust and many are still
going strong today but the final version did prove to be rather
involved to install. On my retirement, I decided to investigate
means of simplifying the installation but to retain the low-cost

T

I

1
- Door closed. Motor/drum unit fitted via its wooden baseboard on the left-hand side of tha iior immediately under the door roller wheel. It
can be
seen here that, with the door fully closed, winding cable 2 (on the outside of the drum: has a rrieimum of at least two complete residual
turns to relieve
strain on its nipple. The positive motor connector from the control box can be seen plJgged to the spade terminal terminating the
motor's red wire and
the negative connector is entrapped under one of nuts holding down the gear lid.
2 - Door fully open. 700mm long baseboard is bolted to the rear of the metal track. In this part cular installation, the door stop is
on the other metal
tack (out of sight). Spring chord 2, pinchblock 2 and endstop 2 are mounted on the baseboard so -acting with cable 2 wound
background cable 1 can be seen passing over the pulley and passin4ltirough endstop 1, both screwed to the door jamb, withround the drum. In the
spring chord 1 attached
to the loop formed at the end of cable 1.
3 - View of motor/drum unit with lid removed, ready to be screwed to door via its wooden baseboard. In this version
the microswitch PCB is bolted to
the frame but whichever way it is fitted MS2 is always closest to the motor.

AIL
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Fig 1. Exploded diagram of a Rador
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Fig 2A. Door mounting
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cable operation, which by now was well proven.
An idea finally surfaced to mount the motor drum unit on the
door itself and the first two prototypes of Raydor are still
operating my own two single garage doors. Operation of the
door is now from one side rather than from the centre. This not
only simplifies installation but effects greater economy by taking
advantage of the door's existing structure to mount the
operating mechanism and, for this reason, is principally aimed
at the single door.
would mention that I have patented Raydor and its
Felectronics so if there are any companies out there interested
in commercialising it, please contact me. Meanwhile, any reader
who would like to make one or two on a non-commercial basis
may derive satisfaction from putting their skills to good use and
saving money, more still if you supply your own windscreen
wiper motor which provides the motive force and by far the
most expensive component. Such motors can often be
purchased second-hand from a car breaker for a few pounds.
For those who lack the workshop facilities to make the rest of
the Raydor units, I have produced a kit of parts and units listed
in table 1, together with prices inclusive of carriage. An
exploded diagram of Raydor is shown in fig.1 which will be dealt
with in more detail later. Some of these parts are made in
urethane plastic and produced from moulds used to make my
latest prototypes.

Is your up and over garage
door suitable?
First you need to know the difference between the two types of
up -and -over doors presently used in the UK, one being called
the retractable door and the other being called the
canopy door.
A retractable door is one that is capable of being fully raised
and lowered by a horizontal force exerted on the top of the
door. Such doors come in various guises but most have a
pivoted arm attached to a counterbalancing spring down either
side of the door, with a small wheel attached to each top corner
of the door running in their respective horizontal metal track.
From outside, the handle is near the bottom of the door. The
retractable door is capable of being automated by any make of
commercial AGDO and is widely used around the world.
A canopy door is one that has a small wheel fitted either side
of the door, about one third of the way up from the bottom,
each running in its own vertical metal track attached to its
respective door jamb. To open, it first has to be significantly
rotated about these wheels before it can be raised by exerting a
vertical force, allowing the wheels to run up their respective
track. A vertical force is also needed to lower the door.
Counterbalancing on older models was by means of weights
but, more recently, by a long coil spring fitted to the lintel inside
the garage. The canopy door is peculiar to the UK with a few
exported to some European countries.
Given the multi -directional forces complicates automation. A
commercial "bow" arm accessory can be employed with a
standard AGDO. This is a large metal structure shaped like a
bow and bolted to the rear of the door to provide a vertical
component to the essentially horizontal force exerted by an
AGDO. It costs about £50 but is less successful with some
manufacturers' doors than others. Thus, the moral is clear. If
you are buying a garage door with automation in mind, buy a
retractable door. Having said this, for those who already have a
canopy door, Raydor has been adapted to automate one and
this will be described in a later article.

a

&Tying views o al t e main components of aydor.
The two wincing cables surround the two pinchblocks and two
spring chords with the two endstops and pulley in the centre.
Rolled up and attached to the microswitch PCB on the
motor/drum unit is the ribbon cable. Attached to the terminal
blocks on the main PCB are the two motor cables, main cable
and a short blue lead to the light socket which, when

assembled, will be screwed into the hole at the side of the
control box lid. In this instance, to ensure the light and
overload adjusters face towards the rear of the garage, the
base of the control box has been screwed to a wooden
baseboard ready to span two ceiling joists which, in this
garage, run front to rear.

Fitting Raydor to a single retractable door
Some abbreviatiors used in the text:- PE = pulley/endstop, PB
= pinchblock, SC = spring chord, DN = disc nut, MS =
microswitch, POF = push -on -fit.
Whilst all retractable doors work on the same principle, each
model can have small variations which may call for minor
alterations of measurements or installation so be sure to read
sections 1 - 21 before attempting to fit.
Raydor can be fitted to either side of the door. Apart from
the motor being inverted, which does not affect operation,
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automation from one side is virtually a mirror image of the other
side. However, one benefit of installing on the left-hand side (as
shown in all drawings) is that the winding cables come off the
top of the drum affording an extra 50mm head clearance.
All wooden baseboards (supplied by the installer) should be
about 18mm thick in order to take the screws. Blockboard is
preferred but not essential. In many of the figures, some items
(e.g. the motor) are not shown in order to maintain clarity.
The existing door locking bolts should be left permanently
retracted so as not to impede movement of the door.

1. Raydor is not a cure for a badly fitted
door!
Lubricate door pivot joints and wheel bearings and ensure all
screws are tight. The door should have adequate clearance
within its frame with no tendency to rub when raised from the
side. A properly counterbalanced door normally remains
stationery whatever position it is left in; except, when nearly
closed, the door has a natural tendency to close itself as the
springs go over -centre of their arms.
To stimulate Raydor's operation, tie a length of string to one
of the door roller wheel bracket shafts, then, standing near the
rear of the garage, pull the door open. Better still, become an
instant expert by pulling the string with a spring balance (fig. 2b)
and note the maximum reading. This not only provides a datum
but eliminates any guesswork by numerically quantifying an
improvement (or deterioration) following any spring or other
adjustment you may make. The maximum force occurs when
opening the door. Typical values are 5 - 15kg and should not
normally exceed about 20kg (441b). The benefits of any
preparatory work cannot be overstressed and will pay dividends
in long and trouble free operation.

2. How Raydor works (See Figs. 1 and 2)
Door opening time is about 10 - 12 seconds. 1 riggenno Raydor
by pressing the push switch in the garage or the radio
transmitter (Tx) button, rotates the motor clockwise (as viewed
from its motor). Initially, spring chord SC2 stretches unt I
pinchblock PB2 abuts endstop 2 and simultaneously SC1
relaxes. This movement occurs within the first fraction of a
second after which the door is pulled open along its tracks as
the drum winds on to cable 2 and winds off cable 1. Meanwhile
two disc nuts, DN1 and 2 (fig.1), both prevented from rotating
by a projection on the lid, move axially along the motor/drum
shaft (toward the motor) until, when the door is fully open. DN2

depresses the lever of MS2 to stop the motor. Note that the
control box light illuminates from the time the door starts to open.
Triggering the system once more causes the motor to rotate
in the reverse direction. Initia ly SC1 stretches until PB1 abuts
endstop -I and simultaneously SC2 relaxes, after which the door
is pulled closed along its tracks as the drum winds on to cable 1
and off cable 2. Meanwhile, the captive disc nuts move axially in
the reverse direction until, when the door is closed, DN1
depresses the lever of MS1 lo stop the motor. The light will
extinguish after a further three minutes giving time to exit the
garage. Note that it is the endstops which bear the door load on
opening and closing. The SCs are there simply to keep tension
on their respective cable when winding -off the drum.

3. Safety devices
Whilst the door is opening, pressing the push switch or radio Tx
button again (or, if the door is obstructed, a self -generated
overload signal) will stop the motor. The motor can be restarted
from the push switch or Tx. 'f the door is closing, pressing the
switch or Tx button (or, should the door be obstructed, a self
generated overload signal) will stop the motor momentarily then
automatically reverse t to re -open the door. Another safety
device prevents the motor running continuously for more than
about 25 seconds. Note that when pressing the Tx button,
sweep it in an arc to avoid radio dead spots. Ensure the door is
fully oper and has stopped before driving into or out of the garage.

4. Fit the motor/drum unit to door (Fig.2)
In all cases, the drum shaft will be horizontal and parallel to the
door. Mounting the motor/drum unit will depend on whether the
door is wood or metal and tne position of any strengthening
struts. In all cases, a wooden baseboard will make the job
easier and the drum unit should be attached to a 250mm x
125mm oaseboard using the four 5mm x 30mm nuts and bolts
provided, with equal clearance top and bottom and outer edge
of the casing in line with one edge of the baseboard (Fig. 2c).
Now position the drum unit on the rear of the door with the
baseboard abutting the bottom of the roller wheel bracket and
aligned with the outer edge of the door weather strip so that the
drum overhangs clear of the door. Mark the baseboard in four
places coincident with the centre line of the door return and the
door strut. Drill the baseboard with 4.5mm holes and metal
door with 3mm clearance holes before screwing down with
No.8 x 25mm self -tapping screws. If necessary, lengthen the
baseboard to span between the door return and any door strut

ROLLER WHEEL BRACKET

BASEBOARD
NB

MOTOR NOT
SHOWN

DOOR RETURN
DOOR
WEATHER
STRIP

DOOR STRUT

Fig 2C. Fiting motoridrum unit todoor

Fig 2B. Measuring door counter balance
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provided or alternatively (see fig. 2a) screw the baseboard to a
wooden distance piece of suitable thickness with two No. 8 x
30mm screws then from outside the garage drill two 4.5mm
holes in the door coincident with the centreline of the distance
piece and tighten down using two further No.8 x 30mm screws.
If the inside of the door is ribbed, profile the distance
piece accordingly.

fig.2f, screw the pulley/endstop PE1 to the door jamb using the
two No.6 x 30mm posidrive screws provided, so that the top of
the pulley aligns with both mark 'A' and the top of the drum
(bottom of the drum if fitted on the right-hand side).
NB. To avoid any confusion, a separate pulley and endstop
1 can be used, the distance between them being immaterial so
long as the endstop on the door jamb aligns with the pulley.
Alternatively, a combined pulleyiendstop (PE1) can be used.

5. Fit metal track baseboard and
associated parts

6. Fit control box

The baseboard bolted to the rear of the metal track can be
ordinary planed and prepared Yellow Deal 18mm thick, about
700mm long and at least 100mm wide if fitted on the left-hand
side, or 150mm wide if fitted on the right-hand side of the door.
Align the top of the baseboard with the top of the metal rail, drill
two 5mm holes then bolt together. In the front hole, use the
5mm x 30mm bolt supplied with its countersunk head against
the inside of the metal track to prevent it impeding passage of
the door roller wheel, with its nut and washer fitted on the
outside of the baseboard. In the rear hole, fit your existing door
stop with its nut and bolt, increasing the hole size as required.
(Note that it is imperative a door stop is installed. This is simply
a bolt projecting from the metal track which acts as a safety
device by physically impeding overrun of one of the door wheels
which could have drastic results.)
Open the door and screw down endstop 2 with its slot
aligned with the rear of the metal track and the top of the drum
(fig.2d), or the bottom of the drum if fitted on the right-hand
side. Note that if the metal track baseboard is too wide it may
obstruct the drum, in which case saw off the front bottom
corner as appropriate. Now mark the drum surface 10mm from
the outside edge. Call this mark "A". Referring to fig.2e and

The control box can be fitted anywhere convenient provided the
trailing electrical cable (which only carries low voltage) is not
strained by normal movement of the door. To keep this cable
high, out of the way and ensure minimum droop, the preferred
position of the control box is screwed to a ceiling joist (or
depending on their orientation, a baseboard spanning two
ceiling joists) approximately in line with and as far to the rear of
the motor as the motor and MS cable allow, using No.8 x
30mm screws in opposite corners of the control box base. The
lightbulb (suggest 60 - 100)N) should face rearwards. Ensure
that you are able to reach the control box overload limit
adjusters at all times. Loosely clamp the motor's black cables to
a ceiling joist with a T&E cable clamp, about halfway between
the control box and the door, then connect one lead to the
motor's red (positive) spade terminal and entrap the hook
terminal of the other black lead underneath one of the three
nuts holding down the motor gear lid. This earths the motor's
metal body to mains earth for safety. Now route the MS wires
via the same ceiling clamp back to the control box and plug the
IDC connector into its DIL socket on the main PCB. Following a
few test runs the trailing cables can be tidied up with a few
loops of black adhesive tape.
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7. Fit winding cables 1 and 2
SC1 and SC2 are identical and are quickly formed by doubling
over and tying their free ends together in a knot so that each are
150mm long unexpanded before attaching their two S hooks.
Attach cable 1 to the inside edge of the drum via its nipple and
spirally wind on sufficient close turns up to mark 'A'. Note that
Cable 1 disengages from top of drum (bottom of drum if fitted to
right-hand side of door). Ensure you wind the cable consistent
with the drum rotating clockwise (as viewed from the motor) to
open the door. Temporarily stick last turns of cable down to the
drum with adhesive tape to ensure coils will not unwind. Then
continue by threading cable 1 over the pulley and through the
hole of endstop 1, twice through PB1 to form a loop about
50mm long then back through endstop 1 before tightening down
the two PB1 screws with the top of PB1 25mm from the bottom
of endstop 1. Finally, hook cable 1 onto SC1 retaining screw.
Ideally, with the door closed, the No. 8 x 25mm countersunk
retaining screws should be positioned so that both SC1 and SC2
(not counting their S hooks) are stretched to about 300mm.
Attach cable 2 to the outside edge of the drum via its nipple,
then spirally wind up to and in the opposite direction to cable 1
so as to completely fill the single layered bobbin, cable 2
disengaging the drum from the top (bottom of drum if fitted to
right-hand side of door). Now remove and re -apply adhesive
tape to temporarily secure cable 2. Thread cable 2 through
endstop 2, twice through PB2 to form a loop about 50mm long
then back through endstop 2 before tightening down the two
PB2 screws with PB2 about 25mm from the rear of endstop 2,
finally hooking cable 2 onto its retaining screw. Remove adhesive
tape from drum. Eventually excess cable 1 and 2 can be
cropped off but leave a generous excess to cater for
adjustments in the future.

DRUM

Fig 2D. Drum atachments to baseboard

W.....-- DOOR LINTEL
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8. Essential notes and tips
1. The simplest method of cropping a wire cable is with the
guillotine cutters on the outside hinge of a pair of pliers (fig. 2g).
To then whip the end of the cable, tightly wrap a 10mm length of
Sellotape around the end and twist it in the same directicn as its
component wires (fig. 2h).
2. After attaching a wire cable to the drum by its nipple, take it
the long way round the drum to avoid kinking (fig. 2i). If, at any
time, you do accidentally kink a cable, carefully bend the cable
itself to remove the kink.
3. At the fully open and fully closed door position, cables 1 and 2
respectively should have at least two full turns left on the drum.
These residual turns help to relieve strain on the nipple.
4. The way the cables wind is worth mentioning. As the drum
rotates, the winding -on cable immediately takes up the space left
by the winding -off cable and this prevents miswinding. Alignment
is not critical but obviously becomes more so when the drum is
within a few inches of pulley 1 or endstop 2.
6. Although plastic urethane is a khaki colour it can be painted a
different colour should you desire, after giving any glossy surface
a very light sanding.

SC1

RETAINING SCREW

Fig 2E. Track to baseooard attachment

9. Fitting the radio Rx and garage push
switch
The radio Rx which receives its power from the control box
should be fitted high up in the garage with its short aerial wire left
dangling (an article describing the construction of a suitable radio
TX/RX will appear in a later issue). The radio Tx requires a 9 volt
battery. Screw down the internal garage push switch in a
convenient position (suggest close to the side entrance if the
garage has one) running the two 7/0.2mm equipment wires to
the sockets marked PUSH SW and V+ on the PCB.
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10. Test automatic operation of the door

more easily), thread on a second pinchblock close to it, drill a
2mm hole in the pivot frame and thread the flexible metal cable
through it as illustrated in fig.1. Using a third pinchblock, the
free end of the cable is now affixed to the inside door locking
lever of the redundant outside door handle. From now on, the

1. Remove the lid and rotate DN1 until you hear the barely
audible click as it operates MS1. Position DN2 close to DN1.
Refit the lid temporarily with one screw (the full complement is
four No. 2 x 8mm screws).
2. Give a last minute check then connect a mains plug to
control box mains lead using a 2 amp fuse and plug into a
suitable mains receptacle.

PARTS LIST
UNIT
PART NO.

BEFORE REMOVING THE LID OF THE
CONTROL BOX FOR ANY REASON, REMOVE
THE PLUG FROM THE MAINS SUPPLY TO
AVOID ANY CHANCE OF ELECTROCUTION.

COMPONENT

6

Spring chord screws
"S" hooks
Spring chords
Cables
Pinchblocks
Endstops + screws

7

Pulley

8

Drum + grubscrew
1
Drum shaft
1
Drum shaft bearings
2
Main frame
1
Lid + screws
1
2
Castellated disc nuts
Microswitches
2
MS PCB, Pins + adhesive strip 1
Fixing nuts + screws
4
Pivot pins, Caps + `11' clips
2
Pivot frame
1

1

2

CABLE
DRIVE

ASSEMBLY

3. Trigger door operation and, when the door is fully open,
switch off at the mains to stop the motor. Remove the lid and
rotate DN2 until it operates MS2. Re -fit the lid temporarily and
now operate the door a few times, refining the position of the
DNs (no need to switch off the mains for this), arranging for DN1
to stop the motor on closure of the door with PB1 close to its
endstop. This effectively locks the door because should an
attempt be made to push it open, PB1 abuts its endstop. (NB.
For even greater security I am presently developing a separate
door lock which will be described in a future article).
4. After a few operations the individual door opening and
closing overload limit control pots can be adjusted. Initially these
will have been set to their mid position. Now reduce by about
15 degrees at a time until such time as the door stops or
reverses in mid cycle or refuses to start, then turn back
clockwise to the previous setting. This setting allows the
minimum obstruction to stop the door but to avoid erratic
operation do not aim for maximum sensitivity.

3
4
5

9

MOTOR
DRUM
UNIT

NO.OFF

10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

2
4
2
2
2

2
1

Push -on -fit (POF)

1

Drum shaft drive pin

1

MANUAL

21

REVERSION
KIT

22

Spring + extra pin
Outside release cable

MOTOR
DRIVE

23
24

Motor drive block + locknut
Motor, 3 bolts + two 3M leads 1

CONTROL
BOX

25
26

Control box lid + light socket
Control box base + screws

MAIN PCB

27

Main PCB + connectors

1
1

(if needed)

11. Reversion to manual operation
of the door
In case of a power failure or for any other reason, it may be
necessary to revert to manual operation. To do this, withdraw
the "R" clip from the upper pivot pin hole and withdraw the top
pivot pin from the frame assembly. This causes the motor to
pivot downwards and disengage the motor drive. The door can
now be opened and closed by hand, the cables winding on and
off the drum as normal.
To re -instate automatic operation, close the door and rotate
the drum a few degrees sufficient to position PB1 its usual
distance from endstop 1, at which point the slot in the motor
drive will align with the drum shaft drive pin. Re-insert the top
pivot pin and "R" clip. The DNs should not need any
adjustment.
For those without a second entrance to their garage,
reversion to manual operation will obviously need to be carried
out from outside the garage. This entails a modification. First
remove the door locking bolts from the door locking lever then
proceeding as follows:
1. Using a drill, convert the top hole in the pivot frame
furthest from the door, into an open-ended slot as shown in the
inset to fig.1 (urethane plastic is a soft material and is easily
drilled). Drill a 1.5mm hole in the top pivot pin 25mm from the
uncapped end. Connect the short pin to the end of the release
cable 22 with a small pinchblock (the reason for the pin is that,
unlike the cable, it cannot be squashed and therefore retracts
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1

Components
Transformer

PRICE LIST
PART NO.

- 20/25 - 26/28 - £78
21 - 22 - £4
23 - 24 - £59
27 - E8
29 - £8
1

All prices include package, postage and insurance.
Contact:
Mr PH Alley, Squirrel Leap, Hagley Road, Fleet, Hants GU13
8LH. (Tel: 01252 621505)

Allow 21 days for delivery
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door handle should be kept permanently locked.
2. To assemble, push the top pivot pin through the outside
hole of the main frame, insert the pin 21, slide spring 21 onto
the bottom of the pivot pin, close the pivot frame, push the pivot
pin through the co -incident holes in the main frame and pivot
frame then insert the release cable steel pin through the bottom
hole of the pivot pin. Now position the second pinchblock so
that when the release cable is pulled and its steel pin just clears
the pivot pin hole, the second pinchblock abuts the 2mm hole in
the pivot frame. Finally, adjust the third pinchblock so that the
release cable is reasonably taut.
3. The release mechanism is now ready to be used. From
outside the garage, unlock the door handle and turn it. This will
retract the cable's steel pin, allowing the spring to retract the
pivot pin. Normally, the weight and leverage of the motor will
pivot it out of engagement but if not then the second pinchblock
abutting and rotating the pivot frame will, at which point the
door can be opened manually by hand.

12. Assembling the motor/drum unit
(Refer to fig.1)
For those who used the motor supplied, the motor/drum unit
will come already assembled. Do not attempt to remove the
drive block from the motor.
For those who wish to purchase the drum unit but supply
their own windscreen wiper motor, fit this to the pivot frame
using three 6mm bolts. The spacing of the three 6mm bolt fixing
feet shown in fig.1 (bottom centre) is virtually standard for all
windscreen wiper motors. The usual output shaft is about 10 15mm long with either a 6mm or 8mm thread. The end of the
simple drive block you construct should be screwed onto t`ie

Sys

shaft and the free end should extend no more than 28mm from
the inside surface of the pivot frame (if it does, you will have to
use spacers under the motor s fixing feet). The free end of the
drive block should have diametrically opposed slots which can
be filed to just greater than the diameter of the drum shaft drive
pin (1/8" diameter Selok pin) and about the same depth.
Ensure the drive block will not unwind when the motor is
reversed. One way of achieving this is to have two diametrically
opposed grub screws mounted in the drive block which can be
tightened down onto the motor's output shaft and/or use an
adhesive such as Locti:e adhesive 290. The drum unit will come
already assembled except the position of the POF and drum will
need to be finalised once you have fitted the motor and pivot
frame to the main frame using the two pivot pins. With the drive
pin fully engaged with the slotted drive block, push the POF up
against its bearing then tighten down the drum grub screw, the
object being to minimise any end play on the drum shaft.
Ensure that the grubscrew is tightened down on the flat filed on
the drum shaft, if necessary using a file to extend the flat.
In all cases, dismantling the motor drum unit down to its
component parts only takes a few minutes. Remove the two
pivot frame from the main frame. (Note the pivot frame and main
frame should be reassembled the same way. If you are unsure,
look for the polarising grooves on the pivot frame and main
frame). Undo the drum grub screw and slide off the drum.
Remove outside bearing and unscrew the DNs. If necessary,
the Selok drive pin 20 can be drifted out of its hole allowing the
1/2" POF 19 and other bearing to be removed. The POF can
normally be re -used but if it is damaged buy a new one for a
few pence from a local engineering tool shop.
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This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOC K SAE or Telephone for lists. Please check availability
before ordenng CARRIAGE all units £ 6 VAT to be added to Total of Goods and Carnage

Park Road Centre. Malmesbury.
Wiltshire. SN16 OBX (uk)
Tel: 0666 82514o. Fax: 0666 825141
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STEWART OF READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD. READING, BERKS RG6 1PL

.__
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FANTASTIC SAVINGS

TEST METERS

Satellite Finder

AND MORE !!!
Zar/ar.rer.r/ZZZZZZZZ,
METEX 4',4 DIGIT DMM

/e64.anvoATER

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
E29.95

.
Easy t
Professional Satellite

£89.95

ICR Meter

E67.95

Caparitame Meter
. 052.95

Digital Lux Meter

SIMPLY THE BEST
THE CLIP -ON MAGNIFIER

r0 Dot°

M4630 30 Range 4 h Digit

£62.95

Display 17mm 0 05% Accuracy

Sound Level Meter
1E46.95

.

Analogue Clamp Meter

rides 0

k OHM £32.95

Digital Clamp Meter
MI A

II

IT,

zssszz

II

ES6.95

f49boner./

.95

TL34 33 Range

£51.95

Temperature Measurement

314

digit 24mm Large Display
Fecilures

AC/DC Current Clamp

5 Copocrlonce ranges

141.95

BENCH INSTRUMENTS

6 - resisbnce ranges to 2063 otwn
el Diode and transistor lest 5 AC/DC
volts ranges Basic 0 5% occurocy

E93.00
1126.00

IN 5 ranges AC/DC coned to 20 Amps

WM MOM.
end

127

.95

tamp, meter 'twin meter
0/24..1, .) .,,;

Wan version

5 15v it 0'd naps

MX190

0

(0 2%)

£52.95

Please add C1.50

Please supply

MIMI MIN MN MEN
ROCS/5 @ £27

MEI

£1.50 p&p. I enclose my cheque/p.o

fol

made payable to NEXUS or please debit my Access/Visa

E122.00

5. range Audio Gen I OHZ to I MHZ
1E119.00
Smersquare

intector !unction

With leads battery

is indispensable. Magnification x 2.

E260.00

til to 150 MHZ

,,
0/21r/2MEG
ohmtes,stance lhode test Signal
and instructions

188.00
4E140.00

£99.95
SIGNAL SOURCES roma AC

19 Range 3'h Digit
.

E74.00

to the angte that suits you and everything is made crystal clear.
It is so light and portable that you can tuck it into your pocket or
bag to take anywhere. Whatever your hobby the Clip -on Magnifier

POWER SUPPLIES
0/30v dc 0/3 amps

.

any kind. just cli 3 it onto your specs for empty frames), adjust

£87.00

0/24..

Feut

The Clip -on Magnifier is invaluable for fine work of

.95

£124.00

sr -

ISignature

Expiry

Name

Full details send for instruments
info pack (SAE 36p UK) Ref: TG

I

AUDIO ELECTROnICS

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

IAddress

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK

===3111EQ
Fax:m72.4m
Discounts for quantity and education IMI

Post Code
Credit Card Hotline 01442 66551 (24HRS)
Coupon to NEXUS Reader Otters, Nexus House. Boundary Way. Hemel Hempstead. Hens HP2 7ST
Please allow 28 days for delrvery U K only - Overseas upon request.
Data Protection Occasionally we may make names and addresses available to carefully versed companies
who sell goods and services by mail that we believe to be of interest to our readers. if you would prefer not
receive such mailings please lick this box

THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY NOT TO BE MISSED
Have you experienced the frustration of waiting at the
newsagents only to discover your favourite magazine has sold
out? By subscribing you can receive every issue hot off the press
with guaranteed free delivery*.

Plus, remenzber you will not be affected by any future price
increases throughout the duration of your subscription.
One call does it all! In fact nothing could be simpler,
phone our subscription hotline quoting your
VISA / ACCESS details, or complete the coupon below
and establish your collection of Electronics Today International,
the magazine that's better than ever.
Please commence my subscription from the
issue.
(Quote Subscription No. if extending/renewing
I enclose my cheque/P.O. for £
made payable to NEXUS
or. debit my AccessNisa accot.nt:

o

o

Electronics Today International Subscription Rates

Keep ahead of the pack,
with our fantastic subscription offer.

Subscription Hotline
01737 768611
*UK Only

1Yr UK £25.80

Europe and Eire E32.70

Sterling 0/Seas £33.90

Signature
Card Expiry
Name
Address

Post Code
Please send this coupon to
Argus Subscription Services. Oueensway House. 2 Oueensway Redhill Surrey RHI 10S
Please tick this box if you do not wish to receive information from any other companies
which may be of interest to you. 0

US S Dollars S56

James Gale
01442 66551
Send your requ rements to:
ETI Classified Department, Nexus, Nexus House,
Boundary Way, Kernel Hempstead, HP2 7ST
Lineage: 70p per wort (+ VAT) (minimum 15 words)
Semi display: (minimum 2.5cms)
£9.50 + VAT per single column centimetre

Classified

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

FOR SALE
VARIABLE VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS
OUTPUT 0-2130V

Price

"BOFFINS SPECIAL" -

11 ;Pi"

1 re .

UNIQUE OFFER

Surplus Precision Medical Unit internally in excellent condition Designed primarily to elect a precise
controllable amount of fluid from a medical syringe
(latter not supplied) Contains the following remov-

COOKE INTERNATIONAL

P&P able components Dual Micro PrOCeSSOr Boards and

0 5KVA 2 5 amp Max

£31.90

£6.00 EPROMS Escap Precision 12V DC Motor with

1KVA 5 amp max

£41.15

£7.00 with 6 a

ANALYSERS, BRIDGES, CALIBRATORS, VOLTMETERS,
GENERATORS, OSCILLOSCOPES, POWER METERS. ET('
ALWAYS AVAILABLE

1 5V Ni-Cad A A cells back -up L C D

If 56 58 inc VAT) Digital mad -out 1 7mm high with legends Audible

£59.40

£8.50

warning

3KVA 15 amp max

£78.65

£8.50

quality components regret no Circuits available

((79 78 inc VAT) These are sold for the dismantling of the except.,

(( 102 40 inc VAT)

5KVA 25 amp max

1128.20 end VAT)
3.8 KVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
New Manufacturers surplus mounted in solid metal
encl... with surface minunted MK Reeidual Current
Circuit &esker. Internally fused 240V AC Input and Outpi
External SHA. Ground Point Ideal for work bench Isola, .

(Plus Carriage)
Buy direct from the Importers Keenest prices in the Country

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
TRANSFORMERS -LT -ISOLATION & AUTO

ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT
FLOURESCENT TUBES
aft 40 watt (14 00 loaners only)
1C18.451incVAT
Oft 20 watt C9 00 icallers only)
1(10.58 inc VAT)
'tin 13 wan (A.80 75p P&P
C8.52 inc VAT)
gin Swan 13 96 50p p&p
IC5.24 inc VAT)
6in 4 watt E3 96 5012 oeip
15.24 inc VAT
230V AC BALLAST KIT
For either bin. gin or 120 tubes (8.05 (1.40
P&p 108 .75 inc VAT)

The above Tubes are sortable for Forged Bank Note
detection security marking etc.
Other Wave Lengths of U V TUBE available Please
telephone your enquiries

400 WATT UV LAMP
00 p&p
Only E3 8 00 SELF
E49 35 inc VAT)
A SELF BALLASTED BLACK
160WTT
LIGHT MERCURY BULB
Available mth BC or ES Sling price inc VAT
& p&p and VAT 025.55

12V D.C. BILGE PUMPS

IAA:

500 GPH 15111108d 3 amp (1998

1750GPH1511head9arnp 134 55
Also now available 24V DC 1750 GPH 1 5it ileac
5 amp (35 55 All designed to be used
submerged PRICES INCLUDE P&P & VAT

EXPORT, TRADE AND U.K. ENQUIRIES WELCOME
SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR LISTS OF EQUIPMENT AND MANUALS
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
SHIPPING ARRANGED
DISCOUNT FOR BULK ORDERS

etc Si,, Width 44cm Depth 440m Height end. RCD
47crn.Weght 50 Kilda_
Price EX -WAREHOUSE (120.00. VAT

) C 240V Aulo transfer nthvs cased with Mennen socket and

ohm end or Ken frame type Avg** Ire mansgele diger/

WIDE WIG' Of ItEllON RAS1111118
Wire Phone your enertneief

ORIGINAL SERVICE MANUALS FOR SALE
COPY SERVICE ALSO AVAILABLE

Ridiculously low price 120.00 14.00 peep

£139.15

240V AC CENTRIFUGAL BLOWER

New Manuf

OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9AM - 5PM
COOKE INTERNATIONAL

Surplus Skeleton Blower suileble

mounting inside an enclosure to cool equipment Ove
site 1300104135mm Outlet 80a35mm Impeller 60,
dia a 60mm long (14 10 rind. P&P & VAT
SEWING MACHINE MOTOR
Brand new 220 240V AC, DC SEW-TRIC 2 lead R

ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site, Main Road, Barnham, Bognor Regis,
West Sussex, P022 OEB Tel (+ 44) 0243 545111/2 Fax + 44) 0243 542457

.

Motor Size L 100rnm x H 70mm a W 551w,, SPii"
1

4in d,ae lin long (14 108ncl P&P & VAT
GEARED MOTORS

71 RPM 2016 inch torque reversable 115V AC input including capacitor and transformer for 240V AC
operation Price inc VAT & p&p (27.73

LIVERPOOL

SOUD STATE EMT UNIT
Output appro. 15KV
Producing 10mrn spark Built-in 10 sec bower
Easily modified for 20 sec 30 sec to contnuou
Designed for boner wince, Dozens of uses in the
field of PhYgcs and electronics leg supplying neon
or argon tubes etc Rove len case (11.60+ (240
Input

230/240V AC

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87/93 Dale Street
Tel: 051 236 0982 051 236 0154

P&P (C12 81 Inc VAT) NMS

47 Whitechapel
Tel: 051 236 5489

EPROM ERASURE KIT
Build your own EPROM ERASURE for a (ration of the

once of a made Up unit kit of pans leis use includes
12in 8 wen 2537 Angst Tube Ballast unn, pas of bpn

Liverpool 2

leads. neon male -age. on/off swath. safely rre.nrotwitch
and rerun f 15 004200 p&p
Ii19 Berne VAT)

'THE ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP
SUPER HY-LIGHT STROBE KR
Designed for Disco. Theatrical use etc.
Appro. 16 joules Adiustable speed (50.00. 03 00 Ago
1E82 213 Inc VAT)

Case and reflector (24.00. (3 00 p&p

1031 73 Inc VAT)

SAE for further details including Hy Light and industrial Strobe Kits

Showroom open

Monder FnOV

Brant) new 240V AC fan cooled Can be used for a variety of
in outlet
in dia Price inducts p&p &
purposes Inlet
1

1

VAT (II 20 each or 2 for (2050 inclusive

MICROS WITCH
Pee 15 amp changeover lever rnicroswIch type SI 7'
Brand new price 5 far (705 inc VAT & p&p

OSCILLOSCOPE Tektronix 2215
60MHz dual trace, calibrated, no

SERVICE TRADING CO

certificate £400 o.n.o. 0732

57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CHISWICK. LONDON W4 558
FAX 081 995 0549 081-995 1560
ACCOUNT CUSTOMERS MIN ORDER C10

SCIENTIFIC

S WC WIRE COMPANY
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE
TINNED WIRE SILVER
PLATED COPPER WIRE
SOLDER EUREKA WIRE
NICKEL CHROME WIRE.
BRASS WIRE LI TZ WIRE
BIFILAR WIRE MANGANIN
WIRE TEFZEL WIRE NICKEL
SAE BRINGS LIST 18 RAVEN
RD LONDON E18 1HW
FAX 081 559 1114

FAX YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT
ON 01442 66998

In

SUPPLIER OF QUALITY USED TEST INSTRUMENTS

1 Gear Boa and optical encoder coupled to a
(44 53 Inc VAT) 300
Precision threaded drive mechanism Mains supply

2KVA 10 amp max

%

363694 evenings and weekends.

Anees

THIS SPACE
COULD BE
WORKING FOR
YOU!
FOR DETAILS OF
ADVERTISING
RATES CALL
JAMES ON
01442 66551

PPeri alp Space

NEWMARKET
TRANSFORMERS LTD

* * FOR SALE * *

Mail Order Transformer
Specialists.
Toroidal and Laminated
Transformers, 3VA to 1 kVA
Fast delivery. Competitive
prices. Quality guaranteed.
Phone: Michael Dornan on 0638
662989 for Immediate Quote

DEFENCE & AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS ALL HIGH QUALITY SURPLUS
MANY SPECIALS. WE STOCK 1000 +
ITEMS & IF WE DON'T STOCK IT WE MAY
BE ABLE TO GET IT FOR YOU
PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE FOR LISTS
OR REQUIREMENTS

L.F. HANNEY
Your Electric Component
Specialist for Avon, Wilts
& Somerset.
77 Lower Bristol

MAYFLOWER ELECTRONICS

48 BRENDON ROAD,
WATCHET, SOMERSET, TA23 OHT

Road, Bath, Avon.

TEL (0984) 631825 FAX (0984) 634245

Tel: 0225 424811
ELECTRON(

S TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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FOR SALE

WANTED

SOFTWARE

EX ELECTRONIC SERVICE

WANTED

SCIENTIFIC
SHAREWARE
1)1,,,er the trur warn PO! 'shartut fag *PC.

MAN SELLS ALL
Hitachi V425 oscilloscope, dual beam, Cursor
readout. voltage time difference Orion black star
pattern generator Fluke 8050A digital
rnultimeter. VHS alignment tape. Torque gauge.
degausing coil. TM logic probe. Kits of grub.
screws circlip. instrument springs etc.
Components. switches pots resistors. transistors.
IC's. fully stocked 26 draw component tower.
Over 20 electronics and VCR reference books.
Television magazine from 1992 to 1994 Over 70
circuit diagrams service manuals. VCR TV
Audio
Trade catalogues arid MORE.
All test equipment in mint condition.
Please take the lot for 2k and start making

money NOW Contact Patrick Headley 081 556
2027 or 0973 203 808
74 Warren Road, London E IQ 5QA

LEN COOKE
ENTERPRISES

For the best value in Used
Electronic Test Instruments
We buy, sell and service oscilloscopes. signal
generators, frequency counters, spectrum
Analysers. Power meters, logic testers. etc
Spare parts available for most Textron.
scopes.
Tel: 081-813-9946
Fax: 081-574-2339
Mobile: 0374 759984

Mail order address: Unit 5, Southall
Enterprise Centre, Bridge Road.
Southall, Middx. UB2 4Al

LYe engineer what we buy, we support
what we soli.

PLANS
ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser

1982

PEAL hair ,uppl

Receivers, Transmitters Test Equipment,
Components, Cable and Electronic, Scrap.
Boxes, PCB's, Plugs and Sockets, Computers,
Computer Scrap, Edge Connectors.

puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre

Publications, Unit 7, Old Wharf
Industrial Estate, Dymock Road.

PLDs. PLDs for ETI PC POST card
supplied at £10. PO Box 1561 Bath
0225 444467.

,

.ompyleesne cologne cwierly mite SEE
ded rehab* au &II Wen sr Omen MR

.

P1951. %mum& flow, Seem 141. Frwfliwylvii, Eau Slum.
TN IlLT41/14160211in 1191111/413

Telephone: 0438 812 193
Mobile: 0860 214302. Fax: 0438 812 387

SaS systems Lad. Bretton Court. Manor Road. Ural,
,lieffield, 5318PD, UK ISkrxr dontunrs and kppit

ADVERTISING
IN ETI
COULDN'T BE
EASIER SIMPLY CALL
JAMES ON
01442 66551

PC:tOverture In vr.r. Son. Nevem s,.

PreMkr pl. uxY kt EPA [anode.
Professional plu MultkAnenn.Deptloca..

Tel- (01909)"i199 Fa (019091 "5645 kw (Me

COURSES

Start training now with the specialists for
the following courses. Send for our

brochure - without obligation or
Telephone us on 0626 779398 ETI 2 95

Name

COMPUTER
SPARES

Telecomms
Tech C&G 2710
Radio Amateur
Licence C&G
Microprocessor

Introduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9UN

Hard & Floppy Disk Drives.
Controllers/Adapters, Motherboard,.
PSU's, Memory, Keyboards.
etc, etc...

Ex -IBM and NEC machine,

devices/convert discrete logic to

r youriesysiwpmeablyhneiSeidlotkykof PC
,...,:grferrefe init. kale io SIM 614360,000 awls 444 e

Itsralti ASTRA Desk Top Accountine

COMPUTER PARTS

EPROMs,PLDs + microcontrollers
copied or programmed. We supply

bilms.gtelat,Norelry,,lifflaffrpl lanandi

All ,oftwae can be plovided on Floppy disc or CD ROM.
`Agg..

A.R. Sinclair Electronics,
Stockholders, 2 Normans Lane,
Rabley Heath, Welwyn, Herts AL6 9TQ.

Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

COMPONENTS

Spoilt

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL TYPES OF
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT.

designs, solar and wind generators,

high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-

itt *sr Wait mummer% MEM

Bums, Lbw E
, CAMAY,*
06010%
Eicsiiek Uremia, lin
Emote, Mosikel, hymn*
waive & Imposes, Tals,
WI,
M.%

TO PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS
IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF
ETI CALL JAMES
ON 01442 66551

For stock list and low prices:
Phone Og I 441 41149

or Fax 081 364 9495

AD Technology Ltd
46 Salisbury Road.
Barnet, Herts. EN5 4JN

SERVICES

DELLFERN
PCB DESIGN AND

REVERSE ENGINEERING

NL4NUFACTURE---:1,-11N
COMPLETE SERVICE OFFERED FROM SCHEMATIC
DRAWING TO FINISHED PRODUCT. SMALL OR
LARGE QLMINTffIES AT COMPETITIVE RATES.

WE CAN COPY NO' coMERciALLY
AVAILABLE PROTECTED DEVICES
EVEN IF SECURITY FUSED OR CODE LOCKED

EG. MPUs, CPUs, PALs, 641.5, PICs, 'ETC.

FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT AVAILABLE
ITEL: 0384 444570 MX: 0384 444571
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL, CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT, NEXUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY
WAY, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Rates: Lineage 70p per word + VAT minimum 15 words.
Semi -display £9.50 per single column cm plus VAT. No reimburserrents for cancellations.
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Open forum ETI
There is an old tale about two
gruff, hard-nosed
businessmen of the old school
who decide to see what this
science lark can do for their
business. So they hire a graduate straight out of
University, put him in a little room at the back of
the building, and give him a small amount of
assorted scientific equipment bought cheap as
a job lot.
The first day that their 'boffin' arrives for
work, the two businessmen go down to the pub
for their usual pint and pie. On their way back
one says to the other "Let's pop in on the boffin
and see what he has invented for us" to which
the other replies, "Best wait until tomorrow, by
then he will have invented something much
bigger and better".
It is a humorous tale which, like many
humorous tales, has a familiar truthful ring to it.
Scientists and technologists who are employed
in industry are expected to deliver new,
innovative ideas which their employers can turn
into profitable new products, or at the very least
improve existing products or enable them to be
made cheaper.
The problem is that innovation is not a
commodity which can be bought by the pound;
it is instead the product of rare flashes of

M

intuition. You cannot put a scientist or engineer into
a lab and tell him to invent something totally
different. If you tell him to improve something in

a specific way then he will probably do it.
The thing is that innovation, of whatever sort,
is an entirely different intellectual process from
targeted research or development. By its very
nature, genuine innovation tends to be a rather
erratic process which often leads in entirely
different directions to those currently being
pursued by the innovator.
Bearing this in mind. why is it that Britain has
such a good record for innovation? Even the
Japanese Govemhlent in a recent publication
accepted this, stating that nearly half of all the
major commercial innovations of this century
have been made in Britain. Yet on the other
hand we have all too often been singularly poor
at actually developing and exploiting these
innovations.
In my opinion, the answer to this question
must lie not in any intellectual or educational
advantage but in a cultural and intellectual
difference which favours innovation at the
expense of directed research and development.

An advantage which has come about through
the relaxed attitudes of universities and the
British tradition of the amateur. Both of these
favour serendipitous innovation as opposed to
the rigid, disciplined activity of directed research
and development.
The tradition in British universities has been
to allow researchers to pursue their own ideas
rather than being channelled into a specific line
of work by a dominant department head or by a
commercial contract. It is an approach which
does not necessarily produce disciplined team
oriented researchers but it does tend to produce
individuals capable of original innovative ideas.
The same applies to that marvellous British
tradition of the informed amateur, of which most
of ETTs readers are examples. Without any
commercial forces driving them to develop ideas
such individuals are in a position to follow their
own fancies; they do what they do because it is
fun, not because it makes money, usually the
exact opposite. For these reasons they too are
likely to develop innovative ideas.
If my hypothesis is true then Britain is in
danger of losing its talent for innovation. The
informed amateur is all too often a dying breed.
He is ridiculed in the popular media and made
into a comic figure. Younger generations are
now faced with a wide range of competing
interests that distract them from taking up a
serious hobby, and devoting the time and
resources to it that are necessary.
The same goes for the relaxed attitude h
universities. There is now enormous pressure on
students to get good qualifications with the
emphasis that going to university equates with
getting a well paid job. There is a declining
emphasis on the concept that one goes to
university because one wants to study a
particular subject and expand the field of human
knowledge and ability. There is also pressure on
the universities which are now all too often
expected to take on commercial work in order
to generate necessary funds.
The result is that the general populace in
this country are now a lot better educated,
and the standard of directed research and
development work has improved no end. We
only have to look at the enormous
improvements in product design which has
taken place over the lest 20 years. But at the
same time, are we in danger of also losing the
cultural basis which has produced so
many innovators?
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Next.Month...
In the March 1995 issue of ETI we will be starting a new premier project by Robin Abbot to
build a laser tag game. We will also be publishing Part Three of Richard Grodzik's ETI
80188 single board computer project, and looking further at using and programming the
board.
There will be two projects which should be of interest to computer owners; the first of
these has been designed by Jason Sham and is an Amstrad PCW I/O port which should
be of interest to the considerable number of people who still own this popular machine.
The second is Part Two of a project by Dr Pei An to build a PC based smart mains control
system.
From Tim Parker there is a project to build a garden shed security alarm. Whilst from
Douglas Clarkeson there is an interesting project on the measurement of light. Pat Alley
will also conclude his project to build an automatic garage door opener.
Next month we will examine the current and future use of electronics in aviation, whilst PC
Clinic will look at audio adapters.
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"Electronics Workbench
is the best simulator to
design and verify circuits."
Gonion MacDonald
Production Engineer Technician
Elcctronics Workbench is a highly

pmductve bench where you design and
verify circuits in a fiaction of the time.
Connections are always petfect.Wires

mute thfinselves. And the simulated
components and test instruments work
just like the real thing.
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It's faster than building with actual
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components because you change
connections and component values
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instantly. And since the simulated
components are free, you don't need to
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replace bumtout parts or keep an
extensive inventory. The result: You save
precious time and money. Guaranteed!
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Electronics
Workbench

The sti_ndani for simplicity and power for
over six years, Bectronics Workbench is the
most popular tool of its kind It has gained
worldwide acclaim as the ideal complement

to any test bench. Fact: Over 90% of

our customers recommend it to
their friends and colleagues.

Electronics Workbench
The electronics lab in a computerTM

if

Call: 44 0203 233216
just 1199,
for [XIS, Mindows or Mac VC1,4011

NSA

Robinson Marshall (Europe) PLC

Nadella Building, Progress Close, Leofric Business Park, Coventey, Warwickshire CV3 2TF
FAX: (44) 0203 233210
'30 -day money -back guarantee.
Shipping charges - UK L4.99. All prices are plus V.A.T.
All trader -narks are the property of thee respective owners
Woth the purchase of Electronics Workbench.
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ONLY
Over 800 colour packed pages
with hundreds of Brand New
Products at Super Low Prices.
Available from all branches of WHSMITH, John Menzies in Scotland
ONLY, Eason El, Son in N. Ireland ONLY, and Maplin stores nationwide.

The Maplin Electronics 1995 Catalogue - OUT OF THIS WORLD!

